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FOREWORD

This report was prepared for the Prototype Division of the Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory by the Los Angeles Aircraft Division, Rockwell
International. The work was performed as part of the STOL tactical aircraft
investigation program under USAF contract F3361S-71-C-1760, project 643A0020.
Daniel E. Fraga, AFFDL/PTA, was the Air Force program manager, and Garland S.
Oates, Jr., AFFDL/PTA, was the Air Force technical manager. Marshall H. Roe
was the program manager for Rockwell.

This investigation was conducted during the period froi, 10 June 1971
through 9 December 1972. This final report is published in six.volumn.&
and was originally published as Rockwell report NA-72-868. This repoar-
was submitted for approval on 9 December 1972.

This technical report has been 7-eviewed and is approved.

E. J. Cross, Jr.
Lt Col, USAF
Chief, Prototype Division
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The basic objective of the work reported herein was to provide a broader
technology base to stuport the development of a medium SL Transport (MST)
airplane. This work was limited to the application of the externally blown

2 •flap (OBF) powered lift concept.

The technology of EBF SEOL aircraft has been investigated through
analytical studies, wind tunnel testing, flight simulator testing, and design
trade studies. The results obtained include development of methods for the
estimation of the aerodynamic characteristics of an EBF configuration, STOL
performance estimation methods, safety margins for takeoff and landing, wind
tunnel investigation of the effects of varying EBF system geometry parameters,
configuration definition to meet MSr requirements, trade data on performance
and configuration requirement variations, flight control system mechanization
trade data, handling qualities characteristics, piloting procedures, and
effects of applying an air cushion landing system to the MST.

From an overall assessment of study results, it is concluded that the
EBF concept provides a practical means of obtaining STOL performance for an
MST with relatively low risk. Saow improvement in EBF performance could be
achieved with further development - primarily wind tunnel testing. Further
work should be done on optimization of flight controls, definition of flying
qualities requirements, and developImnt of piloting procedures. Considerable
work must be done in the area of structural design criteria relative tW the
effects of engine exhaust impingement on the wing and flap structure.

This report is arranged in six volumtes:

Volume I - Configuration Definition

Volume II - Design Coopendiun

VOiLme III - Performi ice Methods and Takeoff and Landing Rules

Volume IV -Analysis of Wind Tunml Data

Volume V - Flig.t Control Tr,=Iwlogy

Part I Control System ýchanieation Trade Studies
Part 11 Simulation Studies/Plitht Control 3ystem Validation
Part III Stability and Control Parivative kcuracy

Requiremts and Effects of Aupentation System Design

Volume V - Air Cushion laiding System Trade Study

Ilt



1 This volume contains a summary of th- part I baseline configuration and
the refined cunfiguration as optimized for minimum weight and the revised
study requirements.

An appendix to this voltn= is issued separately, titled "Aerodynamic
Trades of Flap and Roll Control System". This appendix is presented to
provide the aerodynamic data needed to make the design choice between double
and triple slotted flaps and between a roll control system with BLC or without
BLC for the basetline configuration definition in Volume I.
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SECTION I

IRMDUCTION

The objective of the STOL tactical aircraft investigation (TAI) is the
expansion of the technical base to support the development of a medium STOL
transport (MST) with minimum risk. This technical base provides a means to
generate design criteria, performance data, stability and control data, and
prediction methods for application to and evaluation of a short takeoff and
landing (STOL) tactical transport aircraft. This study is part of an Air Force
program originating from the Prototype Division of the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory (FDL) in which several contractors have participated, each
working on the various propulsion-lift systems. The purpose of the present
study is to develop the capability of evaluating proposed configurations of all
reasonable concepts of STOL-type aircraft. This work has been focused primarily
on those propulsion lift systems using the mechanical flap system with vectored
thrust (VT), the externally blown flap (EBF), and the internally blown flap
(IBF). The Rockwell International contract requires the development of data

for the EBF propulsion-lift system only.

The general approach used by North American Rockwell to achieve the program
objectives provides a logical sequencing of related tasks within a two-part
program that would produce substantiated data and methods consistent with the
Air Force overall program. The interrelationship of the various study phases
is depicted in the task flow diagram, shown in figure i, with the refined
baseline configuration development.

This study was conducted in two parts with six tasks in each part. Part I
(studies and analyses) identified n-issing aerodynamic performance and stability
and control data to be acquired in the wind tunnel test program of part 2,
(small-scale model tests). During part 1, a specific task to develop a base-
line configuration was developed for evallating STOL performance ground rules,
establishing optimum propulsion system requirement, and developing trade data
for conmaring air cushion landing system (ACLS) with conventional landing gear
designs. The ba.eline configuration development in part I continued into part 2
of the study with a refined configuration definition using data developed-from
other program tasks, This refined configuration is optimized for minimuim weight
and meets the study mission requirements and SrOL performance criteria as re-
vised by the AFFDL/PTA Project Office. This volume of the SML tactical air-
craft investigation final report contains a summary of the results of the pazc 1
baseline configuration definition and the refined configuration definition from
part 2.
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SECTION II

PRELIMINAP BASLINE CONFIGURATION SL44ARY

A sunmary of the basel-).e configuration study pex.2r:'red in part 1 of the
STOL TAI prograr, is presente 1 in this section. This task pfvioeQ for the
development of a baseline a ifiguration designed to meet the MST requirements
as outlined in appendix I oi the statement of work. The configuration
developed under this task se.-ves as the baseline vehicle for the various struc-
ture analysis studies and ot:ier pertinent trades study required by the STOL
TAI contract.

2.1 CONFIGURATION DEPINITIOL)

The task II baseline configuration is shown in figure 2. This vehicle
has a takeoff gross weight (COGW) of 150,000 pounds, an initial wing loading
of 89.28 pounds per square foot, are initial thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.54
at sea-level static (SLS), standard day conditions and carries a 28,000-pound
payload on a 500-nautical-mile-radius mission at a 0.75M cruise speed. It is
designed to take off and land over a 50-foot obstacle in 2,000 feet at a
2,500-foot altitude, 93.410 F hot day at midmission weight. The midmitssion
wing loading is 82 pounds per square foot., and thrust-to-weight ratio is 0.53
at the specified altitude condition,

The fuselage has been sized based on the required 12 x 12 x 45-foot cargo
bay• A 210-inch-diamter circular cross section is utilized because of
pressurization requirements., with some flattening underneath to provide
adequate ground clearance while maintaining the cargo floor height at 50 inches
above the ground. The crew compartment is sufficient for a four-man crew,
rest facilities, and avionics eq dpment. The aft fuselage has been faired
as sharply as possible and yet ai'oid separation drag.

The wing selected has an asp.ct ratio of 8 and sweep of 25 degrees at the
quarter chord. The airfoil secti. n is a 63A200 series with 10 percent thick-
ness at the tip and 14 percent thi.ýkness at the root. The trailing edge has
been extended from Xc - 240.00 inboard to reduce the effective thickness at
the fuselage centarline to 12.0 percent. The selected wing planfoim and
thickness are the result of several wing desig iterations to improve weight
at constant perforomnce.

The wing incorpoiates full-span spoilers, powered leading edge slats,
mid double-slotted flaps. The chord of the inboard two-thirds of the slat is
20 percent of the wing chord, and this section can be exterded to 30 degrees
below the wing chord plane. The chord of the outboard portion of the slat is
30 percent of the wing chord, and this portion can be extended to 45 degrees
belat the wing chord plane.
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The double-slotted flaps are rather large, 36 percent of the wing chord,
with the forward flap 17 percent and the aft flap 19 percent. The forward
flap maximnn extension is 45 degrees, and the aft flap maximum extension is
60 degrees. The flap system is divided into three spanwise segments. The
aft segment of the inboard flap can be articulated +±25 degrees from a fully
extended position for direct drag control during final landing approach.

The aileron is a double-panel flaperon system with the total system chord
equal to 36 percent of the wing chord. The aft panel is 19 percent of the
wing chord and acts as a conventional plain-hinge aileron during cruise flight
and climb or descent with flaps retracted. 'When the flaps are extended, the
forward flaperon panel is extended 25 degrees to fixed position, and the aft
panel is deflected to a neutral position of 60 degrees. From this position,
it can be deflected ±25 degrees for roll control, in combination with spoilers.
Aileron blowing is provided, using primary engine fan air, to provide increased
aileron effectiveness at high deflection angles. The aileron blowing system
is sized to a total Cpj of 0.03, available with three or four engines, with
a nozzle system that is normally half open to divide the aileron blowing
equally between left and right ailerons. The nozzles are controllable to full
open or full closed to provide 100 percent of the available blowing to the
aileron that is deflected downward.

The maximum fuel capacity of the integral wing fuel tarnks is 56,000
pounds, with the rear spar at the 61 percent chord and a modified wing center-
section box.

The engine selected is a 90 percent size GEl3/F4B turbofan with a 7.8
: -pass ratio. For the baseline configuration, the inboard engine has been
iocqted one diameter from the fuselage, and the two engines are separated by
1-1/2 diameters. The nozzle exit is placed on the same station as the wing
leading edge at the engine centerline. A gimbaled nozzle deflects both the
hot and cold exhaust air 15 degrees up or down. During the takeoff ground
roll, the exhaust is deflected 15 degrees down then charged to 15 degrees up
at liftoff and during climb until the flaps are retracted. The exhaust is
also deflected u 1 degrees during landing approach when the flaps are
extended. With flaps up during climb, cruise, or descent, the exhaust is
undeflected. Cascade-type thrust reversers are provided for the fan air only.

The main landing gear is a three-wheel tandem design retracted into pods
off the lower shoulder of the fuselage in a manner =onventional for high-wing
transport aircraft. The SO x 22, type III tires have been sized for a CMR 6
and 200 passes at a TMX of 150,000 pounds. Design sink speed is 1S feet
per second at midmission weight. Reduced sink speed is used at higher air
vehicle %eight. The nose gear is a two-whee] dual, forward retracting design.
Although analysis shms that a smaller tire could be used on the nose gear,
type III tires have been used identical to the main gear tires to simplify
logistics and sorvicing. The aft theel in the three-Aheel tandm main gear can
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be swiveled so that, during taxi, the airplane will turn as if the main gear
were a two-wheel tandem design. The front wheel on each main gear is powered,
using the APU, for ground mobility without using primary flight engines.

The empennage is a T-tail arrangement with the horizontal surface placed
slightly higher and further forward than conventional T-tails because of the
strong downwash characteristics of the EBF system. Both the vertical and
horizontal tail have double-hinged control surfaces with hinges at 55 percent
and 75 percent chord. Each segment deflects 25 degrees independently, making
a total of 50 degrees relative to the centerline for the aft segment when
both segments are fully deflected. Both segments are used for control during
STOL operations; however, for conventional flight, the forward segment is
locked and the aft segment only is used for control. The forward horizontal
surface can also be adjusted +10 degrees and -20 degrees for airplane trim.

2.2 DESIGN RE(IIRWM TS

Requirements specified in the text and in the statement of work have
been sumnarized in table I for the basepoint and trade-offs in terms of
mission, performance, and design characteristics.

2.3 MISSION DESCRIPTIONS

The 500-nautical-mile radius mission and the 2,600 nautical-mile deploy-
ment range mission are basepoint design requirements, and are illustrated in
figures 3 and 4. Study requirements permit the wing fuel tank capacity
to be limited to that required for the 2,600 nautical-mile range mission,
and ar(litional range is achieved by use of fuselage tanks, external treks, or
flight refueling. The study has shown that (1) TOGW is 4etermined by the
500-nautical-mile radius mission requirement, (2) wing area is determined by
fuel required for the 2,600-nautical-mile deployment mission, and (3) lift-off
velocity for SIDL performance is deteimined by one-engine-out climb gradient
requirement of 3 degrees,

2.4 TAWFF AND LANING CRIMR

The SIWL takeoff and landing criteAa used for the preliminary baseline
configuration are depicted in figure S.: The takeoff and landing mneuvers
are performed at a 2,500-foot 93.40 F day condition. The predminant sizing
conditions from these criteria are the 3-degree cliab gradient with one engine
out, lamding gear dov, out of ground effect, and a takeoff distance of 2,000
feet over a 50-foot obstacle, These conditions determine the thrust levels
required, thus vehicle engine size. The landing maneuver did not influence
vehicle size,

8



TABLE I. MST DESIGN REQUIREME,'S

Parameter [ Basepoint , Td-os

Missions

Design radius 500 n mi 750 n mi
Payload (both ways) 28,000 lb
Maneuvering limit 3g

Unrefueled range (2.5g): 2,600 n mi with reduced cargo and 3,600 n mi with
no cargo

Performance

Cruise speed 0.75M at h220,000 ft 0.85M
Penetration speed at SL for 50 n mi 400 knots

(This requirement refers to a terrain-following environment with
associated avionics. This is not baseline, only a trade-off.)

T.O. distance over 50 ft 2,000 ft *500 ft2,500 ft alt/930 F

Design Characteristics

Max design TOGW 160,000 lb
Bay size 12 x 12 x 4S ft 12 x 12 x 55 ft
Crew- pilot, copilot, navigator, loadmaster
Propulsion - derivative engines using existing core permitted
Miscellaneous features:

Aerial refueling
Pressurized crew and cargo compartments (scale C-130 equipment)
Wheel drive for ground handling at remote site
Landing gear for CBR 6 allowing for 200 passes and lower CBR at reduced

payload; design sink speed of 15 fps
Antiskid brakes
Miniimun AGE utilization and no special facilities
Vulnerability/survivability; maximua protection and fail-safety
Satisfactory engine-out control
maxin•a evasive maneuverability
Paratroop and equipwit airdrop capability, Equipment airdrop up to 400

knot s
463L. compat ibil1ity

SoIt-contained off-1lod capability
Drive-ii loading capability (not drive-thru)
24-hour crvt'nuous operations
No noisier than C-130E, i.e., 115 Pndb at 500 ft sideline
"llTree-engine tekeoff caplability from assault strip with sufficient fuel

for 500 n mi re-u'mn iee, without cargo
As a general rule, fik..M tuipwtt shall be C-130E equipment or scaled

C- 130E oquijxwnt

•. •.•l , Ni ~ l~.•• •..• • • 6 • •, *.• • w*- ••.,'. a. -• •"- ==.. .. ....... ... . -- -• - : --: ....-- . .

. .. \ t ,•'' -.,•e•••:•'•r:'•••"': • ••x••-'oW



Special Comment

TAC is interested in airlifting 58,000 pounds (self-propelled howitzer)
on a one-time basis (2.5g). This would, in all probability, be from a
conventional concrete runway with whatever radius and landiiig performance
that can be obtained. A similar interest is in airlifting 44,000 pounds
(2.5g) on an infrequent basis (but not one-tiime). These situations shall
be examined for the baseline design.

S10
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Figu= 3. Iesipn Mission Profile
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ATMOSPHERE: 2,500 FT/930 F
POWER: ALL ENGINES 0PERATINA~ TO DETERMINE TOTAL DISTANCE OVER 50 FT OBSTACLE.

CLIMB GRADIENT 130 REQUIRED WITH ONE ENGIN4E OUT AT OBSTACLE.

TAKEOFF (MIDMISSION TOGW) ~ 3  OE

LG DOWN
V 1.2V OEO
L/b S NO GR EFFECT

OR VS + 10 KN

n 1.2 GAEO 1.2 V SOEO

* 80 /SEC

VL/b 1. MIN CONTR SPEED 0

V 50 FT
0.1 OBSTACLE

2 SE ROL CUTOPPOSITE ENGINE.

A 0.1REVERSE THRUST &BRAKES

S T/0

LANDING (MIDMISSION LANDING WEIGHT)

V 2:.1 VOEOWAVEOFF
VS h1. V2!O 50 FT

V 2 jJGDEINPOWER
SiNK 3SILN DEIG CHANGE[ LP

2:12G AEO

VT/0' NO FLARE
J,48/SEC ANTISKID BRAKES

OBSFTAL (2) ENGINE. THRUST.

Figure 5. Takeoff and Landing Criteria
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'• 2.5 WEIGIf SU•."Y

The weight data presented in tables II and III reflect the weight and
balance, respectively, of the D-516-2 basepoint configuration. The TOGW and
payload are given at 150,000 pounds and 28,000 pounds, respectively, with fuel
being the variable. It can be seen that 26,535 pounds of usable fuel are
available. The avionics equipment list used in the weight analysis is
presented in table IV.

The criteria used to determine the weight and balance of the basepoint
configuration were based on the following design assumptions.

2.5.1 DESIGN ASSUMTIONS

The flutter and maximum design q of 383 pounds per square foot are based
on a cruise speed of 0.75M at 20,000 feet and constant q to sea level where
SVL or MH 0.51. The maximum tension allowable of 0.8S F was assumed,

TU
in lieu of fatigue allowable data. Only the inboard portion of the wing torque
box was affected by this constraint.

2.5.1.1 Surface Control System

The flight control system weight is based on an assumed fully powered,
irreversible system including a stability augmentation system. The primary
flight control system (PFCS), which includes pitch, roll and yaw control
surfaces, is fairly complicated due to assumed low- and high-speed require-
ments. These requirements are as follows:

Surface Deflection Rate, %x

Elevator - double-hinged 25/50 deg SO deg/sec
Rudder - double-hinged 25/50 deg SO deg/sec
Spoiler 60 deg 120 deg/sec
Direct drag control +25 deg 50 deg/sec

The secoadary flight control (SMCS) consists of double-slotted trailing
edge flaps and powered leading edge slats. The manual flight contrdl system
includes the pilot's input controls, cables, push-p7l1 rods, bellcranks, and
supports. The automatic flight control system inclues a pilot-assist
function, stability augentation, and a fail-operational system.

The electronic equipments (controllers, sensors, and transducers) are
based on data derived from in-house bomber studies.

14
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TABLE II. WEIGHT SIMAY

Pounds
Total structure 66,995

Wing group 23,430
Tail group - horizontal 3,870

- vertical 3,500
Body group 22,220
Alighting gear group - main 5,642

- auxiliary 998
Surface controls 2,505
Engine section or nacelle group 4,840

Propulsion group (16,835)
Engine (as installed) GEI3/F4B 90% 13,620
Accessory gearboxes and drives
Air induction system
Exhaust system 1,175
Cooling and drain provisions
Lubricating system
Fuel system 1,140
Engine controls 125
Starting system 325
Propeller installation
APU 450

Fixed equipment (10,135)
Instruments 900
Hydraulic and pneumatic group 990
Electrical group 1,310
Electronics group 1,060
Armament provisions
Furnishings 4t045
Air conditioning equipment 1,410
Photographic
Auxiliary gear 100

Ground mobility 320
Total weight e2wty 93,96S

crew 860
Fuel

Internal 26,535
Trapped 350

Oil 200
Engine
Trapped

Armaimnt
LN2 90
Payload 28,000
Equipeent

Takeoff grms wiiht 150,000
Flight design gros weight

Landing design gross weight
is
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TABLE III. BALANCE

Item Weight (ib) Arm Moment

Structures group
Wing 23,430 469.0 10,988,670
Tail - horizontal 3,870 1,099.0 4,253,130

- vertical 3,500 1,244.0 4,354,000
Body 22,210 594.2 13,197,182
Alighting - main 5,642 544.3 3,070,941

- auxiliary 998 127.1 126,846
Surface controls 2,505 686.2 1,718,931
Engine section 4,840 313.0 1,514,920

Total 66,995 (585.5) 39,224,620

Propulsion
Engines 13,620 293.8 4,001,280
Ailerom BLC 14175 400.5 470,555
Fuel system 1,140 387.3 431,500
Engine control 125 230.0 28,750
Starting system 325 307.4 99,890
APU 450 460.0 207,000

Total 16,835 (311.8) 5,248,975

Equipment
Instrtment 900 237.8 213,986
Hydraulic 990 469.3 464,605
Electrical 1,310 336.3 440,501
Electronics 1,060 190.5 201,946
Furnishing 4,045 336.7 1,362,148
Air conditioning 1,410 359.1 506,368
Aux gear 100 514.8 51,475
Ground mobility 320 465.2 148,850

Total 10,135 (334.5) 3,389,879

Weight eupty, gear down 93,965 (S09.4) 47,863,474
Weight empty, gear up 93,965 (509.4) 47,869,385
Useful load

crew 860 123.0 105,780
Rol - Usable 26,535 440.0 11,675,400

.Trapped 350 440.0 154,000
011 200 291.0 58,200
LN2 90 335.0 30,150
Payload 28,000 471.3 134196,000

Total 56,035 (450.1) 25,219,$30

Takeoff gross weight,
gear down 150,000 (487.2) 73,083,004

Taleoff gross weight, gear up 150,000 (487.3) 73,088,915
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TABLE IV. AVIONICS EQUIPNLNT LIST

Function Identification Weight Volume Power
(ib) (cu ft) (watts)

HF comm ARC-125 38 0.95 S00*
VHF AM comnm ARC-IS 8 .105 50
VHF FM comn ARC-131 39 .48 100
UHF comn ARC-144 34 .775 210
Public address AIC-13 (65PK) 28.5 .96 53
Intercom C-6533/ARC (4) 7.4 .192 is
Interconm station C-6624/AIC-25 (2) 5.4 .094 13
Microphone/headset H-101/A or equiv - - -

Voice enco KY-28 KY-57 18 33
Crash recorder (B-I or equiv) 18 .48 los

Tacan ALN-91 36 .60 163
Glide slope marker R-844/ARN-88 11 9

beacon
LHF/ADF ARA-SO 17 .592 ss
VOR/LOC rec ARN-82 12 1 28

Station keeping ARN-169 57 300
Radar beacon ARN-154 S 35

IFF APX-90 17 .233 100
Secure encoder KIT-IA/TSEC 15 .29 30

Air data computer Arinc 57S 11 .213 3S
Flight director CPU-80 6 .08 25

computer
Inertial navigation LN-30 12.5 .166 IS0
Attitude/heading Sperry GSS 23 14 98

reference

'Doppler radar APN- 185 77 3SO
Yultinmxie radar R-87 221 14.66 1,000
Radar altimeter AN- 198 7.5 .092 55

• Torminal landing 40 .42 7S
aid system 7

lIntegrated weight
tad balance system 27 .142 30

Total 815.3 22.348 3 637
A' APC-1.23 power * receiver SO watts, transmtter-7 4  watts

dbe c idned7
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2.5.1.2 Propulsion Group

The basic engine weight was obtained from a General Electric engine
brochure. Thrust reverser weight was estimated at 10 percent of the basic
engine weight. The vector nozzle weight increment was estimated with the
following equations:

3.16 (W ) or thrust/weight - 250
a

Both produce approximately the same weight. These relations were obtained
from prior nozzle studies.

2.5.1.2.1 Starting System

The starting system consists of engine-mumted air turbines with cross
ducting between the engines. The air turbines can be powered by either the
air vehicle APU or an external air source.

2.5.1.2.2 Auxiliary Power Unit (APU)

The APU installation was assumed to be the same as that proposed for
the CX-6. The APU is an AiResearch CTCP-8S5 series unit.

2.5.1.2.3 Fuel System

The fuel is contained in integral wing tanks. Sufficient return-home
fuel is assuned to be contained in the wing center section which is con-
sidered to be protected from ground fire by fuselage structure below it,
A liquid nitrogen inerting system is also provided.

2.5.1.2.4 Boundary Layer Control (BLC)

The BLC system weights were estimated using both the air vehicle con-
figuration layout and a schematic of the system. The ducts were assumed to
be constructed of 0.040-inch alunum. An installation factor of two was
applied to the bare duct weight to account for epansion joints, fi.ttings,
elbows, supports, etc. This installation factor was derived from prior
ductiug studies.
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2.5. 1. 3 Fixed Equipment

2.5.1.3.1 Instrument Group

The weights allocated for this group includes the visual indication
system for the following functions:

Flight path control
Engine operation
Fuel quantity
Cabin pressure
Surface control position
Compartment temperature
Miscellaneous

The weights include indicaturs, sensors, transmitters, amplifiers, and
wiring. Previous transport studies and current USAF transports were used
for instrument and installation data.

2.5.1.3.2 Hydraulic System

A 4,000 psi, four-system hyd'aulic fluid power system is provided. Each
system is a completely independent system, and no physical transfer of fluid
from one system to another is possible. Basically, four systems supply
pawer to the primary flight control system. The utility function arrangement
was not considered at this time. However, each system supplies both primary
and utility functions. To preclude total fluid loss in case of line or
component failure in tý,a utility functions, isolation valves are included.

The distribution system weight calculation was based on flow and length
from the power generation to the user.

2.5.1.3,3 Electrical System

1he electrical system consists of two parallel systems with power source
provided by four 20 kva IDG's. These generators are mumted on each accessory
gear drive. Generator-CSD cooling is accoolished through an oil-to-fuel
he-at exchuager. The dc provisions include transformers, transformr/
rectifiers, and the distribution system.

A l5kva hydraulic-driven generator is provided for the energency system.

2.5.1.3,4 Furnishing Group

The furnishing group includes provisions for personmel acconiodation,
cargo handling, seat tracks, litter supports, and soundproof thermal
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insulation. Oxygen provisions are for 6-hour duration. Food and drinks arebased on 24-hour duration.

Item Weight (lb)

Personnel Accomnodation

Seats - pilot, copilot, and navigator 165
Load master 27
Chemical toilet provision 40
Waste receptacle 5
Tracks and supports 152
Jump signal provision 15
Static line retriever 20
Food and drink provision 60
Food (I lb/meal x 6 meal/man x 4) 24
Drink (1 gal/man x 8.3 lb/gal x 4) 33
Supports 3

02 Provisions 141

6 hr duration can be -40
accomplished by 0.2-10 liter
bottles
02 bottles 50
Lines, valves, etc 10
Cargo compartment provisions 41

Total 625

Miscellaneous Furnishings

Platform and ladder 3'
Instrument board 90
Data cases 25
Consoles 100
Thermal insulation 200
Sjundproofing 400
Partitions 25
Floor covering 25

Total 895
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Item Weight (Ib)

Emergency Equipment

Fire detection system (nacelles 100
Fire detection system (fuselage) 75
First aid Kit 10
Ditching station, life raft provisions 160
Portable fire extinguisher 30

Total 375

2.5.1.3.S Passive Defense

Approximately 15 square feet per crewman of dual hardness armor plate is
provided. The area density to provide protection for a .30-caliber ball at
100 yards range and 30 degrees obliquity is approximately 6 psf. These
requirements were assumed noting the probability of fuselage structures, and
subsystem equipment, etc, providing some degree of protection such that the
range and degree of obliquity selected is reasonable.

.Item Weight (lb)

Crew protection 360
(15 sq ft x 6.0 x 4)
Equipment 96
(16 sq ft x 6.0)
Armor glass (lower window only) so
Miscellaneous 44

Total 550

2.5.1.3.6 Cargo Handling

BRased on 463L cargo loading system, the total cargo handling weight

is as follows:

Item Wett lb)

Cargo tiedmi 78
Side rails 135
Center rails 201
Rolers and conveyers 422
Aerial delivery 90
Winch mal sef-contained tuloading system 273
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Item Weight (ib)

Paratroop provision 50
Gear storage 195
Pallet safety 27
Tiedown receptacles 149

Total 1,600

2.5.1.3.7 Electronic System

The total weight of the electronic system was based on the following:

Item Weiht (Ib)

Equipment list 815.3
Antenna addition 50.0
Installation 194.7

Total 1,060.0

The equipment list (table IV) incluade some flight control functions;
e.g., director computer and air data computers. Automatic flight .control
equipments (e.g., controllers) are coded to surface controls.

2.5.1.3.8 Air Conditioning and Anti-Ice

The environmental system is assumed to be an air-cycled system rather
than vapor-cycled as previously cornidered in the CX-6 studies. The weight
of the system was based on an arithmetic mean of current applicable aircraft
air conditioning system weights divided by approximate total airflows.

2.5.1.3.9 Ground Mobility

The ground mobility system consists of a hydraulic pump driven by the
awdliary power urdt and a hydraulic drive unit at each of the main gear
forward wheel.

The system is sized to the following conditions:

Dry paved rumways
Paved slope, maximum of 3 degrees
2 g operating ondition
Average forward velocity of S Wph
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Weight (Ib)

Weight Sumimary

Power supply (120)
PuMP 57.0
Pump disconnect 7.5
Reservoir 4.3
Filters 20.0
Plumbing 22,2
Miscellaneous (supports, dampers, etc) 9.0

Drive unit. (2) (200)
Motor 34.0
Mechanical drive 100.0
Control(s) 32.0
Shafting, connection, miscellaneous 34.0

Total ground mobility 320

2.6 ENGINE DESCRIPTIONS

2.6.1 CANDIDATE ENGINES

A survey was conducted to identify engines in the thrust and availability
category for application to the MST. A list of somw of these engines and
their basic characteristics are given in table V. Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft (P&W), General Electric (GE), and Allison engines are shown in the
categories of separate flow and mixed flos: engines.

On the basis of cruise efficiency, engine thrust-to-weight ratio and
engine diameter which influences nacelle size, weight, and drag, two P&W
engines appeared to be likely candidates. On the sawe basis, four G•E engiJims
and three Allison engines were selected as candidates. A 90 percent GE
13/F4B engine was finally selected as the basepoint engina on the basis of
availability, efficiency of cruise, size, and weight. Selection of the
GUMF4 is .wt at this time considered to be tha ultim•ately best choice, but

is a reasonable choice for initial studies of a baseline configuration.
Noise consideration, availability, cost, %nd vwerall airfrae entine matching
factors, ufen rare thoroughly evaluated, could result in another engine

being the best final selection.

The GE 13i040 tubofan engine is representative of oter hig bypass
ratio turbofans proposed by P&W and Allison that would provide the perfoxmnce,
low noise characteristics, and availability rnqured by this progrim. The CM
13 series engines use the F1O1 basic pas geerator (core) being developed for
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the B-i air vehicle which incorporates the latest advanced technology. Since
the major portion of the engine is already under development for a militaqy
program, a derivative engine would have an advantage relative to risk,
availability, and cost.

-Data on the 100 percent size GE 13/F4B engine were provided for prelimi-
nary analysis. This engine has a sea-level static thrust rating of 24,000
pounds and a bypass ratio of 7.8. The uninstalled dry weight is 3,310 pounds.
Although the GE 13/F4B is designed as a separate flow turbofan, it was
assutned that the raixed flow version for the EBF application could be made
available without mich change in performance.

2.7 PERPORMANCE

2./.Il TAKEOFF PARAWMIC STUDY RESULTS

The results of a parametric study conducted to establish sizing criteria
are presented in figures 6 through 14. These figures show the effects of lift-
off velocity ahd ground roll and air distance for a flap setting of 6fl!•f 2 of
20/40 degrees. In addition, data for three flap settings (10/20 degrees,
15/30 degrees, and 20/40 degrees) were calculated to examine flap angle'
effects. All takeoff evaluations are for 2,S00-foot airtud, 9.41O F day
(MIL-STD-210A hot atmosphere).

The principal ground rules considered for this study involved the
establishment of the lift-off velocity which would satisfy the followng
criteria:

1. VLO L '.• Vs (one engine out) or Vs * l0X

2. VLo • 1.1 V1 for minionu control speed

3. V for Nz 2 1.Zg all enginas operating

V for N a 1. Ig one engime out

•. V for cliteb gradient k 3 degrees on engine out, gear down, aid out of
ground effect at SO-foot obstacle

S. V at SO-foot obstacle A 1.2 Vs (one eigine out)

6. R~ollijig coefficient 0.1

7. 0 to degmos/secw.d, .a +.1, a angle of attac, Y flight
path angle

•' • . . . .... ,......, .. c .... < ' • '."•••• ••• '•'
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8. CL at lift-off _< 0.9 CL with one engine out in ground effect

The stall velocity calculations were made with one engine out and an
8-percent lift reduction for aircraft trim. (No engine overspeed was
included during this preliminary study.)

Takeoff calculations were made with a constant thrust-to-weight ratio
during the entire maneuver. In addition, flap settings were held constant
during any one takeoff maneuver calculation. During the ground roll, the
thrust angle was deflected downward 15 degrees with an instantaneous change
to 15 degrees upward at lift-off velocity. The clinbout was then evaluated
in this configuration.

The aerodynamic data defining lift, drag, and thrust coefficients were
based on Langley Working Paper LWP 812, 'Wind Tunnel Investigation of a High
Thrust-Weight Ratio Jet Transport Aircraft with an External Flow Jet Flap,"
dated 16 October 1969. The data were used with no corrections and the basis
of the intermediate flap setting of 10/20 degrees and 15/30 degrees were the
results of interpolation of data shown with a tail incidence of zero degrees
and an elevator deflection of -SO degrees. These data approximately re-
present a trimmed configuration at the CG position of the model (0.446C)
which corresponds closely to that estimated for the types of vehicles under
consideration. Similarly, the effects of thrust lapse with speed were
neglected during the ground roll portion of the takeoff maneuver. The air
distance calculations include the thrust lapse inherent in the data as
presented in LWP 812 test report.

Results of this parametric study L-idicate that the total takeoff distance
is influenced primarily by thrust-to-weight ratio with wing loading being
secondary. The overriding criteria that drives the thrust-to-weight ratio
required is the obstacle climb gradient with one engine inoperative. This
ground rule is almost entirely independent of the flap settings investigated.

Utilizing the parametric results, an aircraft having a thrust-to-weight
of 0.59 reference and a wing loading of 82 pounds per square foot will satisfy
the 2,000-foot takeoff requirements. 1he reference thrust definition is
sea-level standard day installed thrust levels.

2.7.2 LANDING STUDY RESULTS

Results of the landing performnce, study of the D-516-2 configuration
are shawn in figure IS. Total distance over a SO-foot obstacle is shown
"as a function of landing weight and for several breaking coefficients. Flap
setting is 30/60 degrees, tho altitude is 2,SO0 feet. and the temperature is
93.41° F.
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Landing criteria are given in paragraph 2.4. Approach is at a rate of
sink of 10 feet per second (two-thirds landing gear design sink speed); a no-
flare flight path is assumed; touchdown is followed by a 2-second ground roll
with a rolling friction coefficient of 0.1; and, in the remaining distance,
antiskid brakes are used and reverse thrust on two engines only.

The landing weight is 138,425 pounds and, at this weight, the 2,000-foot
landing distance is achieved with a braking coefficient of about 0.2.

2.7.3 MISSION PER)•PMANCE

Mission performance was estimated for the employment and deployment
missions as shown in figures 3 and 4. The performance estimates were
conducted for the D-516-2 configuration using four 90 percent size GE 13/F4BI
engines.

Results of the 500-nautical-mile-radius mission are shown in table VI.
The fuel required for the 500-nautical-mile-mission radius is 26,545 pounds,
and the weight analysis shows that this amount of fuel is available with
28,000-pound payload and a takeoff gross weight (TOGW) of 150,000 pounds.

Increased payload or range can be achieved by overloading the airplane
and operating at reduced load factors. Figure 16 shows the radius that can
be achieved with a 28,000-pound payload by overloading the airplane with
increased fuel. Payload-range capability is given in figure 17 for several
TOGW's. This chart indicates that the maxinun payload that can be carried
2,600 nautical miles at design gross weight of 150,000 pounds is about
10,800 pounds; however, by operating at reduced load factor, a payload of over
30,000 pounds can be carried 2,600 nautical miles.

The basepoint, as drawn, contains 45,260 pounas of fuel, and with this
fuel and zero payload, TOGW would be 140,715 pounds and ferry range would
be 2,850 nautical miles. However, revisions to the wing design to move the
rear spar to 61 percent of the chord and modify the wing center section box
will result in a maxlm fuel capacity of 56,000 potkds required for the
3,600-nautical-mile ferry mission at zero pyaload. At zero payload and
56,000 pounds of fuel. :0G= will be ISI,4SS pounds.

2.7.3.1 S cial Pyod

In addition to the design psyloau of 28,000 ponds, there is an interest
in carrying 44,000 pounds on an "infrequent but not one-time basis" nd a
S5,000-pound payloWd once in the life of the airplan. The airplane range
capability with various payloads is shom in figure 18 as a f•uction of TO.
To carry S8,000 pound %itzer would require a fixed weight increase in the
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landing gear carry-through structure of 75 pounds at TOGW of 160,000 pounds
and 100 pounds at a TOGW of 170,000 pounds. These values, multiplied by the
growth factor of 2. 725, would result in a TOGW increment of 204 pounds for a
range capability of about 100 nautical miles and 273 pounds for a range
capability of about 700 nautical miles.

2.8 TRADE STUDY SUMMARY

The STOL TAI design requirements, as shown in table I, indicate
interest in the following trade studies:

Basepoint Trade
Trade Design Value

"Mission radius (n mi) 500 750

Cruise speed (M) 0.75 0.85

Takeoff distance (ft) 2,000 t500

Cargo bay size (ft) 12 x 12 x 45 12 x 12 x 55

Sea-level penetration speed (knots) 400

The trade studies conducted originate about the D-516-2 configuration
with appropriate drag modification and vehicle scaling pertaining to the
details of the specific trade. Reference TOGW for the D-516-2 configuration
is 150,000 pounds with 26,535 pounds of fuel. This vehicle has for its pro-
pulsion system four 90 percent size GEl3/F4R 7.8 BPR turbofans engines.
Trade study solutions are shown in figures 19 through 23.

2.8.1 WEIGHF GROWTH

The weight growth trade establishes the dead weight effects on aircraft
TOGW. The D-516-2 configuration is the trade basepoint about which the fuel
fraction available data was generated. Dead weight effects were produced
by arbitrarily adding or subtracting weight from the vehicle fixed load.
Sizing criterion were the 500-nautical-mile design mdssion and the 2,500 feet,
93.4* F day takeoff conditions. Takeoff and landing requirements were
satisfied by a midmission thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.53 and a 82.0-pounds-per-
square-foot wing loading. The results of this study indicate that, with a
10,000-pound dead weight removal, the gross weight reduces by 26,500 pounds.
With a 10,000-pound dead weight addition, the gross wcight increased by 28,000
pounds, and a 20,000-pound dead weight increase results in a 59,000-pound
TOGW increase. Figure 19 depicts the weight growth.
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2.8.2 DESIGN MISSION RADIUS TRADE

This trade involves increasing the design mission radius from 500 to 750
nautical miles, and maintaining 2,000-foot takeoff and landing distance
performance. The takeoff and landing performarce are satisfied by maintaining
thrust-to-weight of 0.53 and 82-pouids-per-square-foot wing loading at the
mismission weight. The midmission weight used in sizing the wing and engines
was based on TOGW minus approximately 45.5 percent of the fuel required. The
result of this trade is shown in figure 20 which indicates an aircraft with a
TOGW of 172,750 pounds or 24,750 pounds delta gross weight would satisfy
the 750-nautical-mile mission radius. This aircraft would have a 21.7 percent
fuel fraction (37,487 pounds of fuel), a 1,905-square-foot wing area, and 102
percent GEl3/F4B engines. Other wing geometry would remain the same as the
D-516-2 baseline configuration.

2.8.3 CRUISE SPEED TRADE

The cruise speed trade involves major changes to the aircraft wing and
engines. The objectives of this trade were to establish the gross weight and
aircraft geometries that would allow efficient cruising up to and including
0.85 mach nunber. This trade was done in two steps from the D-516-2 base-
point. The first step was a design that would have a 0.82 mach cruise speed.
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The engine selected was a reduced bypass ratio (BPR), from 7.8 to 5.0,
which was more compatible for the higher cruise speed. The GEl3/F4B has a
7.8 BPR, whereas the GE13/F3A has a 5.0 BPR. The 5.0 BPR GE13/F3A engine was
used for both speed conditions investigated. Engine weight scaling was based
on engine size with a 1.25 exponent. The engine sizing criteria were the
takeoff and landing conditions at the 2,500-foot, 93.40 F day conditions. A
thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.56 was required for the 0.82M design vehicle to
maintain the 2,000-foot field length. The increase in thrust-to-weight ratio
results from the loss of lift due to sweeping the wing to improve aircraft
drag divergence. An increase in engine size was the most efficient means to
reduce takeoff distance. Using an increase in wing area (lower wing loading)
would result in an aircraft that would be approximately 600 to 700 pounds
heavier than one where engine size was used to regain the takeoff performance.
A 0.57 thrust-to-weight ratio is required for 0.85M design for the 2,000-foot
takeoff requirement. For both designs, an 82-pound-per-square-foot wing
loading was used when determining engine size,
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Wing geometry selection criteria were based on characteristics to increase
drag divergence mach number and retain good low-speed aerodynamic characteristics.
A 10-percent wing was selected as the minimum thickness from a practical design
point of view. A 2-percent decrease in thickness increases drag divergence by
0.0' mach number. The remaining drag divergence mach number increase was
xccomplished by increasing quarter chord sweep for the 0.82M design to 34
degrees and to 39 degrees for the 0.85M design. An aspect ratio reduction
from 8.0 to 7.0 was made to offset weight penalties associated with reduced
thickness. These geometric changes, along with the reduced BPK engine, produce
the cruise speed trade shown in figure 21. The vehicle that satisfies the
0.82M cruise would have a TOGW of 168,500 pounds, a fuel fraction of 18.65
percent (31,425 pounds of fuel), a 1,855-square-foot wing area, and a 121.7-
percent size GE 13/F3A engines. For 0.854 cruise design, the TO' is
178,500 pounds, fuel fraction 18.7 percent (33,380 pounds fuel),
1,995-square-foot wing area, and 131.8 percent siLe GE13/F3A engine.

A check was made to determine fuel required at zero payload to fly the
3,600-nautical-mile ferry mission at a 0.8914 cruise speed. The fuel required
for this mission is 68,180 pounds. The TOGW would be 185,300 pounds which is
a 9,200-pound overload for the airplane designed at a normal IDGW of 178,500

-DESiGN MISSION RADI'US "5'00 N MI"08M

2,500 FT 93.40 F DAY, TAKEOFF DISTANCE =2,000 FT

30,000

20,0

U6I

,-..

0--

0

,-o.0"0 <I.., 1.000 0. 7

DELTA DESIGN CRUISE MACH NUMBER

Figure 21. Design Mission Cruise Speed Trade
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pounds. A layout was made to determine fuel capacity of the 1,995-square-foot
wing, which indicated 62,000 pounds capacity. Minor variations of spar
locations and center section shaping should provide the required 68,180-pound
capacity.

2.8.4 TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH TRADE

The takeoff field length trade influences the aircraft design primarily
through the engine sizes required for the takeoff and landing distances of
interest. This trade was initiated about the D-516-2 configuration with
appropriate conponent weight scaling and with engine size determined by field
length at an 82-pounds-per-square-foot wing loading. Results of this study
are shcwn in figure 22. For the 2,500-foot takeoff distance, a thrust-to-
weight ratio of 0.50 is required, and the 1,500-foot requirement is 0.67 at
the 2,S00-foot 92.40 F day condition. The results of this trade indicate that
a 500-foot takeoff distance increase would reduce TOGW by 6,000 pounds, and
a 500-foot takeoff distance reduction would produce 27,500 pounds weight
increase.

3 0 , 0 0 0 1 ,5 0 0 F T _ _ _ _ _ __. .

DESIGN MISSION RADIUS - 500 N MI
TAKEOFF AT 2,500 FT, [3.40 F DAY CONDITIONS

"-' 20,000 -

I--

"10,000 -

_____00_ 
2,500 FT

1000

-4 200 -O 200 400O
DELTA TAKEOFF DISTANCE ,.,FT

Figure 22. Takeoff Distance Trade
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2.8.5 CARGO BAY LENGTH TRADE

The effect of increasing the aircraft cargo bay from 45 feet to 55 feet
was determined by increasing the fuselage length with addition of a constant-
diameter section and relocating the wings and tails. It was assumed that
rearrangement of the aircraft components would be accomplished such that the
major effect would be directly associated with the geometry of the fuselage
Ulone. These modifications to the fuselage results in a 12-percent wetted
area increase, a 1,765-pound basic fuselage weight increase, and a 500-pound
weight increment to furnishings. These changes were incorporated in the basic
D-516-2 configuration, and the aircraft was sized to meet the 500-nautical-mile
radius and the 2,000-foot takeoff and landing criteria. The results of this
trade are shown in figure 23 which indicates that an aircraft weighing
157,500 pounds with a 17.75-percent fuel fraction (27,601 pounds of fuel),
a 1,755-square-foot wing area, and 94.1 percent GEI3/F4B would satisfy the
design requirements. The takeoff weight increment for the 55-foot bay is
7,500 pounds.

30,000 -

DESIGN MISSION RADIUS - 500 N MI
2,5UO FT, 93.40 F, TAKEOFF DISTANCE - 2,000 FT

-j

" 20,000-- ,_
2-

-J
w

tA= 5 FT BAY 55 FT SAY
) 0,000 -

010 2 4o 6 8 10

DELTA CARGO DAY LENGTH - FT

Figure 23. Cargo Bay Length Trade
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2.8.6 SEA LEVEL PENETRATION SPEED

The airplane design q was established by 0.75M cruise speed capability
at 20,000 feet, and the maximun cruise speed below 20,000 feet was limited
by the design q. This results in a sea-level cruise speed of 311 knots for
the basepoint airplane. A study was conducted to determine the fixed-weight
penalty of the basepoint airplane to increase the sea level cruise speed to
400 knots. The weight increment is 495 pounds, and this value times the
growth factor of 2.73 would result in a TOGW increment of 1,250 pounds to
maintain constant airplane performance.
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SECTION III

DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria applicable to the refined baseline configuration are
similar to those established during the part I study phase. The development
of the refined configuration was initiated about the configuration, as deter-
mined by those design requirements as outlined in paragraphs 2.2 through 2.4.
Modifications were made where a particular design rule was changed. Vehicle
sizing for the refined configuration adheres to the design criteria as dis-
cussed in this section.

3.1 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

The STOL-TAI design requirements are shown in table VII. These re-
quirements are similiar to those presented in paragraph 2.2, with the exception
of the takeoif and landing performance. Takeoff and landing performance criteria
were revised during the early portion of the part II study and are presented in
paragraph 3.2. Another change involves the use of a new engine that is based
on an existing cycle used in the FI01 engine program. This engine is consistent
with the growth version of General Electric's GE13/FlO engine.

3.2 STOL TAKEOFF AND LANDING CRITERIA

The revised STOL takeoff and landing rules for the STAI programs that are
applicable for part II are described in this section. These rules are the
criteria used in the update of the baseline configuration. The STOL maneuvers
are evaluated at midmission weight, as determined by the 500-nautical-mile
radius mission with 28,000-pound payload onboard. The rules as specified pro-
vide for a 3-degree climb gradient at a minimun velocity, Lift-off velocity
limiting values are controlled by the climb gradient requirement, as well as
those imposed by the maneuver ma.,gins. The takeoff and landing ground rules
as specified by AFTDL are shown in tables VIII through X.

3.3 MISSION DESCRIPTIONS

The STOL-TAI missions are the S00-nautical-mile radius design mission and
2,600-nautical-mile range mission. (Refer to paragraph 2.3.) The design mis-
son payload is 28,000 pounds retained throughout the entire mission. STOL
takeoff and landing weights are determined by the midpoint weight just after
the high-altitude optinm macdh cruise, This weight is used to determ'.ne the
STOL takeoff and landing performance. Vehicle sizing involving takeoff and
laIding performance is based on the ground rules discussed in paragraph 3.2
and the midmission weight definition.
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TABLE VII. MST DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Missions

Design radius 500 n mi 750 n mi
Payload (both ways) 28,000 lb
Maneuvering limit 3 g

Unrefueled range (2.5 g) will be 2,600 n mi with reduced cargo, and
3,600 n mi with no cargo.

Performance

Cruise speed 0.75 M at h 0.85 M
a 20,000 ft

Penetration speed
at SL for 50 n mi 400 kt
(This requirement refers to a terrain-following environment with
associated avionics. This is not a baseline, only a trade-off.)

T.O. balanced field length and landing distance over 50 ft
2,500 ft alt/93* F 2,000 ft + SOO ft

Design Characteristics

Max design TOGW 160,000 lb
Bay size (minijum length) 12 x 12 x 45 ft
Crew: pilot, copilot, navigator, loadmaster
Propulsion: growth version of existing-type engine
Miscellaneous features

Aerial refueling
Pressurized crew amd cargo compartments
Wheel drive for ground handling at remote site
Landing gear for CBR-6 allowing for 200 passes and lower CBR at

reduced payload. Design sink speed of 15 fps.
Antiskid brakes
Minim=u AGE use and no special facilties

Vulnerability/survivability; maximam pr..'ection and fail-safety
Satisfactory engine-out control
Max imm evasive vaneuverabi 1i ty
Paratroop and equipment airdrop capability. Iquipmwnt airdrop

up to 400 kt.
463L corMatibility
Self-contained off-load capability
.Drive-on loading capability (not drive-thru)
24 hr continuous operations
11S Pndb at 500 ft sideline
3-engine takeoff capability from assault strip with sufficient
Wi for SO0 n ml retuni leg, without cargo
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TABLE VIII. TAKEOFF RULES

Field Length Definition Distance from brake release to
lift-off or stop when one engine
fails at the most critical point along
the path (engine-out balanced)

Rolling coefficient of AR a 0.1, gBR - 0.3
friction

Rotation rate 8 1 8* per second

Speed limitations Vra V (OEI)
Mcg

VLO a 1.05 Vma (OEI, IGE)

V a0 1.10 V ma(0131, OGE)VCO ll c a •,o•

Maneuver margins At VI1): a 1. 10 g (OEI, IGE)

At Vc0 : a 1.30 g (AEO, OGE)

Climb requirement 0 3' (OEI)

Rejected takeoff factors Engine failure recognition time -
1 sec. Time delay to deploy
deceleration devices - 2 sec.
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TABLE IX. LANDING RULES

Field length definition Distance to stop from 50 ft
threshold height

Flightpath Design R/S c 1,000 fpm

R/S t 2/3 gear design R/S

No flare

Speed limitations VTH 1 1.1 Vmca (OEI)

VTD 1.1 Vtd (OEI, IGE)

Maneuver margins At V. p: 1.30 g (OEI)

At VTD: 2 1.1S g (OEI, !GE)

Stopping rules Time delay to deploy deceleration
devices = 2 sec

JABR 0 .3

Symvietrical reverse thrust: %50%
of two-engine thrust for four-engine
desigs

Plaveoff requirement From SC ft (ABO)

ýrom 100 ft (OEI)

Configuration r-•anges permitted

s2
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TABLE X. NCMENIATURE

V - Engine frilure speed. The actual speed at which the
failure occurs.

V = Ground minimum control speed. The. minimum speed at which
controllability is demonstrated (during the takeoff run)
to be adequate to permit proceeding safely with the
takeoff, and using average piloting skill, when the
critical powerplant is suddenly made inoperative.

V - Air nminimum control speed. T1he minimum control speed in
the air with the critical powerplant in.perative. When
the critical powerplant is suddenly made inoperative av.
this speed, it shall be possible to recover control of
the airplane, with the powerplant still inopxorative, and
maintain it in straight flight at that spe,', with a bank
angle less than 56.

VLO Liftoff speed

VTjj - Threshold speed or final approach speed

V - Touchdown speed

Vco Cliibout speed

Vtd Mininum touchdown speed. The lowest speed at which the
airplane can touch down.

AEO All engines operating

OEI One engine inoperative

IGE In ground effect

OGE Wt (hi of Croun effect
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The alternate 2,600-nautical-mile range mission profile is performed at
a takeoff gross weight corresponding to a 2.5 g load factor with a reduced
payload. This mission deteri-:.'q the wing size through the requirement that
mission fuel must be contair .-he wing. In addition, the speed requirement
at 20,000 feet sizes the eng&., , the end of the climb weight. A 3,600-
nautical-mile range is desire;: £th no cargo onboard and using fuselage bay
tanks. Takeoff gross weight for this range is not to exceed that for a 2.5 g
load factor.
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Section IV

CONFIGURATION DEFINITION

The STOL-TAI refined basepoint configuration is illustrated in figure 24
with an inboard profile shown in figure 25 and a three view in figure 26.
This vehicle is an externally blown flap propulsion-lift airplane designed to
the requirements contained in section III. These criteria include a 28,000-
pound payload, a 12 x i. 7 x 45-foot long cargo bay, a 500-nautical-mile design
missicn radius, a mach 0.75 cruise speed, and a 2,000-foot STOL field at 2,500
feet, 93.4* F day conditions. The design takeoff gross weight for the basic
500-nautical-mile radius mission is 159,310 pounds. The vehicle has an initial
thrust to weight ratio of 0.516 at sea level standard day condition, and a
99.6-pounds-per-square-foot wing loading. Installed midmission thrust to
weight ratio is 0.545 at 2,500 feet, 93.4' F day condition with a 90.7-pounds-
per-square-foot wing loading. The engine used is a 93-percent size advanced
version of the GE 13/FlO engine, rated at 22,320 pounds uninstalled thrust at
sea level standard day conditions. The 100-percent size engine uninstalled
thrust to weight is 8.0, which is consistent with General Electric's proposed
GEl3/FI0 growth version engine. The engine is a 6.5 bypass ratio turbofan
engine, using a modified GE Fl01 core.

4.1 GENERAL DESCPTPTION

The STOL-TAI configuration is a high wing, T-tail arrangement using four
turbofan engines. The fuselage hvs a 210-inch-diameter circular cross section,
with some flattening underneath t(, provide adequate ground clearance while
maintaining a 56-inch floor height above the ground. The crew compartment is
sufficient for a four-man crew, rest facilities, and avionics equipment. The
aft fuselage has been faired as sharply as practicable and yet avoids severe
separation drag penalties. A beaver tail has been incorporated to sinplify
cargo bay design and permit airdrop by opening the aft door inward rather than
out into the airstream. A spoiler is provided at each of the troop doors
located at the aft end of the cargo bay on each side of the fuselage.

'the wing selected has an 8.0 aspect ratio and a quarter chord sweep of
25 degrees. The airfoil section is 64A300 series, with a 12.5 percent exposed
thickpess ratio at the fuselage juncture. Midspan thickness ratio is 11.5
percent, with a 10-percent thick wingtip. The wing trailing edge has been
modified from span station 367 inboard to improve wing body flow charactexis-
tics at the 0.75M design cruise speed.

The wing incorporates full-span spoilers, powered leading edge slats, and
double-slotted flaps. The chord of the inboard two-thiris of the slat is 20
percent of the wing chord; this section can be extended to 30 degrees below
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the wing chord plane. The chord of the outboard one-third of the slat is
26 percent of the wing chord; this section can be extended 38 degrees below
the wing chord plane.

The double-slotted flaps shown are 36 percent of the wing chord and are
consistent with those used on the wind tunnel model. The results of the vehicle
sizing analysis, using current wind tunnel data, showed that the takeoff and
landing criteria were not critical. Flap chord length and area could be reduced
since the takeoff and landing sizing conditions do not dominate the wing design
through wing loading. Second-order weight reductions would be expected if
another design iteration were performed. The forward flap segment is 16 percent
of the wing chord with 30 percent aft segent. Forward flap maximum extension
is 25 degrees with the aft flap extending to 80 degrees. The flap system is
divided into three spanwise segments over approximately two-thirds of the
exposed span. The aft flap can be fast actuated upward 60 degrees from the
fully extended position to provide a waveoff capability during the final land-
ing approach. Wing spoilers provide the necessary lift control during the
landing maneuver.

The aileron is a double-panel flaperon system, with the total system chord
equal to 36 percent of the wing chord. The aft panel is 30 percent of the wing
chord, with a conventional 15 percent chord plain-hinge ailer'n segment used
during cruise flight and climb, or descent with flaps retracted. When the flaps
are extended, the forward flaperon panel is deflected 25 degrees to a fixed
position and the aft panel is deflected to a neutral position of 50 degrees.
From this position, the insert aileron can be deflected + 25 degrees for roll
control, in combination with spoilers.

Vehicle maximnu fuel capacity is 63,992 pounds, with 6,,100 pounds fuel in
integral wing tanks and 3,892 pounds in forward wing zenter section fairing
bladder tanks. The 500-nautical-mile radius design mission fuel required is
33,161 poimds. Maximum fuel capacity is determined by the 2,600-nautical-
mile deployment mission. The drawing as shown uses self-sealing bladder tanks
ahead of the wing front spar in the wing-fuselage fairing. Installing fuel in
this manner is the most efficient method of obtaining the fuel capacity
required. To completely install all the fuel between the front and rear spars
would require a 78-square-foot wing area increase. After resizing, takeoff
gross weignt would increase by approximately 2,150 pounds. The bladder tank
and its associated installation effects resulted in a 400-pound increment in
gross weight.

The refined configuration inboard engine centerline has been located one
nacelle maximum diameter from the fuselage, and the two engines centerlines are
separated by 1-1/2 diameters. The nozzle is placed at the wing leading edge
to maximize blowing efficiency on the flaps for STOL operation. A gimbaled
nozzle control the mixed hot and cold exhaust air through a range of + 15
degrees. During the takeoff ground roll, the exhaust is deflected 1S-degrees
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down, then changed to iS degrees tip at lift-off and during- climb until the
flaps are retracted. This is to maximize acceleration during the takeoff and
ground roll, and maximize lift at lift-off. The exhaust iL also deflected
IS degrees during landing approach ehen the t:flar,. are extended. With flaps up
during climb, cruise, or descent, the exhaust is undcflected." Cascade-type
thrust reversers are provided for the fmi air only. Turbine thrust is reduced
during fan thrust reverse due to the apparent increase in nozzle area resulting
from elimination of the fan exhaust in this mixed-flow nozzle.

The main landing gear is a dual-tandem design which retracts into pods off
the lower shoulder of the fuselage in a manner conventional for high-wing

I';• sport aircraft. The tires have been sized for a CBR 6 and 200 passes at
S-iunission landing weight and design" payload of 28,000 pounds. Design sink
spued is 15 feet per second at midmission weight. Reduced sink speed is used
at higher air vehicle weight. The nose gear is a two-wheel dual, foiward
retracting design. Although analysis shows that a smaller tire could be used
on the nose gear, tires have been used identical to the main gear to simplify
logistics and improve airplane ground handling. The nose gear is steerable to
permit turning the airplane on a 60-foot-wide strip.

The empennage is a T-tail arrangement, with the horizontal surface placed
slightly higher and further forward than conventional T-tails. Both the verti-
cal and horizontal tails have double-hinged control surfaces with hinges at 55-
and 75-percent chord. Each panel deflects 25 degrees independently, making a
total of 50 degrees relative to the centerline for the aft panel when both
panels are fully. deflected. Both panels are uaed for control during STOL
operations; however, for conventional flight, the forward panel is locked and
the aft panel only is used for control. The fixed horizontal surface can also
be adjusted +10 and -40 degrees for airplane longitudinal trim. The horizontal
tail is an inverted 64A200 section with a 15-percent leading edge device that
can be extended upward 15 degrees for additional pitch control during one-
engine-out waveoff maneuver. Horizontal tail thickness ratio at the root is
12 percent with an 8-percent thick trip. The vertical tail uses a 64A000
airfoil section and is 12 percent thick at the root. The tip chord is 10
percent thick.
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4.2 EXTERNAL GEO'RY

4.2.1 Wing and BEpennage Surfaces

Horizontal Vertical
Wing Tail Tail

Area (sq ft) 1,600 665 410

Span (in.) 1,357.6 656.4 287.5

Taper ratio 0.40 (trapezoid) 0.40 0.60

t/c root 12.5 12 12

t/c tip 10.0 8 10

Camber 0.0237 0.0158 0

Airfoil Section 64A3 64A2 64A0

Spanwise twist +40+10

MAC (in.) 189 154.8 209.6

MAC location XF 274 XF 140.7 Z. 131.8

Sweep c/4 250 251 300

Root chord (in.) 280 (total) 208.4 256.7
216.7 (trapezoid)

Leading edge angle 27.250 29.10 33.5'

Trailing edge angle 9' to XF 387, 18" op 10.0' 17.00

Wetted ara (sq ft) 2,634 ob of XF 77 1,262 918

Tail arm (in.) 659 530

Incidence +4' root, +10 tip Variable

Dihedral 0* lowr surface 0"
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4.2.2 Fuselage

Overall length (ft) 103.06

Cross-section area (sq ft)

Constant area section length (ft)

Forebody fineness ratio 1.44

Aft fuselage fineness ratio 2.34

Cross-section shape variation Circular

Pressurized volume (cu ft) 16,046

Operating differential pressure - psi 8.8

Wetted area (sq ft) 4,208

4.2,3 Nacelle

Wetted area (sq ft) 320

Number 4

Capture area to max cross-section area 0.6
ratio

Length (in.) 195

axitnua diameter (in.) 88

E~xit area to max cross-section area 0,41
ratio

Rntio of distance from inlet to max 0.323
cross-soctiordtotal length

Nacelle pylon vertica) length (in,) 2-2

Nicelle, Pylon width (in.) V170

Nacelle pylcn swecep (c/4)

Nacelle pylon wetted area (sq ft) 73.8
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4.2.4 Landing Gear Housing

?kWetted area (sq ft) (per side) 436.5

Length (in.) 585.0

Mvaximumu equivalent diameter (in.) 63.5

425Flap Geometry

Flap chord/wing chord ratio 36%

Flap span (in.) 581

Spanwise location -inboard end X ~ 99

Type of flap Double -slotted

Fowler motion 14%

4.2.6 9Spoiler Geometry

Spoiler chord/wing chord ratio 16.5%

Spoiler span/wing span ratio 85.7%

Wing chordwise location - LE 67.5%

Spanwise location - inboard 99d

4.2.7 Propulsion

Engine typ~e GE turbofan

Engine designation 93 percent GE. 13/FlO

Nwnber of engines 4

,*a 'Level static thrust

Installod (1b) 20,540

Uninstalled (1b) 4,t320
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Max static rated thrust - 2,500 ft, 93.40 F

Installed (lb) 19,800

Uninstalled (ib) 21, 530

Bypass ratio 6.5

Engine weight (Ib) 2,740

Engine diameter (in.) 71.0

Engine length (in.) 90.3

Mechanical power extraction (hp) 80

Air-bleed requirements (Ib/sec) Compressor- 1
Inteostage: 15

4.2.8 Landig Gear

Layout of landing gear on aircraft Refer to paragraph ]0.6

Load distribution

Percent on nose gear 22

Percent on main gear 78

Main gear

"Extended length, top of stnrt 107
to axle (in.)

Stroke (in.) 30

Tire designation and size 47.50 x 17.25 - 20 12 PR

Number of tires 4

Tire arrangenent Twin tandem

D.istance apart fore and aft (In.) 73.2

Distance apart sidewiys (in.) 33.0
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Nose gear

Extended length, top of strut to 80
axle (in.)

Stroke (in.) 25

Tire designation and size 47.50 x 17.25 - 20 1N PR

Nnber of tires 2

Tire arrangement Twin

Distance apart fore and aft (in.)

Distance apart sideways (in.) 33

Maximum aircraft gross weight - deployment 191,172 pounds
Design gross weight - employment 159,310 pomds

Midmission weight - (CBR 6, 200 Passes) 145,238 pounds

Antiskid system allowable slip for
operation on:

Hard surfaces 25%

Soil 35%

Maxiuma allowable nose gear angle cn:

Hard surfaces 770 15'

Soil 770 15'

Maxima practical steer angle to be Unknown
used on soil runway

Max breaking energy available from
wheel brake system (ft-lb) 24,400,000

Max braking energy available per main 3,050,000
wheel (ft-lb)
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4.2.9 Miscellaneous

Cargo floor design loading

Entire floor minimum (lb/sq ft) 300 limit

Uhnder wing floor (lb/sq ft) 400 limit

Door dimensions

Front crew entry (in.) 30 x 60

Aft crew entry (in.) 37 x 72

Escape hatches (in.)(7 total) 22 x 22

Aft loading ramp (in.) 140 x 200

Aft cargo door (in.) 140 x 220

Static cargo floor height above ground
(in.) 56

Pilot vision angle over nose 22"
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SFCION V

PERFORMANCE AND SIZING

5.1 MISSIONS

The mission calculations conform to the mission descriptions as presented
in paragraph 2.3 Fuel allowances for warmup, taxi, conventional takeoff,
and reserve are in accordance with MIL-C-S011A. For the STOL takeoff at tne
midpoint of the employment mission, fuel allowance for warmup and takeoff is
the fuel used in 5 minutes with normal rated power at sea level, std. day. A
5-percent'service tolerance on fuel flows is applied, and no credit is taken
for time, fuel, or distance during descents.

Missions and mission trades data are calculated using NR-developed com-
puter program FK800. The U.S. Standard Atmosphere, which is built into the
program along with other atmospheres, is used for mission determination. The
program is used also for generation of independent printouts of clinb, cruise,
loiter, and other mission element data. Input data for the computer programs
include the installed engine performance, total aircraft drag variations with
lift coefficient and mach number, and weight information. The data are
obtained fran paragraph 6.1.1.

A plot of payload-versus-radius for various gross weights is presented in
figure 27 for employment mission details. A takeoff gross weight for a
3.0 g load fs.ctor is shown, along with reduced takeoff weights of 10,000-pound
deciements. The ba~sic mission radius of 500 nautical miles with a
2P,000-pound payload is indicated on the plot. A similar plot for a takeoff
gross weight for a 2.5 g load factor and takeoff gross weights reduced by
20,000-pound dcrewints is presented in figure 28.

Similarly, a plot of payload-versus-range for various gross weights is
given in figure 29 for deployment mission details where the basic takeoff
weight is limited by a 2.5 g load factor. The basic mission requiring a
2,600-nautical-mile range and the resulting payload is indicated on the plot.
A similar plot for a takeoff gross weight for a 3.0 g load factor is pre-
sented in figure 30. A ferry mission (deployment mission with 2.5 g takeoff
weight without cargo) equal ti 4,222 nautical miles is obtainedI which exceeds
the required 3,600 nautical miles. This ferry range is obtained by adding
bay tak fuel in the cargo coMpartment.

A plot of range prediction along with the corresponding cruise altitude
is presented in figure 31. The data are Aor the cruise mach nmnber of
M.75 Figures 32 through 3S present thrust required and specific range

as a function of mach runber and gross weight. The plots are for level flight
cruise ac altitudes of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000 and 40,000 foet.
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Tabulated data of the calculated basic employment, deployment, and ferry

mission details are presented in tables XI, XII, and XIII.

5.2 FLIGHT ENVELOPE

Flight envelope data at given gross weights are determined by use of the
NR developed flight envelope prograi 2A700. Figure 36 presents speed
altitude envelopes using intermediate power for the minimum flying gross
weight, midpoint gross weight of the employment mission, employment mission
takeoff weight, and deployment mission takeoff weight (maximum gross weight).
The minimum flying gross weight is the weight with a reserve fuel and payload
at the end of the employment mission. It is noted that the maximum speed is
the aircraft q limit tp to 23,500 feet. Above this altitude, the aircraft is
thrust-limited at near -ie maximum mach number limit.

5.3 STOL TAKEOFF AND LANDING

The STOL takeoff and landing distances are presented in figure 37 for
hot day conditions at 2,500 feet altitude. The distances ane based on the
STOL takeoff and landing criteria listed in paragraph 3.2, i.e., one-engine-
out safety margins are included as well as waveoff capability in case of
engine failure. The takeoff distance is computed without obstacle
constraints, and the landing distance includes a 50-foot height over t"l,,
threshold (not a S0-foot obstacle) and is based on a 10-feet-per-secona sink
rate above the threshold without flare.

The distances shown represent the travel of the point mass of the air-
craft, i.e., no fuselage length is added, no taxi-on or taxi-off distances
are included, and no factor for an increase of the field length is %sed.

At the high gross weight, the ta•c'1off distance is a balanced field
distance. At lower gross weights, the takeoff distance is determined on the
basis of an accelerate-and-stop distance where the failure speed VF is based
on the groudi control speed Vmg rather than on the balanced field concept.

The acceleratitn phase is based on a friction coefficient of $ A 0.10,
and an engine nozzle deflection of 15 degrees downward in such a way that the
exhaust is not obstructed by a flap. This deflection yields a high forward
acceleration. The er.•'eration phases are based on a friction coefficient of

o 0.30 a•d thrus'. •#r~l of two engL;s, assuming that one engine has

failed and the opposite engine is idled to preserve thrust syme=try. A
reversal efficiency of q SO percent is taken in accordance with the ground
rules stated fz paragraph 3.2.
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The ground control speed, failure speed for balanced field length,
liftoff speed, and approach speed are presented in figure 38. The liftoff
speed meets the climb requirement of 3 degrees with the critical engine
failed. The approach speed, Va, is lower than the liftoff speed; however,
this does not negate the waveoff capability. During waveoff, the second
segment of the double-slotted flap will be retracted partially, and this
generates an adequate forward acceleration so that the speed will be at least
equal to the liftoff speed above the far end of the runway as is shown in
voltume III. A retraction rate of 12 degrees per second is provided. During
this retraction, the forward flap segment will not move and will be kept at a
2S-degree angle. Adequate ground clearance is available to demonstrate a
speed equal to Vmtd = Va/l. 1 in ground effect as a minimnn for the approach
with one engine failed.

The takeoff and landing distances and the liftoff and approach speeds
are determined in accordance with the aforementioned volume III. The
aerodynamic data basis is described in paragraph 6.1.1.

S.4 SIZING

The development of the basic configuration described in section IV was
accomplished by using the design criteria of section III in conjunction with
existing NR computer programs. Vehicle sizing involving the selection of a
specific thrust-to-weight ratio and wing loading canbination for a specific
mission radius to obtain the desired takeoff and landing performance were
done using the vehicle sizing and performance program (VSPEP). This program
computes performance characteristics such as mission radius or range on
several missions. It also is capable of scaling the cmputer basepo'.nt for
M fining related vehicles having different wing areas (or wing loadings),

engine size (or thrust-to-weight ratios), gross weight, payload weights, and
payload sizes. This program has the capability to determine vehicle gross
weight which satisfies a specified radius or range mission requirement at
desired engine sizes and wing areas.

The configuration siting process was started with a modified version of
the preliminary baseline c afiguration. This vehicle was uxpated to include
changes in study ground rules and the results of the vurious studies that
have been conducted during the part 2 pcrtion of the program. The vehicle
sizing progro basepoint included an adjusted weight estimate, minor gemratric
changes, and the revised aerodynamic characteristic representative of the
update preliminary baseline. Szing of the vehicle for the various design
conditions was done for the thrust-to-weight aWd wing loading cmnbinstiwns
that satisfies the predominate design requirement. The results of sizing
are vehicle takeoff gross weight .issi'm fuel requirwmts, engine size, and
vehicle wing areas. These design parameters are used in the configuratim
layout process which precedes the configuration as shown in section IV. The
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dominant configuration design requirements are the wing fuel volume determined
by the 2,600-nautical-mile range mission and the speed requirement at
mach 0.75 at 20,000 feet altitude.

Figure 39 depicts the various sizing criteria on a thrust-to-weight

versus wing loading plot. The previously mentioned fuel requirement,
mach 0.75 speed requirement, and the takeoff and landing requirements are
shown. Values of thrust-to-weight and wing loading to the left of the
boundary of fuel available equal to fuel required, and above the mach 0.75 at
20,000-f6ot bcundary, meet or exceed the desired performance. The lightest
aircraft that meets the STOL-TAI design requirements is at the thrust-to-
weight and wing loading determined by the intersection of these two design
criteria. The vehicle resulting from the thrust to weight of 0.516 and wing
loading of 99.3 pounds per square foot is described in section IV. This
vehicle weighs approximately 159,310 pounds. A vehicle sized to meet the
takeoff requirement and the fuel available/required would be about
9,000 pounds lighter, but would not be capable of flying mach 0.75 at
20,000-foot altitude. The optimum cruise speed at altitude would reduce to
mach 0.685 from mach 0.75. Landing distance over a 50-foot obstacle would be
approximately 1,725 feet. No further relaxation in design criteria would
appear to be feasible for a STOL aircraft since the next most important
design criteria is the landing distance. A reduction of thrust-to-weight
ratio would reduce takeoff gross weight, but the takeoff ground rules would
be violated; therefore, a lower value would not be practical without further
operational requirements considerations.
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Section VI

AFMIYNAMICS

6.1 EMTIPMNL ARODNAMWICS

6. 1.1 COW'IONAL FLI(r' MODE

The external drag data presented in this section includes all external
drag except that associated with the engine inlets, tne drag of which is
accotmted for in the installed engine thrust. Included is the skin friction,
upsweep, separation, and miscellaneous drags, as well as compressibility drag,
tail-off drag due to lift, and trimmed dr.g &e to lift. Camber drag is
included in drag due to lift. The total drag is the sum of these.

6.1.1.1 Skin Friction Drag

The skin friction drag is presented in figure 4' together with upsweep
drag and miscellaneous drags and is determined at full-scale flight conditions
using the N.SA skin friction p'roram, ;-7121 (rt erence 2), modified to
incorporate a constvnt valu of tezmiaal Cf. This method corns:ts of a
systmatic division of the a. - ane Uinto ccmponents such as wi. i,; fuselage,
and nacelles in order to calculate the Reynolds nwu•ber based on the proper
characteristic length. The equivalent skin friction coefficient is obtained
from curves for an insulated t.rbulent flat plate (Kanma Schoernherr varia-
tion), which considers transition to occur at the leading edge and includes
the Prandtl-Schlichting roughness effects. An euivalent sand height
roughness of 0.001 inch is tsed to approximate a mass -production painted
surface.- Appmroriate empirical fom factors are applied to arcount for the
actual sthape of the ftselage, gear fairings, and nacelles, and thickness of
wings, tail, and pylons. Tes ewirical equations are obtained frcm
refercnwe 3.

nie ?r.a t-Schlichting distributed =oughneW s effects in the NASA pro-
gr. have been mWified to retev the dip in the Cf versus W curve through
"Otw transition region and Ohus agre with the current UAT(X14 ethod
(reference 4).

*Th- psw-op drag is 4eteolned by relatipg it to the 1 .ight of tho eand of
* .41 fko.0. abme the hoight it the flelage w not iwp'! u-, 4' JW tho
lmeth of tOe u.set portion of the f uelage. dztxpei taly ,teuined
valms of %4pwap dra bawd o the iiijg s

- - ~-~-~9i



MACH ALTITUDE TEMP DEG RRENLS O/T020.0 518.67 1.42 X 106
COMPONINT S WET RFFR

FT FACTOR S. 8 T 0G
FUELGE 4,2803.08 1.146 0.00608 0.00669

WING 2,563 15.75 1.263 .00,522 .00590
HORIZONTAL 1,262 12.90 1.240 .00260 .00295
VERTICAL 918 17*.47 1.300 .00189 .00214
PYLONS 295 15.50 1.203 .00057 .00065
LG PODS 873 48.75 1.063 .00126 .00141
NACELLES 1,280 16.25 1.230 .00252
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.02015 .02259
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Figure 40. Skin Friction Drag
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multiplied by the ratio of the maximum fuselage cross-sectional area to the
reference area to obtain the upsweep drag which is presented in figure 41.

Separation drag due to flow separation from the end of the fuselage and
surface actuator housings are estimated, using the base drag coefficient for
boat-tailed bodies as presented in the data of page 16-4 of reference 3.
The product of the base drag coefficient and ratio of separation area to
reference area gives the separation drag coefficient based on the reference
area. Separation is considered to occur where the rate of change of body
contour is 10-degrees. The drag increment due to separation is shown in
figure 41.

6.1.1.3 Miscellaneous Drag

The term miscellaneous drag is used herein to define the drag associated
with small protuberances such as antennas, vents, and drains, and localized
roughness such as gaps, laps, and waviness due to manufacturing irregularities
on t!te external surface of the airplane. It includes also interference
effects between aircraft components exclusive of such effects accounted for
in the compressibility drag.

This drag, added to the other drag components of skin friction; upsweep,
separation, and camber, gives a total drag value which correlates with
parasite drag characteristics of existing aircraft. A 10 percent increase is
estinated for this air vehicle.

6.1.1.4 Coqress.ibility DRa

The subsoziic compressibility drag is estimated, using the methods
described in the NR Aerodynamics Manual (reference 6) for all aircraft com-
ponents except the wing which is handled separately, Fineness ratios Xor
body-type components are determined, and appropriate pressure drag
coefficients are established as a function of mach number; these, in turn;.
are converted to drag coefficients based upon reference area. For the
empennage and pylons the airfoil section, thickness ratio, aspect fatio, and
sweep effects are used to evaluate the drag divergence mach number and the
related compressibility drag.

For the wing, curves of CL versus M6D and -impressibii ity drag (4'•
versus (M-M1)D) figures 42 and 43 are daermined from test data of
air vehicles having similar wing planforrns and sinilar wing design

..philosophy as discussed in paragraph 6.1.1.7. ' In figure 42, anl.I)D envelope
is established frat the test points for tho DC-8 and NR B-i having a low1 ratio
of iocal to freestrvam .qch iumber.'due to fAtslage perturbation velocities,
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The envelope is made taking into account the various sweep angles of these
aircraft. To account for the fuselage and gear pod effects on the MDD of the
present aircraft, the data of figure 44 are used to modify the envelope
established from the test data. For the present aircraft, figure 44 shows a
maximum of 5 percent increase in local mach number as contrasted to, for
example, 1 percent increase estimated for the aforementioned test data,
resulting in a new estimated envelope shown in figure 42. The wing used has
drag divergence mach numbers consistent with this new envelope, being tangent
with it at high cruise lift coefficients, as also shown in figure 42.

By means of a computer program (reference 5) the wing compressibility
drag is calculated for tail-off lift coefficients using figures 42 and 43
and includes the compressibility drag due to lift. The total compressibility
drag, wing plus other components, is presented as a function of mach number
and trimmed lift coefficient in figure 45.

6.1.1.5 Drag Due to Lift

The tail-off incompressible drag due to lift (figure 46) is calculated
by use of the efficiency factor curve of figure 47. This curve was
generated from experimental test data and by wing design methods used by NR as
explained further later on in this section. As is noted, the maxinum e-values
of some test data occur at high lift coefficients. It was found that a lift
coefficient of approximately 0.45, a relatively high value for e can be
obtained by reducing the camber, but this reduces the e-valtes at higher lift
coefficients. The lowest curve is used, although the design lift coefficient
is approximately CL - 0.65. This yields a nominal value of e - 0.80 and
leaves a margin for possible contingencies.

6.1.1.6 Trimed Drag WAie to Lift

The incompressible trimred drag due to lift is determined by use of the
NR trimmed drag program (reference 5). It is a slight function of mach
nunber and presonted as a .munction of trinned lift coefficient in figure 48.

6.1.1.7 Wing Design

The development of the wing characteristics is accomplished using methods
derived at NR which optimize the aerodynamic characteristics for the
particular mission requirements (reference 7, 8, and 9). This wing
optimization process includes the effects of mach number, viscosity, and
leading edge suction.
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Using an inverse vortex-lattice lifting surface program, the desired net
spanwise and chordwise pressure distributions are stipulated and the required
criber shape is obtained to stpport the load. The chordwise distribution
chosen is one which solves for 100 percent suction recovery ana is obtained I
by forcing the leading edge singularity to zero across the cowplete span,
ihe percent sucticn actually available in viscom: flow is determined th.cough

correlation of wind tunnel data obtained on sijilar "tuned" wing designs.

Figure 49 presents the percent suction corresponding to the test data
of figure 47 and the suction obtained for the estimated efficiency factor
of the S'IOL-TAI. A maximum suction of 95 percent of 0.45 lift coefficient for
the STOL-TAI correlates well with the maximum values obtained for the testdata.

To assure adequate drag divergence mach number levels, the determination
of the choriwise thickness distributions is made by stipulating the upper
surface chordwise distributi .i and the airfoil crest mach number. The airfoil
thickness distribution is then determined by inputing the desired incremental
velocity due to thickness and solving for the resulting thickness distribution.

6.1.2 STOL FLIGHT M40IE

Power-on aerodynamic data used for the determination of the takeoff and
landing performance in the STOL mode are based on the wind tunnel data
obtained from the NR 7 percent STOL transport model (GELAC, LSWI'-090). The
intake momentum drag measured during calibration rnms in the wind tunnel
showed levels that are of the sine order as those of the transport design so
that no intake drag correction is applied to these data.

The STOL perfomance depends largely an the lift characteristics wich
are derived from these test data for the selected full-span, double-slotted
flap. Maxiaun trimmed lift data for all engines operating are shown in
figure 50 and for ana engine failed in figure $1. The data in both
figures are presented for various flap angles, and given as a flmnion of
the inverse of the blowing coefficient. In each figure, the maxinu lift is
defined as the lift existing at an angle of attack of 18 degrees. At higher
angles of attack, the critical engine failed rolling m bet es too large
because of asy)metric wing ýtall,

LWteral trlmilng is perfomed by determiting the rolling ent d to
-iginr failure, and by applying lift loss due to roll control. 1te rolling

mmwnt due to ruddr deflection needed to trim the yawing -wnt is included
herein. Longitudinal trimming is perfomed in a conventicmnl A-mner. An
exaople of the lift loss duo to roll cmtrol is proetnted in figure SZ.
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Cross plots of maximum trimmed lift are presented as a fuqction of flap
angle, in figures 53 and 54, each for a certain blowing coefficient. In
these figures, takeoff maneuver margins and speed margins are applied to
obtain the lift level suitable for the takeoff or landing condition.

Lift characteristics in ground effect are also included in these
figures. The maximum lift in ground effect is obtained using figures 55
and 56 for the ratio of lift-in-ground effect to that out-of-ground effect,
keeping the angle-of-attack constant. These figures were derived from
unpublished NASA wind tunnel tests at constant angles of attack (LWP 987).

In addition to the effect on lift at a constmit angle of attack, the
ground proximity also reduces the magnitude of the stall angle of attack.
This effect is shown in figure 57, and in the absence of test data, was
canputed from existing equations valid for conventional aerodynamics. These
are primarily based on the effect of image trailing vortices. It was assumed
that the effect of these vortices on the angle-of-attack change is identical
between STOL aircraft with externally blown flaps and conventional aircraft.

The total ground effect is then determined first by determining the
change in amax from figure 57, then by obtaining the lift out-of-ground
effect for this angle, and then applying figures 55 and 56 to this lift.

Figure 53 also shows the lifting capability at which a climb angle of
7 = 3 degrees can be maintained with the critical engine failed. Note that
with increase of flap angle this lift decreases. This is due to the decrease
in the lift/drag ratio, and for a drag level consistent with a constant *v
the lift must then decrease.

Lift and drag characteristics needed to determine the lifting capability
at a flight path angle of 7 - 3 degrees are presented in figure 58 ns an

example. The curve shows first the effect of engine failure on the lift/drag
relation in the untriimn-d conditiQn, and then the effect of trimming in roll,
yaw, and pitch. The trimming in roll reduces the drag at constant angle of
attack, because of the reduced lift. Also, trijmting in pitch reduces the drag
somewhat, because a download on the tail is required; this download is
inclined forward, because of the rather large downwash.

The takeoff condition is obtained taking into account all required
safety margins in terms of speed and maneuver capability maintaining at least
a three-degree climb angle with the critical engine failed.

The best flap angle is the one whare the highest lifting capability is
obtained that meets the safety margins as well as the clib conditions as
shown in figure 53. This lifting.capaiblity is ploti.ed in figure 59 as
C1,/C pE, versus 1/C opt, and the associated flap angles are
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indicated. Takeoff speeds were then detem.ined from this relation for given
T/W ratios and W/S values as illustrated again in figure iA9 with a sample
design condition.

Landing flap angles are analy:'ed sir 11.arv and r x.n is shown ,i-
figure 60. The front flap segment is set at 25 degrees Inu at 35 degrees
for comparison purposes, and the rear segment is varied over a large range.
Flight safety margins for the landing case are applied and are !, .fferent from
those for takeoff. Also the landing lift and drag equi libriun Li ong a duscent
flight path of Y = -4 degrees is indicated. This flight path rý,piesents very
neartly a sink speed of 10 feet per second. Only conditions with -,.he critical
-iz4: ne failed are considered.

Similar to the takeoff case, alsc in the landing case the inter.-.-ection
between the safety conditions and the descent flight path condition was used
to determine the optimum lifting capability that satisfies all constraints.
It is seen that no performance benefit is obtained in going from a 25 to
35 degree setting of the first flap segment.

The optimum lifting capability in the landing approach is obtained from
such plots and is presented in figure 61. In this figure the approach
condition is also compared to the takeoff condition. It is seen that the
approach speed is lower than the takeoff speed tit the same aircraft weight and
sane engine power setting in the engine-out operation. In order to preserve
waveoff capability, however, the appicach speed may not be less than 90 per-
cent of the takeoff speed as is described in volume 11H. In that volume,
additional details regarding takeoff and landing are discussed.

6.2 STABILITY AND CONTROL

6.2.1 . AITRAL COWN5i")L

Vhe lateral control system consists of full-span spoilers and insert
ailerons in the second flap segoint of the double-slotted flap at the wingtip.
The inboard spoilers are also usetd for direct lift control ki)lC), and W- inter-
connect between rol. control and DIC exists to :m ntmi.e the lift loss dJu to

roll control for flap deflection• used during a4pproach mid landing. ii
interconmect does not exist for takeoff flap sottirgs or for retractcd tU f.

The insert ailerons pro'vide the initial roll control uien the flaps arr.
retracted, their motion is not phased with flap deflection. ' ,W, i• t;Ž in
th, roll control system on tVe ba!is of a sttud\d reported in the supple te..

volue 1.

lbe sequtice of the spoiler deflection for rv-:. comtrol 4...; 4ud, that ,AQ
spoiler tt the wingtip is moved first; thereafter, the spoiler pv.el )u.st
inboard of it, Wnd so on, so that the lift lor dh&i to sxuiler acttitv. is
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kept as small as possible for the majority of roll control inputs. In the
flaps-up case, spoiler deflection is preceded by the deflection of insert
ailerons to obtain the required initial response.

The lateral trim system in the flaps-down case consists of a change in
the angular setting of the last segment of the double-slotted flap at a portion
of the flap span. This portion is the second of the four spanwise flap
panels, counting from inboard to outboard, to minimize the induced yawing
moments. Large rolling moments need to be trimmied out in case of a failed
engine.

The most stringent roll control requirements in the STOL mode for a
class II Medium Might Transport are roll acceleration requirements. The avail-
able roll acceleration for the aircraft is compared with req'irements from var-
ious different sources in figure 62 for normal operation. It is seen that the
roll acceleration requirement from NASA TND-5594 (reference 11) is met for all
aircraft weights, and that the requirements from MIL-F-83300 (reference 12) are
met for weights above about 112,000 pounds. The comparisons are made at the
minimum approach speeds consistent with each of these weights. Increasing the

-approach speed above this minimum increase the available roll acceleration,
and in that case 4ll requirements are met.

The available roll acceleration is determined from

= C, qSb C bW
II CLtrim. I

where Cf/CLt . is taken fLom figure 63 which, in turn, is substantiated in
the appendix r volume I.

The roll control requirements are shown in terms of the acceleration with-
out damping, such as would exist in a theoretical step input at time zero.
Thesec values are all computed from various bank angle requirements to be met
after various time lapses, including the effect of damping. The computation
is made to obtain a conparison of requirements on a consistent basis. Herein
it is assumed that the spoilers start moving 0.10 second after pilot control
initiation, and that the desired roll control is obtained 0.40 second after
the control initiation. A roll time constant of iR = 0.70 is used which is
typical for the la•ding configuration. The roll control requirements from
AMARD 408A (reference 13) are those for "normal operation," and those of
NASA TND 5594 are called out as "satisfactory operation" in that document.
The latter reference quotes a bani' angle for a "satisfactory operation level"
with a wheel deflection oi 60 degrees as compared to the maximum available
wheel deflection of 90 degrees stipulated in that reference. In figure 62 the
required acceleration from this reference was increased by 90/60 to represent
a maximum control input con3istent with 90 degree wheel deflection.
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It is seen that under these circumstances, the roll control acceleration
requirements from the three different sources are very similar in magnitude.

The roll acceleration capability after engine failure but before lateral
trimming with asymmetric flap. is shown in figure 64. The cepability exceeds
the required level of MIL-F-83300. Bank angle response after engine failure
and pilot corrective action is shown in figure 65. Herein, pilot action is
initiated approximately I second after engine failure, and full roll control
is obtained in approximately 1.4 seconds after failure. Engine transients
used are those pertaining to an instantaneous fuel loss. After trimming of the
engine failure rolling moment with asymmetric flap, the available roll
acceleration exceeds the capability shown in figure 64.

Additional details with regard to the engine failure transients are given
in volume III. Engine failure moments used in the analyses are shown in
figure 66 as a function of the power effect on lift, ICL. The effect of
rudder deflection due to trimming in yaw is included inl`the rolling moment.
The rolling moment is also expressed in the total aircraft lift coefficient in
figure 67 and compared therein with the available roll control. The differ-
ence between the available rolling moment and the engine failure moment is
used to compute the available roll acceleration.

6.2.2 LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL

The pitch control system incorporates a double-hinged elevator, with t'Vý
first hinge at the 55-percent chord station of the stabilizer, and the
second hinge at the 75-percent chord station. The maximtml deflection of the
rear element is 25 degrees with respect to the first element, and the maximum
deflection of the first is 25 degrees with respect to the stabiizer. .At low-
speeds, both elements deflect in a one-to-one ratio to obtain adequate control
power, At high speeds the first hinge is locked to prevent the aircraft from
being sensitive to pitch control.

The stabilizer is movable for trimming purposes and to obtain the proper
setting to reach the maximum downward lift capability during STOL landing
approaches. The rate of change of the stabilizer is slow. The stabilizer
leading edge iý deflected uwuard when the wing flaps are extended in order to
increase the maximum download on the tail.

The aircraft incoiporates a DLC system for landing touchdown control
when the flaps are deflected for landing, using large span spoilers. An
intercoruiect between DLC and roll control deflection is provided to minimize
lift loss due to roll control. The DLC system is operated by a thimvb con-
troller at the power lovers. No DLC control is available when the flaps are
set in the takeoff position so that a high lift-to-drag ratio is available
during climb and waveoff.
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A direct drag control (DIE) system is provided and operated by a thumb
controller at the control column. This controller operates the deflection of
the aft segment of the double-slotted flap. The rate of decrease of the angle
of this segment is in the order of 12 degrees per second so that the setting
can be changed from the landing position to the waveoff position in approxi-
mately 3 seconds. This provides adequate forward acceleration during waveoff
with the critical engine failed. During retraction, the flap loads aid in
reducing the flap angle. The rate of increase of the flap angle is consider-
ably slower but satisfactory for use in automatic glide path control during
landing approaches where the aircraft is generally operated at the back side
of the power curve. The setting of the first flap segment is not affected
by Dic.

A sumnary plot of stability and control criteria in terms of weight and
CG locations is presented in figure 68. The figure shows limits of neutral
stability, nosewheel liftoff, pitch acceleration, and conditions where maxi-
num lift can be reached in the STOL mode. The center-of-gravity locations
of the aircraft are compared with these limits. It is seen that the maximum.
lift can be reached throughout the weight range of the aircraft, and that the
aircraft is stable in all cases. However, at low weights the desired pitch
acceleration (approximately MI = 0.30 rad/sec2) and nosewheel lift off is not
attained at the low speeds that are associated with the low weights. The
speeds pertain to takeoff or approach speeds as determined from the takeoff
and landing ground rules such as speed margins, maneuver margins, and takeoff
or waveoff climb capability, and are therefore low at low weight. This, in
turn, results in a low dynamic pressure and reduction in pitch control power.
If the speed is increased at these low weights above the level required for
margins and climb, adequate pitch control is available to meet bcth the
desired pitch acceleration and the nosewheel liftoff criteria. This increase
of speed does not increase the takeoff and landing field length be' ond the
length required for the heavy weights in the STOL m)de, and therefore this
increase is considered to be acceptable. In thr, subsequent po.tion of this
section, the various limits are described in rvre detail, and additional
basic information is given.

Nosewheel liftoff characteristics are p,,esented in figure 6S. The
desired rotation speed is compared with the speed at which the nose gear cam
be lifted as a function of aircraft weight and CG location. The desired
rotation speed is chosen to be 95 percent of the takeoff speed in order to
assure a proper liftoff angle of attack at the moment the takeoff speed is
reached.

The nosewheel liftoff capability is computed by using the maximum down-
load at the tail, The maximum lift coefficient in the dowmnard direction is
Ca a 1.935 as shown by the tail aerodynamic characteristics presented in
figure 70. The tail incorporates a plain leading edge flap hinged at the
15-percent chord station.
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Noseup and nosedown pitch acceleration capability, presented in figure

71, are compared with the desired level of figure 37 of NASA TND-5594. It is
seen that the noseup acceleration is the more critical of the two, and the
desired angular acceleration is met at the higher of the speeds shown. To
obtain the desired level at low weights, the approach speed should be higher
than that which meets speed and maneuver safety margins and waveoff capability.
A reduction in approach speed, due to this criterion, may be possible by the
substitution of normal for angular acceleration through power or direct-lift
control means. The NASA reference implies a restriction of the desired angu-
lar acceleration level for this weight-size class vehicle to maintain passen-
ger comfort at aft stations. Flight simulator investigations of the impact
of DLC on the required pitch acceleration level and justification of the
level is indicated. The speeds, flap angles, maximum download stabilizer
settings, and moments of inertia used are presented in figure.72 as a function
of aircraft weight. Tail-off characteristics and downwash angles used, shown
figures 73 and 74, pertain to an approach power setting.

The elevator angle required to reach the maximmn wing lift is presented
in figure 75. The CLmx in ground effect with full four engine power is
presented in figure 76 and is associated with angles of attack presented in
figure 77. Maximum four-engine power is used in case maximum power is
applied just before touchdown. The stabilizer setting used is the same as
that for pitch acceleration during no.al landing.

The C in ground effect can probably be demonstrated in flight by
obtaining temieninniu speed with the critical engine failed and the airplane
flying as close as possible to the ground with the gear just off the runway
surface. With the gear in this unloaded condition, a ground angle of
15 degrees is available which is adequate for the demonstration. A ground
ai.gle of 10 degrees is available with the gear in the design load condition
which is adequate during descent. In that case, the maximn angle of attack
can still be obtained up to approximately 15 degrees, as shown in figure 78.

Aircraft neutral point locations for approach conditions are presented in
figure 79. At lower weight, i.e., at lower flight speeds the blowing
coefficient CA becomes larger which reduces the stability level.

6.2.1 DIRECrIONAL S~tABILITY AND OWWTi)L

The directional control capability is provided by a double-hinged rudder
without BLC. The forward hinge is located at the 55-percent chord station of
tO vertical tail, and the second hinge at the 75-percent chord station. At
low speeds, the first and %aond section of the rudder move in a 1:1 ratio;
the maxima deflection of the second hinge is 25 degrees with respect to the
first section of the rudder, and the maxima deflection of the first hinge is
25 degrees with respect to the vertical tail surface. At high speedso the
first hinge is lock&* to avoid excessive directional control sensitivity.
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The minimum control speed in the air, V.c , is not critical for the
rudder design. Figure 80 shows the rudder d'efection and the bank angle
well within the limitations, even at zero sideslip angle. In this figure, the
approach speed is used as a variable and aircraft weights are varied with
these speeds consistent with minimum landing distances. The approach speed is
used rather than the takeoff speed, because the approach speed is somewhat
lower and therefore critical. The flap settings and the power level, however,
are those for waveoff. The flap settings are indicated in the figure.

The flap setting has a strong influence on the yawing moment from the
engine failure. An increase in flap angle increases the obstruction that is
placed into the exhaust of the engines and this results in a lesser yawing
moment. This decrease was determined from wind tunnel data and is shown in
figure 81, nondimensionalized by the yawing moment existing at zero flap
deflection

Minimum control speed characteristics on the ground, Vg, are presented
in figure 82, and are compared with the failure speed, , or balanced
takeoff distances. It is seen that the minimum control speed is not limiting
the takeoff decision speed for gross weights above 140,000 pounds.

The minimum control speed is determined from figure 82, using the yaw-
ing moment from the rudder and the nose gear steering. The "total'! yawing
moment, which includes rudder, nose gear steering, and differential braking,
is not used because braking precludes continuation of the takeoff. Maximum
friction coefficient used for the nose gear in sideways direction is A - 0.30.
The required yawing moment is derived from an outboard engine failure. It is
assumed that no external blowing of the flaps takes place during the ground
run in order to preserve a maximum of fonwaa acceleration.

The crosswind landing capability is presented in figure 83 where the
avaiable sideslip capability is compared with the sideslip needed to overcome
a 20 and 30 knot sidewind at a 90-degree angle to the flight path.

The sideslip capability of the aircraft is obtainod directly from wind
tunnel data without Reynolds numuer corrections as presented in figure 84.
It is seen that a maximum sideslip imgle of 27.5 degrees can be obtained in
the power-off case; however, power offects increase the directional stability
of the aircraft without increasing 'the rudder effectiveness. This reduces
the maximm sideslip angle with power, a subject in which further research
is required.

Yaw acceleration characteristics with all engines operating and with
the critical ergine failed are shown in figure 8$. The data are shown in
terms of the yaw angle reached after 1 second following a step rudder input.
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NOTE: MIL POWER ON REMAINING ENGINES
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The requirements of MIL-F-83300 are met at speeds above 75 knots, i.e., for
normal approach speeds at weights greater than 120,000 pounds.

With the critical engine failed, the yawing moment for three engines is
computed using the thrust reduction with flap angle as shown in figure 81,
and using a flap angle consistent with approach since the requirements are
intended for decrabbing in crosswind landing (6F = 73 to 79 degrees for gross
weight varying from 110,000 pounds to 145,000 pounds). Damping characteris-
tics used are varying from Izz/(4N/dr) 5.3 for low weights to 3.8 for high
weights.

6.3 FLYING QUALITIES

For dynamic flying qualities, refer to volume V. A selection of most
pertinent characteristics are included here in figures 86, 87, and 88.
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SBCTION VII

PROPULSION SYSTEM

7.1 CANDIDATE ENGINES

A review of the STOL transport candidate engines was made for the part 2
refined configuration design. The engine companies have provided data for
candidate engines, shown in table XIV, in supporting NR in this program. The
existing engines. would have low cost and early availability, but their weight,
size, and performance do not appear attractive for future medium STOL trans-
port designs. A aerivative engine, defined as a modification of an engine
under development for a weapon system using the core engine as the basic gas
generator, would require funding for fan and low-pressure compressor develop-
ment, but offers a much better state-of-the-art propulsion system" A new
engine would incorporate more advanced technology and could be sized to match
the vehicle requirements, but requires a new development program.

For the EBF configuration, a mixed-flow engine installation results in
a more simple installation, regarding thrust deflection into the flap system,
than a separated flow engine. Therefore, mixed-flow engines are preferred
for consideration, although most turbofans with pressure ratios above 1.4
could operate as a mixed-flow engine, with only minor design changes. Another
consideration for engine cycle selection is that the engine noise levels must
be low enough to meet the study requirements. It is desirable to have a
pressure ratio below approximately 1.6 to attain noise levels below 115 PNdb
without excessive treatment. The pressure ratio range selection of 1.4 to
1.6 would be compatible to a bypass ratio range of 5 to 8. Studies have shown
that varying the bypass ratio of the turbofans in this S to 8 range, with simi-
lar cycle characteristics, does not have an appreciable effect on the overall
vehicle range or weight trade studies.

The vehicle size, flight requirements, and thrust-to-weight ratio dictates
the engine thrust rating necessary to perform the mission. The preliminary
evaluations indicated that the engines would need a takeoff rating of 15,000
to 35,000 pounds of thrust to meet the trade study requirements. The mixed-
flow GEl3/F6A engine, rated at 22,000 pounds of thrust, was selected initially
as an engine cycle that satisfied the basic requirements and wa§ representative
of a new engine if the thrust-to-weight was increased. Another factor of engine
choice was that sufficient data were available for this engine, during the
early phase of the program, to use for vehicle evaluation. The engine uses
the F101 engine core that is being developed ior the B-1 aircraft. Shortly
after the GEl3/F6A engine selection was made, GE informed NR that an uprated
version, designated the GE13/FlO, had been proposed as the derivative candidate
for STOL transport programs. The only basic difference between the engines
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is that the GE13/F1O takeoff power rating is increased to 24,000 pounds of
trust (fiat rated to 1030 F hot day) for an additional 50 pounds in weight.
The GE13/FlO derivative engine uses present design technology with a super-
sonic engine core to achieve a basic thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W) of 7:1.
The engine companies have agreed that, when new technology is incorporated to
convert a derivative engine to a new subsonic engine, there would be an improve-
ment in weight at the expense of development time and cost. GE has proposed
growth versions of their derivative engine with a T/W as high as 9:1 and would
estimate that a T/W of 8:1 for a new GE13/FlO type engine could easily be
achieved without the use of composite materials. A weight scale factor ex-
ponent of 1.25 is used to establish a reasonable weight for a scaled size new
engine which provides a T/W less than 8:1 when the size is increased from the
basic GE13/F1O rating.

7.2 PERFCOMA.?E DATA

A scaled GEI3/FlO turbofan with improved thrust-to-weight technology was
selected as the new engine to be used for the part 2 study. For all power
settings other than maximum power, the GE13/F6A performance was used, since
GE13/F6A performance primarily differs only in the design capability of opera-
ting as a higher maximum rating. The required engine operating conditions
were established to provide performance, within the engine flight envelope
shown in figure 89, for all standard and hot-day mission profiles to be evalu-
ated in this study. The installation characteristics were also established
to account for performance losses due to inlet total pressure recovery, inlet
cowl additive (spillage) drag, horsepower extraction, compressor bleed airflow,
and fan or intercompressor bleed airflow. The external nacelle and pylon drag
is accounted for in the vehicle external aerodynamics performance. The in-
stalled performance data, except for maximum power performance, were generated
by GE using their GEl3/F6 engine computer program that represents actual turbo-
fan data based on the use of the F101 engine core currently under development
for the USAF. The GEI3/FlO maximum power performance was generated by NR/LAD
from additional data points supplied by GE.

The inlet and additive drag characteristics shown in figures 90, and 91
are derived as a function of mach number and corrected airflow divided by
inlet l1p area. These data were obtained from the testing and analysis of
subsonic open-nosed inlets conducted by NR. The inlet selected provides a
pressure recovery of over 0.98 for takeoff and over 0.99 for c'.vise with low
distortion values. The GEl3 computer program in operation does not have the
capability of incorporating the additive drag correctiona 1 .' installed
performance. Therefore, the corrections were calo.lattd by ri Detailed
engine performance data are proprietary with the engine manufacturer and are
not included as part of this report.
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The horsepower extraction and compressor bleed airflow values used in
installed engine performance computations were based on the vehicle design
requirements. Each of the four engines has a 40 kilovolt-ampere electric
generator and two 20 gpm hydraulic pumps which require a total of 80 to 90
horsepower to satisfy both the hydraulic and electric systems demands during
average loads. The vehicle environmental control system requires approximately
175 to 205 pounds per minute of compressor bleed airflow throughout the dif-
ferent flight conditions. An average bleed airflow per engine of 1 pound per
second was used to cover any additional requirements or losses.

•1.3 SYSrt4 DEFINITION

The inlet selected for the GE13/FlO engine installation was a simple
rounded-lip, fixed-geometry, open-nosed inlet. The dimensions and perform-
ance were obtained from inlet cowl 2 dat? in report NA-67-550, dated 26 July
1967. This inlet was one of the configurations in the additive drag and
pressure recovery data analysis from wind tunnel subsonic test conducted by
NR. The model not only maintained low-additive drag and high-pressure re-
covery, but also indicated low distortion values of less than 1 percent for
angles of attack up to 15 degrees. The inlet was matched to provide good
performance during takeoff and to allow minimum spillage during cruise con-
ditions. A bypass system was not incorporated in the design, since it would
only result in a more complex installation. The inlet throat was sized for
an airflow mach rmber of approximately 0.6 at maximum power, which provides
a pressure recovery over 0.98 for takeoff. During clibb, the recovery is
approximately 0.985, and is over 0.99 during cruise. This sizing was found
to offer a good engine airflow match for all conditions. If the inlet size
were increased just to provide a slightly higher recovery for takeoff, the
increase in spillage drag during cruise would tend to penalize the performance
severely.

The exhaust system for the DBF vehicle requires a thrust deflector for
use during takeoff and landing approach. The system will have the capability
of deflecting the exhaust stream ±l4 degrees from the horizontal centerline.
An "eyeball" concept, shown in figure 92, was selected to be the lightest,
simplest, and most rapid operating, witl negligible losses during deflbction
or normal operation. A pneumatic actuating system operating by engine bleed
airflow can chmige the angle of deflection to the desired position within
1 second.

The engine is installed with a cascade-type fan thrust reversing system.
The cascades are located in the upper forward portion of the nacelle, just
aft of the fan section. Blocker doors in the fan exhaust dut cause all the
fan flow to go out the reverser cascades. The upper location of the reverser
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Figure 92. Nacelle Arrangement

outlet assures a miniimum problem of engine ingestion while in operation.
The system is also controlled by pneumatic actuators. The estimated thrust
reverser effectivity, based on similar systews presently being used, is shown
in figure 93. Since the core thrust is not reversed or deflected, the gas
generator exhaust would produce a positive thrust. liie to the expansion of
the core exhaust through the fixed cornmn nozzle sized for the mixed flow of
the high bypass turbofan, the core thrust is decayed to approximately 25 per-
cent of the normal operating performance.

7.4 :Q1SE-LEVEL CONSID1MATIONS

Noise level trade studies were conducted to determine aircraft weight
penalties required to achieve target noise levels of 115 PNdb sideline con-
ditions at a distance of S00 feet. The acoustic treatment weight required to
provide reasonable noise levels thr*ughout the aircraft interior during cruise
were also determined.

The external noise levels 500 feet from tht aircraft consist of engine-
radiated noise and flap-generated noise. The noise generated by exhaust
interaction with the flap is determined from scale mxtel data which defined
"noise levels with respect to the bare model nozzle noise at various flap
settings and nozzle positions relative to the flap. The average noise level
differences were established from the model data for flcip deflection angles,
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nozzle location relative to the wing and flaps, and angular orientation
corresponding to the EBF aircraft configurations for sideline conditions.
The bare engine exhaust noise was estimated for maximum takeoff power and
extrapolated to 500 feet, employing the AIR 876 method. The scale model
blown flap noise level differences relative to the bare model nozzle were
added to the bare nozzle exhaust noise estimates to obtain the aircraft blown
flap noise level. The blown flap noise levels are added to the engine noise
to obtain the total aircraft noise levels.

The unsuppressed engine noise exceeds the blown flap noise and completely
determines the total aircraft noise. The engine noise contribution to total
aircraft noise decreases with incrtased nacelle acoustic treatment, and the
blown flap noise becomes significant when engine noise is reduced to a level
below 1,15 PNdb at the 500-foot sideline position. The blown flap noise at
500-foot sideline was determined assuming maximum engine power at liftoff
and a 20-/40-degree flap angle, with the nozzle vectored for full exhaust
impingement on the flap. The untreated noise level with blown flaps is 117
FNdb at 500-feet sideline. The nacelle acoustic treatment required to achieve
106 and 115 PNdb for 500-feet sideline is 4,000 and 400 pounds, respectively.
These weights were extrapolated from the engine manufacturer's estimates to
achieve 106 PNdb for the engine only. The total aircraft noise is achieved
by attenuatLig the engine noise to 104 PNdb, which is added to the blown flap
noise of 102 PNdb, the sun of which equals 106 PNdb. The nacelle acoustic
treatment weight consists of splitterb and wall treaonent in the fan inlet,
fan exhaust, and turbine exhaust.

The internal acoustic treatment required is 1,610 pounds. The treatment
consists of fiber glass blankets applied to the entire fuselage sidewall.
The ti'eatment weights were extrapolated from previous acoustic studies based
on equal treatment-weight-to-aircraft-wmight .ratios.
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SECTION VIII

STUCTTIP DEFINITION

The structure definition for the STOL-TAI configuration incorporates
designs which reflect reliable state-of-the-art structural concepts that have
been proven in conventional transport aircraft systens. The structural
designs and materials selected result in an airframe in which structural
integrity will be maintained throughout the vehicle service life. The basic
designs conform to applicable military airframe structure design criteria.

It should be noted that the analysis contained in this section are based
on the part I preliminary b seline configuration. The design changes in the
refined configuration, made since the structure studies were completed, do not
affect the basic structural design philosophy.

8.1 DESIGN CRITERIA

Airframe structural integrity of ASD-TR-66-S7 is maintained, together
with the strength and rigidity requirements conforming to MIL-A-008860A series
specifications. Class C transport maneuver load factors of MIT,-A-008861A,
table I, modified to 3 G basic design and 2.5 G maximum design gross weights,
respectively, and gust criteria combine to provide a design life to 20,030
hours with 32,366 landings. Continuous turbulence criteria using the random
probability analysis defined in SEG-TR-67-28 is applied with an individual
airplane failurx probability of 0.0005. A scatter factor of 4.0 is applied
to fatigue analysis.

All known applicable airborne mission profiles (takeoffs and landings,
types of missions, weight, altitude, time, speed, and other pertinent flight
characteristics) and ground profiles (taxi, landing, turning, towing, and
ground effects) are designed into the STAI structure.

8.2 STMIC'SMP DESIGN

The structure and material combination selected is the result of static
loads and fatigue computer programing which provides a realistic high degree
of confidence in the STAI structural weight.

"Three nwterlals of alumdinum alloy and one of titanium alloy were selected
after evaluation of the mechanical mal environmental properties of a range
of materials including 2024-T851, 2219-T851, 7050-T735Sl, and 6A1-4V. These
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were further studied parametrically with a final choice of 7050 aluminum
alloy and a fatigue stress concentration factor KT = 4, This final material
and KTp factor are applied generally throughout the airplane structure to
derive realistic structure weight sizing.

Aluminum alloy 7050 has been developed partially under Air Force
Materials Laboratory Contract F3.3615-69-C-1644 and is being further developed
by the aluminum industry for increasing usage while maintaining the following
superior qualities:

High mechanical properties, z 7075-T6

High fracture toughness

* Excellent stress-corrosion and exfoliation resistance

* Excellent fatigue performance, 7075 and 70S9

8.2.1 FUSELAGE

This structure is designed to meet the required mission loads by design
considerations for safety, maintainability, and cost-effectiveness.

The pressurized fuselage is of semimonocoque constructure and consists
of a fail-safe structure that minimizes the principal safety hazard of
explosive decompression. This fail-safe structure consists of:

* Nominal skin thickness optimized at 0.063 inch

* Rolled and extruded intermediate frames shear-clipped to the skin

* Thin titanium tear-stoppers between the skin and frame

* Stringers sized to tear-stopper roquirements

* Crack propagation skin bays of 20-inch frwwe and 7-inch stringer
spacing

* )ial load path type, double shear, longitudinal skin splices

* Combination of forged und built-up frame segments at rtain bulkheads
with carry-through structure for multiple load path considerations
as shown ib figure 94.
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The wing-to-fuselage juncture and the main landing gear support structure
are highly loaded regions and consist of skin panels and large frames. These
fatigue and stress corrosion critical areas have been recognized in the
design definition. (See figures 95 and 96.)

A key element in the wing-fuselage juncture is a longitudinal titanium
flexure tee sized to the cyclical fatigue life of the wing flexing at large
deflections relative to the fuselage and providing an effective pin joint.
Cabin pressurization loads are transferred through this tee into the wing
and tend to reduce the large deflections.

The lower side frames in the main landing gear wheel well are titanium
alloy forgings providing for transfer of:

* Cargo floor loads

* Cabin pressure/wheel well nonpressure

* Main landing gear

* Frame flexure

The nose landing gear wheel well is nonpressurized, as is the main
landing gear wheel well, with closure frames of aluminum reacting vertically
into the crew floor substructure. Both the main and nose landing gear doors
and fairings are of honeycomb-stiffened construction.

The aft fuselage is a fail-safe structure designed to a mix of empennage
loads, pressurization and nonpressurization, open shell at airdrop conditions,
etc. This structure is a beaver-tail shape open shell supporting a ramp,
aft door, pressure door, pressu,'e bulkhead, and empennage.

The shell upper torque box, shown in figure 97, provides for torsional
stability of the empennage and is reacted at the ramp hinge bulkhead with
additional rnuout daqmping 50 inches forward, Large longitudinal lower side
keel benms provide adequate stiffness to dmrpen out the dynamki excitation of
an open shell. .This critical condition exists when the rmnp and doors are
open during airdrops. TIhe airdrop condition requires a dynamic response
factor of 1.,0.

The rawp pro'vidos for loading wti unloading of wheeled and truck
vehicles, pallets, ingress and egress of troops and litter personnel, plus
aerial deliver, trod in-flight cargo jettison. The rarp i operated by a
hydraulic actuator on each side appr.ximatel)y two-thirds distance aft of the
hinge line. Mien the ramp is lowered to the gro&un for loading or unloading,
the stored tn-board, llghtweirht ramp toes (d"Ak hoards) are Manually
positioned tc bridge from the aft end of the ramp to the groid.
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Fore-and-aft iunning beams and lateral intercostals transmit fuselage
torque shears, and pressure through the forward end hinges and side latches
during flight when the ramp is closed. When the ramp is open, loads are
transmitted through the hinges and two actuators into the fuselage frames.
Zee stiffeners run longitudinally and laterally (eggcrating) to stabilize the
ramp outer skin. Extruded floor planks on the ramp are easily removable to
allow inspection within the ramp and replacement as required. ReCessed
tiedown riings and roller conveyors are integral with the ramp floor planks.
These roller conveyors are flush-recessed and are flipped 180 degrees for
cargo use. (See figure 98.)

The aft cabin pressure barrier consists of a fixed bulkhead with a
pressure-resistant, plug-type door located at the aft end of the ramp. The
pressure door is hinged at the upper edge and swings forward and upward and is
flush-locked at the upper torque box when a clear rear end opening is required.

Tlhe pressure door is flat and is shear-web-stiffened vertically and
horizontally (eggcrating). The stiffeners are on the aft side of the web to
allow the pressure web to bear dErectly against the stiffeners.

The aft door retracts up and inward to provide clearance when ground
loading or unloading and aerial delivery is required. This door is aft of
the ,abin pressure closeout door and is not considered part of the aft
fuselage primary structural shell. Aerodynamic pressure and acoustic loading
are design conditions for the aft door.

The construction of the aft door is aluminum alloy honeycomb sandwich;
this provides a light rigid door for efficient handling of the acoustic
facigue and aerodynamic loads.

The cargo compartment floor is designed with the capability of supporting
wheeled and tracked vehicles, pallets, and inteniWdel cargo containers to
accommodate the 463L material handling and aerial duivWry systcms, and
includes additional strength criteria capability of MIL-A-008861A.

The cargo floor comprises simple removable and replaceable extruded planks
with recessed tiedown ring beams, reversible roller conveyor trays, and guide
and restraining rails. Floor aml frame fittings for aeromedical requirements
are providr.A. The roller conveyors mid rails are seognted for variable
imstallationm to allow any c tination of mixed pallets and vehicle loads.

The longitudinal plwaing assembly sWpns across transverse floor support
uljWiead& at 20-inch intervals. Two lonintudinal keol bew,.s are in the floor

support substructure togethor with the bulIkheads. Those keel be(m resist
fuselage vertical blnding loads tmd distribute hoav, concntrated floor loads
to adjacent bulkhoeads. The floor bulkhe-aids and keel beams are of stiffented
wo; and cap flange built-up cemstruction.
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Criteria for strength design of the cargo floor include the following:

" Paragraph 3.6.3 of MIL-A-008865A

" A single-wheel axle load of 5,000 pounds using a tire size of
8-1/2 x 20 inches

" A 6,SOO pounds per wheel forklift truck with solid rubber tires of
7-1.4 x 22 inches or 1,600 pounds per wheel with steel tires of
8 x 3 inches

" Floor panels, treadways, and other structure components are
designed for rolling loads, during loading or unloading of cargo
tires a limit handling factor of 2.0 down

" Loads associated with the 463L cargo system of 10,000 pounds per

pallet resulting from crash, flight, and aerial delivery systems

* Critical floor design loads include both crash and flight loads

" 300 pounds-per-square-foot limit minimum throughout entire floor
with 400 pounds-per-square-foot limit on the floor beneath the wing

8.2.2 WING

The wing is fully cantilevered with two spars and multiple stringers and
is a fatigue-resistant. fail-safe structure designed with corrosion prevention
and ease of maintainability features.

The wng primary stac tre box reacts loads from leading edges, slats,
double-slotted flaps, flaperons, spoilers. wnd engine nacelles. This
structur box acts as a box beam a=d consists of a front and rear spar,

nmdtiple stringers, machind skins, ribs, and bulkheads. This full-spn
structural box also s(¶rvs 4a an integral fue' .tank an is desigrno to met
the requirawnts of MIL-F-38363A md its associated doctuints,

The wing structure is desind to carry a fail-safe oadI with the failura

of any one- mber. These fail-safe structure features consist of:

N bltiplc machined skins optimizd to rquire variable thienassft

U1* l Al load path, double-shear, spxwlsb skin splices

- Stringers sized fot cra=k gmithtb riation

* i .



* Superior fracture toughness material

* Separate members for stringers and spar caps

* Heavy splice stringer

Wing ribs are composed of stiffened webs with deep lightening inspection
holes and cap flanges. Attachment of the ribs to stringers . e through
forged fittings that provide column support for skin panels, :,act tank
pressures without eccentricity, aid minimize preloadings. ('.3e figure 99.)

The skin stringer combination is sized to the prinu- ..tng bending
conditions at the fatigue-resistant and fail-safe level Lier skin
thickness range is optimizcd at 0.163 to 0.080 inch v 7,.er sk-is at 0-.178
to 0.080 inch. Zee stringers 2 inches demp at 3-1/2 mci spacirtj 'ary in

quantity from 34 to eight, with a thickness range optimizel at 0.0c5 •o
0.060 inch.

Pull-span leading edge slats are driven by a screwjack actuation system.
Two scrw jacks on each slat segment are interconnected by torque tubes
powered by hydraulic motors. Gearboxes located on the aft end of each screw-
jack transfer the rotary motion of the torque tubes to linear motion of the
screwjacks for extension and retraction of the slats. 4xcept for high
angles of attack, the differential pressure (5.0 psi) acting on the slat seg-
ments in a forward direction aids slat opening. Therefore, tension loads are
critical for the screwjaclk system during re-traction of the slat. Slats are
attached to the wing by curved titanitm tracks supported from antifriction
type bearings in the wing leadLng edge,

The four inboard slat seprnts, when extended, form art angle at the
WRI' of -30 degrees frum the rtrartcd position, Th1w slat trailing edge
remins in contact and forms a seal with the wing..-wer-slat skin during
extVision. In the e*Vnt of An engine-out condition, MechMical linkages
locsted betwen the slat front id rear betas, driv-u by differential

-otion of the screwjiad acttat)ors, permit opning the slat trailing edge to
form a gpp equtl to V*) pe•rrent of the local chord. 1his resuilting leading
oge slot configuration offmcivldy re .wces the risk of a locally stalled
win�dg due to los of eternal blowing fnu the fa-led Vngiti.

ThV to outbard slat sepwts operate in a r•awr similar to the
n•oa-rd slats, nxcept that they ex;'-$ to an angle of .38 degrees. The
int&r slat chords are 21, 1wicunt WnW the. out½'A4s lt.wSp 0to
fh Wing Ical Chod Uw$ travel MMAI. to the wing Z6.S-perccnrt Olcnt lin.

*Th coflig~rotztr of tho slatvs is conventionl fotme sI tninn skmits, (orars,
Spars, WAnd.iling edg oxtntsion AS in figure 1W



Skin Splice.-
(Dual Path)

Stringer Forged Fitting

.}.-

Web Stiffener

Rib Web

Figure 99. Typical Wing Structure
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The externally blown double-slotted flap is designed to operate on a
simple external-type hinge incorporating a fail-safe double hydraulic
actuator system. This aerodynamically faired simple external hinge system is
chosen over a track/roller system for the following advantages:

" Fewer parts

* Lower maintenance costs

• Higher reliability

* Minimum weight

* Minimum constryuction costs

* Minimum field ground time

Mechenical simplicity

The large double-slotted flap system is 36 percent of the wing chord and
is divided into two chordwise segments. The flap system per side is divided
into three spanwise segments. The forward flaps extend to a maximum of
30 degrees. The aft flaps extend to 60 degrees ith the inboard one having
an added articulated capability of t25 degrees from the fully extended
position for direct drag control.

The material and construction for this system is conventional state-of-
the-art. As the maximum short-term surface impingement temperature is only
240Q F with moderate pressures and velocities, 2024 aluminum alloy skins with
7050 internal structure are predominantly used throughout with steel fastener-
bearing combinations. The forward flap is of double spar and rib construction.
The aft flap is a single spar and rib construction. The ribs are sized to
take the high 134-decibel sonic pressure level from the engines.' The hinge
fitting, support, and bulkhead are conventional aluminum alloy forgings.
Flutter is not critical for design of this stiff hinge and bellcrank design
shown in figure 101.

The two-part aileron is designed to operate on an efficient four-bar
linkage system.

Ihis aerodynamically faired four-bar linkage system is chosen over a
track-roller system for the following advantages:

* Simplicity of parts

" Hiigher reliability
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* Lower maintenance costs

" Minimum weight

* Minimum construction costs

* Simple rigging of links

Minimum field ground time

An external single hinge system was not chosen for the flaperon, since
the increased depth at the wingtip is susceptible to damage by ground vehicle
traffic.

The large two-part aileron system, illustrated in figure 102, is
36 percent of the wing chord and comprises the extreme outboard control
surface segment. The forward panel extends to 25 degrees. The aileron pivots
off the forward panel to 60 degrees with the added articulated capability of
t25 degrees. The aileron has independent control from the forward panel.

The material and construction for this system is of conventional 2024 and
an experimental 7050 aluminum alloy which is used predominantly throughout with
steel fastener-bearing combinations. The forward panel is of double spar and
rib construction. The ribs are sized to take the high 134-decibel sonic pres-
sure level of the ducted blown engine air. The links are simple die forged
parts.

The aileron system is sized to the flutter criteria of 350,000 inch-
pounds per radian.

No thermal criteria are imposed on these surfaces.

Each e igine pylon-nacelle is supported off the wing with a box beam
constructed pylon. The forward section tapers from a single-point forward
engine mount to a rectangular shape over the rear engine mounts, and this
rectangular-shaped beam further increases in size to the wing front spar and
is mounted with vaytical fittings. Pie lower part of the box beam continues
aft of the front spar and fairs in to the lower wing surface. (See figure 103.)

The pylon structure box reacts the fore-and-aft front engine mount loads
and the vertical and side, loads and noments at the rear engine mounts; addi-
tional design consideration is given to engine thermal expansion. This box
is a semimonocoque stricture comprising upper and lower spars, bulkhtads,
and stiffened side panels. Titanium s used largely in this section to meet
the combined effect of sti.ffness, thermal. mid fire seal criteria.
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Front Spar at .225 Cw -- '

Titanium Firewall Bhd.- 7

at Rear Engine MounI.

Pylon Leading Edge

Nacelle

" 4....... ..-.

r --- Titanium Firewall

Pylon Rear Spar

SEnginev

Rear
Engine
Mount

FrontEngine '

Mount NC)I

Figuro 103. Pylo,% Structure
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The pylon leading edge is of almdint•m alloy stiffened construction and
opens for systems access and inspection. The engine-fed air duct runs through
this passage to the wing leading edge and out to the blown flaperons. The
nacelle is circular in shape and is constructed largely of hinged honeycomb-
stiffened panels to allow access throughout the engine. Nozzle loaOs are
transmitted through the nozzle hinge fittings into the nacelle shell structure
which is supported by the pylon.

8.2.3 _VIPENXAGE

The enpennage is a high T-tail configuration with double-hinged control
surfaces on both the , rtical and horizontal stabilizers as show, in
figure 104. The horizontal and vertical stabilizers are similar in configura-
tion and construction, and the following description applies equally to both
surfaces, unless otherwise specified.

The aft control surface is hinged at the 75 percent chord line and
deflects *25 degrees by means of a linkage system composed primarily of bell-
cranks, antifriction bearings, and push-pull rods connected to torque shafts
in the control surfaces. 'biis surface is used in a conventional manner for
medium or high-speed control. The forward cortrol surface is hinged at the
55-percent chord line, deflects t25 degrees, and is cnnected through linkage
to the aft control surface such that a 2:1 ratio in aft surface to forward
surface deflection is produced. These fore-and-aft surfaces also operate
independently, thercby allowing the forward system to be locked in ntutral
position while the aft system is activated.

A pitch actuator, mounted in the Totail fairing, allows +10 to
-20 degrees deflection of the horizontal stabilizer for longitudinal trim.

This motion is independent of the fore-and-aft control surface deflections.

The fixed vertical and horizontal tail structure is of aluminum alloy
material coMposed of stiffened machined skins, along with web-stiffened ribs
in the outboard areas and truss-type ribs at the increasing depth 6osard
areas. The movable control surfaces are conventional form&' skins, spars,
and ribs.

The vertical tail spars continue though into the aft fuse1age %here the
tail loads are reacted. (Refer to paragraph 8.2.1.)

8.3 STRUJM DATA

The data murized represent the results of extensive and thorough
paramtric vid definitive 3tudies coupled with the use of the highly
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sophisticated structural weight estimation program (SWEEP). Studies were
conducted on an in-house structural basepoint SMOL airplane identified as
0-516-2.

8. *3.1 PRELIMINARY SfVIU L DESIGN CRITERIA

Table XV outlines the complete mission mixture of the D-516-2 preliminary
baseline configuration.

Table XVI defines the airplane desin gtoss weights used for structrwal
design.

The design speeds (flaps up) are selected to be commensurate with the
operational missions. The level 1.flght maximumn Ved, VH, is 335 knots
equivalent airpseed (KEAS) or 0.75M, whichever is greater. That is, VH is
335 IEAS from sea level to 20,000 feet, w at 20,000 feet mid above VH is
0.75M. The limit speed, VL, is selected to be 1.1 times the level flight
maximun speed, VH. VL is 370 IEAS from sea level to 20,000 feet and is equal
to 0.825t at 20,000 feet and above. The variation of design- speed versus
altitude is shown in figure 105.

The design flap speed for a particular flap setting is 1.5 times the
power-off stall speed for the next lesser flap setting or 1.3 times the
power-on stall speed with the flap fully retracted, uhichever is greater at
design takeoff gross weight (7OW).

The power-off stall at design M0GW is 133 KE, and the rm.-,r-off staff
speed at design TOGW with the flap setting of 20/40 is 105 -'ing this
rationale, the design flap speeds ould be as follows:

VF for 6f a 20/40 is 1. x. 133 - 200 KI3AS

VF for 6f - 30/60 is 1.3 x 133 - 173 KMAS

NMrE 1.5 x 10S 158 US which is less thnl 17 KEAS,

At irplane weights up to the basic flight design weight (BRDW, the
max•.nm limit maneuver load factors are +3.0 and -1.0. At the maxim= over-
load design weight (KM, the maximm limit =mnmuer load factors are +2.S
and -1.0. This envelope is sAm in figure 106.

The limit manewer load factors with th" flaps exteded are +2.0 arid
0.0 for weights up to the muxims design lwmdip weight of the IP1W,
Fige 107 outlines the load factors for the extedd fpl.
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The limit gust load factors are determined in accordance with the
discrete gust analysis of paragraph 3.22.1 of MIL-A-00866A. At altitudes
between sea level and 20,000 feet, the design equivalent gust velocities are
66 feet per second (fps) at VG, 50 fps at VH, and 25 fps at VL. The speed
VG is defined at the speed where the 66 fps gust line intersects the
CNmax line on the V-n diagram or equal to VSv/ng, whichever is greater. The
speed VS in the flaps-up stall speed and. ng is the gust load factor for the
50 fps gust of VH. The gust load factor envelope is shown in figure 108.

In addition, a gust rational probability analysis (RPA) was conducted to
determine the wing root bending moment corresponding to an individual airplane
failure probability of 0.000*5 due only to atmospheric turbulence. The mission
profiles and mission mix used are the same as used to develop the fatigue load
spectra. The low-level contour turbulence RPA data are shown in figure 109.

The design limit landing load factors correspond to a design limit sink
speed of 15 fps at the design landing weight.

8.3.2 STRUCTURE LOADS

Table XVII shows the airload conditions, and table XVIII shows the
repeated load spectra conditions considered.

Shear, bending moment, and torsion loads on the airplane major structural
components for all table XVII conditions were computed; the representative
critical conditions for the structure components are summarized in figures 110,
ill, and 112. Wing bending moment spectra were generated at two wing stations
for all the conditions of table XVIII. The side-of-fuselage bending moment is
at BP 72.0 and is about the unswept axis. Wing-outer station bending moment
is at the wing swept station 271.84 and is about the swept axis. Scatter
factors are not included in the bending mcment spectra.

The net ultimate wing bending moments obtained from the RPA using an
ind4 "idual airplane failure probability of 0.0005 are as follows:

* At BP 7Z.0 MX - 58,700,000 in.-lb ultimate

" At wing swept station 271.84 MN ; 25,700,000 in.-lb ultimate

The maximum net ultimate wing bending moments obtained from the discrete
design conditions occur for condition 50717 ana are as follows:

* At BP 72.0, MX - 1.5 (46802480 - 3.0 (4663000)]

, 49,220,220 in.-lb ultimate
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At wing swept station 271.84, Mx 1.5 (21099344 - 3.0 (1513000)]

- 24,840,516 in.-lb ultimate

Three critical limit load conditions on the wing ilaps and ailerons are shown
in table XIX with remaining loads being normal to the surface element chord
plane; centers of pressure locations are aft of the surface element leading
edge:

* Forward flap, Xcp 0.475 Cff

* Aft flap, Xcp = 0.350 Caf

A stiury of maximum limit loads on various components of the structural
basepoint aircraft, D-516-2, is given in table XX. This is the basepoint
aircraft processed through the SWEEP cmnputer system to arrive at the struc-
ture definition for the D-516-2A.
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TABLE XVII. AIRLOAD CONDITIONS

Condition Type

50117 + 3.0 G maneuver, VL at sea level
50217 + 3 0 G maneuver, VL at 20,000 ft
5061.7 - i.0 G maneuver, VH at sea level
50817 + 2.0 G maneuver, flaps 30/60 at 173 KEAS
50917 1.0 G trim, flaps 30/6u at 125 KIAS
51017 + GusL at Vjf Pt sea level
51117 + Gust at VH at 20,000 ft
51417 Gust at VH at sea level
51517 - Gust at VH at 20,000 ft
51817 Lateral gust at VH at sea level
51917 Lateral gust at VH at 20,000 ft
52017 Pitch acceleration at VL at sea level
52117 Pitch acceleration at VL at 30,000 ft
52217 Yaw acceleration at VL at sea level
52317 Yaw acceler.tion at VL at 30,000 ft

TABLE XVIII. REPEATED 3,OAi SPECTRA CONDITIONS

Segment M Alt (ft) Weight (lb) Time (hr)

1* 0.60 20,000 141,000 4,370

2* 0.60 20,000 165,000 88
3* 0.40 .5,000 141,000 665

4* 0.75 40,000 141,000 6,682

5* 0.75 40,000 159,000 509

6* 0.65 29,000 141,000 708
7* 0.47 10,000 136,500 270

8* 0.456 1,000 136,500 6,708

9 Taxi spectnum at W = 150,000 lb

10 Taxi spectrum at W - 137,400 lb

1i GAG cycles for 32,366 flights

1'Ayp of condition - vwaeuver anl gust
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TABLE XIX. WING FLAP AND AILERON LIMIT LOADS

Running Load (lb per
inch of span)

Wing Sta BL

Condition Surface (in.) Pwd Flap Aft Flap

V = 175 k)AS Inbd 107 43,3 44.4
flap 240 41.6 32.8

6f = 20/40
(degrees) Midflap 240 41.6 32.8
W =150,000 b 391 37.0 26.8

Outbd 391 37.0 26.8

Power max flap 516 24,5 20.6
Aileron 516 24.5 20,6

2.0 586 20.4 17,6
646 15.3 12.9
688 8.2 7.0

V 148 KEAS Inbd 107 35.0 43.2
flap 240 11.9 24.0

6f = 30/60
(drees) Midflap 240 31.9 24.0

W = 138,000 lb 291 22.1 19.0
Outbd 391 19.5 16.9

Power -max flap 51.6 16,3 iS15
Aileron 516 16.3 15.1

2.0 586 13,3 12.S
646 10.0 9.4
681 5.4 5,0

V 192 KEAS 1nbd 107 64.2 72.5
Iflap 240 65.3 54.0

6f ,,,0/60
&f g /6s Mldflap 240 65.3 S4.0
W a 150,000 lb 39166.8 49.0

Cktbd 3.1 66.8 49,0
ivwer off flap 516 S3.8 42.8

Ailoron 516 53.8 42,8
S86 44.2 3S.6

646 33.4 20.0
6•8 14.3
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Section IX

MASS PROPERTIES

9.1 WEIGKC, BA•A•E, AND INERTIA

The weight analyses of the D516-ZA configuration were accomplished by
using the integrated Structures Weight Estimatig Program, "SIWEP," and other
weight-estimating methods developed at NR. TMe t #SW&-'" was developed under
an AS) contract, and is an integration of Wings, Fuselage, and Landing Gear
Groups estimating programs.

The fixed equipnent and Auxiliary Power System Group weights were
recommended by customnr and used as is. Approximate SIOL penalties are

included.

A weight vumry is given in table XXI and the group weight statment
follows for the D516-ZA configuration.

The balance and inertia data shown in table XXII were developed through
the use of the balance &.ad inertia program. The configuration was analyzed
once after the preliminary sizing and again for the final vehicle.

The airplane configuration balance and inertia calculations were made with
the dtliverable payload located at the center of the cargo bay. The center of
gravity is within the balance limits.

9.2 ACCLRACY ANALYSIS

The accuracy analysis data were developed frmu representative sample
aircrafts. The pertinent paramet.ers were compiled for each sepe airplar
and an empirical weight estimating equation was derived using the parameters
for each "group weight items," e.g., wing, body, propulsion, etc.

The empirical weight-tnting equations were develope* by the NR regres-
sion and correlation aalysis progr. IM "best fit" equation, in linear,
exponential, or logariqtiic fm,, n wd. The resulting equations are listed
in table XIII &Md the pertinent parmwters are inciuded in table XKIV. The
symbols arn defintions of thes paimster am ahM@ in table XV.

A swmry of the DS16-3A gip weights w4 the operating wight empty
(OW) is shown in table MLVX The actal weight columu refers to the estimated
weights, based on current NR %eight-estimting methods. The estimated weight
column reflects those gmV %eight iten etiwe_ •,the eqpirical equation
as previously discussed.
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The accuracy analy.;is was peofnrnwd on the OWI and based on four sample
cargo airplanes. Th-e resultant data are shown in figure 113. The OWE predic-
tion range for 80 and 90 percent cohfidence interval was based on the following:

C D2ra g + I_ __ __

range. t)YX Fn n

i-i

Where ranse upper and lower limits of mean OWE

t = student's t distribution

level of significance, subscripted

V• degree of freedom, subscripted

Sy X sample standard deviation

•yy) x [ Xi 7)2)n (n-2)

il(X )2

n number of samples

X* assumed OWE

Xi . estimated OWE of samples

a mean estimated OWE of samples

zoz
¥i a, actual OWE of "VIOl



Y. X.S-p:le I

C-141 131320 126108
J(C-135 95138 92282
C-13C 68492 68995
C-133 116653 117860

Mean actual OWE Y 102900.75

Mean estimated OWE X 101311.25

n
Yi = 411603

n -n

SCYi)' 4459525191741

n
S(Xp 405245

" ~n

. (Xi) 2  430/0484810

n
(xi Y) 43814355600

3315.726542

Confidence interval 100 (1 90 percent

Confidence interval 1 100 (1 -0) 80 percent
.(2)

*ere . -0.10 for 90 percent

a * 0.20 for 80 percent
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Student's tIt" distribution (reference 1)

For e =0.10, t(.•., v)=2.92

a.= 0.20, t_.,v- 1.886

Range Evaluation

Assumed OWE .(X* Range (-)

90% 80%
94959 5031 3249

100,000 4849 3132
130,000 7851 5075

70,000 8310 5367

The D516-1,k estimated versus actual OWE falls outside of the +90 percent
confidence interval. The weight difference of approximately 10,000 pounds can
be attributed to the following factors:

1. 4.Sg ultimate load factor at basic flight design gross weight

2. Externally blown flap airloads, temperature, and acoustic penalties

3. High sink rate (15 fps) for landing weight defined as midwission
weight

4. CBR of 6 and 200 passes for the landing gear

5. Double-hinged elevator and rudder control surfaces

6. Double aileron panels for high- and low-speed operation

7. Fatigue penalties added to landIng gear structures

8. Addition of ground nobility provision

9. Droop horizontal leading edge

10. Airplane growth factor
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TABLE XXI. WEIGHT S(MMRY

Item Weight (lb)

Total Structure Group (65,420)

Wing 18,980
Horizontal tail 3,210
Vertical tail 2,940
Body 24,570
Main landing gear 7,345
Nose landing gear 1,080
Surface control 2,885
Nacelle section 4,410

• Propulsion Group (17,350)

Fagine (s) 14,445
Fuel system 2,365
Engine controls 125
Starting system 41S

• Auxiliary Power System (500)

* Fixed Equipment Group (12,100)

Instruments 900
Hydraulics 900
Electrical 1,900
Electronics 2,000
Armor 700
Furnishings (4,000)

Personnel accommodat ion
Miscellaneous equipment
Furnishings
Emrgency equipment
Cargo hadl ing

Ar-conditioning and anti-ice l,t00

Auxiliary gear 100

* Total - Weight Eapty 1Q,:70)

G Croumd Mobility (87,)

Total (96,240)
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TABLE XXI. WEIGHT SMARY (COINCL)

item Weight (Ib)

Operating Weight Empty (OWE) Items (1,909)

Crew 860
Oil, engine 200
Liquid nitrogen 185
Unusable fuel 664

* Operating Weight Empty (98,149)

Weight empty 96,240
OWE items 1,909

Initial Takeoff Gross Weight (159,310)

Operating weight empty 98,149
Payload, deliverable 28,000
Fuel, initial 33,161
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AN-9103-D GIU E2GhT $TAT2MT PAGE
FAME WEIGHT I__ _TY MODEL L-
DATE REPORT
..I WING GROUP •18980

WICENTER SECTION . BASIC STRUCTURE 2201

3 INTERMEDIATE PANEL . BASIC STRUCTURE

.4 OUTER PANEL -BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. TIPS LIt.) 9446

.j SECONDARY STRUCTURE (INCL. WINGFOLD MECHANISM LBS.) 1177
7 AILERONS (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT LIBS.) 436

_0 FLAPS. TRAILING EDGE 32SI
9 •LEADING EDGE 1746

10 SLATS
11 SPOILERS .... __23

12 SPEED URAKES
13
14

15 TAIL GROUP _150

16 STABILIZER - BASIC STRUCTURE .2017
17 FINS. BASIC STRUCTURE (INCL. DORSAL LUS.) ...... 2044
it SECONDARY STRUCTURE (STAB. & FINS 4..
1I ELEVATOR (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT LIS.)

RUDDERS (INCL. BALANCE WEIGHT LBS.) .. . 6SS

22247
23 BODY GROUP- .. .... ..... ..... 24570
24 FUSELAGE OR NULL • BASIC STRUCTURE 148S4
• BOOMS. BASIC STRUCTURE

2 SECONDARY ST RUCTURE • FUSELAGE OR NULL 922
* •BOOMS

S• SPIEDBRAKES
* •a DOORS. PANILS & MISC. _____154_.

RESrTRAINT. RAILS_________ ___M._1640

31 ALIG•TING GIAR GRORP LAND TY PI, 8425
"32 "NweLs. 6UM £1 "
33 POCATION Iiiui. I cONTyOLs

•L... M N 27 43771 8 .734S

A513 11 ,Q80 ,

37

4ALI GEAR G ROUP . WATER _ - "

41 L~AT) PLOA-S .....UEU.L...o..,... ..... . ....... 2 •

Jj3CK-rT CTj%
A-A-ROMAD1c plLey

Alt,.I!&_J!_€).__I1 LPPWER.&_ill.OC,_..._S _!L. ..... 4L....-

JT1 QO€IENTER T
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AN-9103-D PAGE
NAME _ GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT MODEL 1116-2A

DATE WEIGHT EMPTY REPORT

1 PROPULSION GROUP ... . .... ....... ... 17350'
_2 A.uxILIAY MAIN

3 ENGINE INSTALLATION 14445
4 AFTERBURNERS (IF FURN. SEPARATELY)
S ACCESSORY GEAR BOXES & DRIVES
6 SUPERCHARGERS (FOR TURBO TYPES)
7 AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM

-. EXHAUST SYSTEM ......
9 COOLING SYSTEM

10 LUBRICATING SYSTEM
! ! TAKSK
12 COOLING INSTALLATION
13 DUCTS, PLUMBING, ETC. J .-

14 FUEL SYSTEM 2365
15 TANKS . PROTECTED
16 -UNPROTECTED
17 PLUMBING. ETC.______.

.S WATER INJECTION SYSTEM [.
I9" ENGINE CONTROLS ...... ____

20 START ING SYSTEM 415 5
21 PROPELLER INSTALLATION

22

4 AUXILIARY POWER PLANT GROUP S00
25 INSTRUMENTS & KAYIGAT!ONAL EQUIPMENT GROUP 900
26 HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC GROUP____________________ , ,............ . 900
27

2 9LICTRICAL GROUP ... T

32 ELECTRONICS GROUP -••_-___-_.... .____ 2000
33 EQUIPMENT
34 INSTALLATION

36 A-M NGROUP (INCL. UNOFIRE PROTECYION Los.) _.00

3" ACCOMMODATIONS FOR PERSONNEL _

3- M.. ISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

41 EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

AINCO)DI IONING _ _,

4$ ANTI.ICII4G

"14 CATAPULTING GIAR

* 2 TOTAL R nom

.... "......
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AN913- PAG
AN.9 103-D GROUP WEIGHT STATEMENT MODE
NAME USEFUL LOADS& 0110S WfIGHT MODEL DO16-2A
DATE REPORT

E "..SIC E"XTENDED)
LOAD CONDITION MISIO EXTENDED_"_-

2 MISO __ _ _

3CCREW(NO. 4 ] 860 86G(
4 PASSENGERS (NO. .
5 FUEL TL,, o*1.. i
6 UNm USABLE . 664 664 _

7 INTERNAL JP-4 52 33161 _
i l'N•T •JP-4 ._ 9865 ... 392 .

10 EXTERNAL
11 ______

12. lO•N BAY MY

14 OIL 200___ o
15 TRAPPED
16 ENGINE
17
1 FUEL TANKS (LOCATION
19 WATER INJECTION L.UID C GALS,
20
21 SAG"GAG __

22 CARGO 2800IERABLE .... -_000 2DLn
23 ____

24 ARMAMENT

2$ GUNS (L fls.) IF2 . . Flom. (by Col. __________ ____

27

30__

31 • ' ",• ---.- "-,- •.- ... -- ".- ____,__,,,-

32)
34

.35 - ---31 1141#, Wfl WWI...

JL _ - -_

X - • •- m- ...

.* 4 3 -7-- -



A91)DP AGE _______N^13 GROUP WEIGHT STA' EMENT ODEt D516-ZA
DA^TE DIMENSIONAL & STRUC; URAL DATA RPoR

I LENGTH -OVERALL FT. - - -- t T. -- HEIGHT , OVERALL .STATIC (FT.) 44 ..
2 .. ..... Mt Au.. I- I e:.:...• ,1__
3 LENGTH. -MAX._-(FT.) 1 __ 03.08 16.25 -16.256 WETTED AREA +_.) (S .FT.).- L--+_-_ ._______.o--.+-.•4s• ... • s.

DEPT H MAX. (FT.)[___1.4 73 7J33"5WIDTH -. MAX. (FT.) - _ 17.5 7.33 7.33

*7 FLOAT OR HULL OISPL. -MAX (LB$.) L _ 1 ___0S Q ).
- FUSELAGE VOLUME (CU. Ft.) PRESSURIZED 1004 • -r-A TL -18 -

10 GROSS AREA ( L. 1/.600 FT.) _ _____4_10 ._ j
II WEIGHT/GROSS AREA (LBS./SQ_ FT.) 11.86--8 -- 7 .17 J12S.PA• (FT.) ...... I 13 54. _ 23.96

15SIWEEPBACK -AT 2%CHORD LNE (DEGREES) 3U____ __

16 - -AT % CHORD LINE (DECREES)____
i7 TH-EORI-C-AL ROOT CHORD. LENGTH (INCHES) _280 

208.40 56.70
Is . MAX. THICKNESS (INCHES) _.i ..._____._

9 ICHO.RD ATPLmANFORM BREAK. LENGTH (INCHES)
20 .MAX. THICKNESS (INCHES)

"**21 THEORETICAL TIP CHORD. LENGTH (INCHES) _8_.___ 83.36 154.02
M X. THICKNESS (INCHES) -- - 6 t 6.67 -. 4 J

23 DORSAL AREA, INCLUDED IN (FUSE.) (HULL) (V. TAIL) AREA (SQ. FT.) _

2 TAIL LENGTH.-25% MAC WING TO IS% MAC N. TAIL (FT.) 54.9 2

25 AREAS (SQ. FT 309jjL ______

2.- . .. .. .. .. ... . .. 210.... .. l l ... ...l

'26 127 69__

30 ALIGHTIN GEAR I NOSE I MIN_ T
FULL-_- EiTEND-DO U LL (ITOL.. FULL COL-LAPSED30

13 FLOAT OR SKI STRUT LENGTH (INCHES) L__ [ _____ .
i ARRETING H OOKLENGTH. HOOK TRUNNION TO t HOOg POINT (INCHES!

_35 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM CAPACITY (GALL)
34 FU.L & LU.E SYSTEM 4* Mo. T"e- ... ..... T 7..

38

4... .... -LN. ?I I!__
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D516-ZA

PORRT NO.

NR SE"RI NO.

OATE _ _ _

OCWTRACr

?DDEL
*EIGMr EHMPY 95S70

Less:
Engine 14445
Trapped Oil andi Coolant ... .
Propeller, Power Control, and Governor
Wheels, Brakes, Tires, Tubes, and Air 3267
Auxiliary Power Plant - 242
Turbo .5Aerchargers
Radio Receivers, Transmitters, Radar, and
Removable Units 1430

Starter -- 0
Battery 34
Generator .anidor Alternator . --

Turrets and Power Operated Gun Mo mts
Electronics and Fire Control System
Instruewnts _- 4_16_-
Air Conditionin arid Pressrization Units

Rubber or Nylon FIl Cells

R.a. W.I..a... 74082

OFFGRMWEIQITr .-o"G 'e------". ............-....-. 
-snS

LUN(T DElS1IG MWSS WEUQ1af 1T3

Structur~al Weti~htt includes hj t of Sur'face Controsl to gre. with MN 9103D

2112
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TABLE XXIV. INDEXING VARIABLES

Variables C-141 KC-135 C-123 C-130 C-133 C-140A DS56-2A

DGW 316100 275000 54000 13Z000 275000 40911 159310

ULT 3.75 3.0 4.5 4.5 3.75 4.5 4.5

Q 416 480 187 326 255 325 383

S 5'228 2433 1223 1475 2673 542.5 1600

ARW 8.0 7.03 9.9 10.07 12.07 5.3 8.0

AW 0.334 0.331 0.53 0.52 0.228 0.338 0.31

(t/c) 0.13 0.166 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.12 0.120

A 0 . 2 5  250 350 00 00 00 30* 250

SH 483 500 345.5 545 801 665

AR H 5.24 3.14 4.5 5.09 4.5 4.5

XH 0.370 0.447 0.349 0.391 0.349 0.40

(t/c)tH 0.105 0.11 0.12 0.108 0.12 0.112

AO. 25  250 350 9.90 8.50 9.90 250

IV 416 312 186.7 300 640 410

ARV 1.24 1.47 1.65 1.78 1.549 1.40

0.o09 0.35 0.432 0.296 0.344 0.60

(t/c)v 0.13 0.11 0.116 0.15 0.12 0.116

A0 . 2 5  350 310 140 18.20 12.20 30
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TABLE XXIV. INDEXING VARIABLES (CONCL)

Variables C-141 KC-135 C-123 C-130 C-133 C-140A D516-2A

SF 5645 4420 2250 3460 6472 5081

74.5 60.9 40.7 43.6 66.3 54.9

LF 132.29 128.83 76.25 97.75 153.37 103.08

DF 14.16 13.83 11.67 13.25 16.1 16.96

DE 38.3 45.4 36.0 40.7 27.67

WL 257500 150000 51350 117732 245000 145240

s 10.0 9.0 9.8 9.0 9.0 15.0

LM 5.14 7.66 6.16 4.8 5.11 5.11

S202.5 121.0 140.0 120.0 175

L 93.5 82.6 49.5 108.8 92.0
E

WUL 38439 24844 35444 118411 29909

Nss 11 7 17 s 11

IWE equip. 1281 1437 1431 1191 1430

IV 20720 14860 10648 1568 14445engI

equip 543 363 160 330 255 416

218
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TABLE XCV. DEFINITION OF 7'URIABLES

SW Wing area

AR Aspect ratio of wing

A Sweep angle of wing

NULT Ultimate load factor

G Gross weight

Taper ratio of wing

t/c Thickness ratio - wing

S Fuselage wetted area
F

ILT Tail arm

L Length of fuselage

D Maximim diameter of fuselage

SV Vertical tail area

ARV Aspect ratio of vertical tail

AV Sweep angle of vertical tail

xV Taper ratio of verticaltail

(t/c)V Thickness ratio - vertical tail

Horizontal tail area

AP• Aspect ratio of horizontal tail

AH Sweep angle of horizontal tail

H Taper ratio of horizontal tail

(t/C) H Thickness ratio - horizontal tail

SS Sink speed (foet/second)

WL Landing weight

I !% 1ength of main gear (feet)
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TABLE )OCV. DEFINITION OF VARIABLES (CONCL)

Weng Weight of engines (installed)

NSS Number of hydraulic sybsystems

LF Length of fuselage

DE Distance from fuselage centerline to outboard engine

W equip. Weight of instrument equipment

KW Kilowatts

LE Distance from forward to aft electrical distribution panels

WE equip. Weight of electronics equipment

Maximum useful load less fuel weight

TABLE XXVI. OPERATING WEIGl{T EMPTY - GROUP WEIGHT C(t4PARISON FOR DSI6-2A
CONFIGURATION

Item Actual (lb) Estimats-, kib)

Total Structure Group 6S,420 54,989

Propulsion Group 17,850 18,977

Fixed Equipment Group 12,100 11,33r

Useful Load 1,909 1,909

Total OWE 198,149] (87,2051
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TABLE XCXVII. COMPARISON OF OWE, ACIUAL VERSUS ESTIMATED

Actual OWE Estimated OWE Ratio (X)

C-141 131,320 128,890.94 1.0188456

KC-135 95,138 93,335.187 1.0193148

C-130 68,492 69,036.500 0..99211282

C-133 112,495 120,340.19 0.934794

EX 3.9650672
n 4

=_0.99127048

9.3 METiODS AND DATA

The weight analysis encompasses two configuration sizing cycles, includ-
ing the preliminary configuration and the resizing exercise following
configuration refinement. In addition, a wing and einpennage matrix was
generated for the configuration sizing program.

The primary method of analysis is analytical, with utilization of other
estimating means where applicable. The final takeoff gross weight and fuel
weight were generally fixed prior to the final weight analysis. The final
weight statement includes adjustment to individual pieces. The STOL or
unique feature penalties are listed; however, these penalties are difficult to
ascertain as no direct comparison could be made. The items listed are approxi-
mations of ;he "obvious" additions such as the blown flap system. A fatigue
penalty was added to the landing gear system weight. No formal analysis was
maee to substantiate the penalty number.

9.3.1 WING GROUP

1he estimated wing weight was derived using the following weight
prediction methods:

1. A design-oriented structural analysis weight-estimating program.

2. Statistical estimating methods and data that were adjusted to
reflect the S'rOL transport requirements

3. Preliminary stntwural sizing and desig layouts
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The design requirements and assumptions for the STOL transport wings are
shown in table XXVIII. Material description is given in table XXIX. These
data plus preliminary design drawings form the basis of design parameters used
to analyze the wing torque box and control surfaces. The wing construction is
basically a three-segmented, skin-stringer type with 70S0-T7351 aluminum. The
three segmented areas are: (1) the outboard section (swept trailing edge),
(2) unswept trailing edge section to the side of fuselage, and (3) the center
section,

The selection of 70S0-T7351 aluminum as the primary structural material
over 2024-T851 aluminum is estimated to reduce the wing torque box cover
weights by approximately 4S0 pounds - 105 pounds in the upper cover and 345
pounds in the lower cover. This weight reduction is due principally to the
superior strength, fatigue, and fracture toughness characteristics of the 7050
aluminum alloys.

9.3.1.1 Wing Analysis

Each segment of the wing was analyzed at 11 section cuts across the
assumed structural axis, where the geometry, loads, stiffness, types of con-
structions, and design constraints are defined.

The section geometry was computed from local cross-section depths which
were computed based on a normalized airfoil, local chord lengths, and thickness
ratios. The cross sections were idealized into a rectangular box of width
equivalent to the length of the structural chord between front and rear spars
and the average depth.

At each wing box section, the net limit loads were defined in terms of
vertical shear and spanwise bending moments, The moments were resolved into
an average ultimate axial load (NX) for the cover analysis. This approach
does not allow for the forward or aft section of the box being designed by
different loading conditions. The effects of different loading conditions
and also of the K%/I effect were asstimed to be accounted for by the indexing
coefficients shown in table XXX.

The torsional rigidity requirements to prevent flutter were assumed to
have nqgligible effects on the torque box. This is based on evaluation of a
analogous wing, but with a higher velocity. A small flutter penalty appeared
on the analogous wing, in the outboard section. However, with wa optimized
distribution, the flutter penalty can be eliminated, therefore, the flutter
requiroments are not a factor in the STOL wing analysis,
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TABLE XXVIII. DESIGN CRITERIA AND ASSM.•ION - WING

Item Value

Design gross weight (pounds) 159,310

Loading (+Nz/-N) 3.0/1.0

Fatigue cutoff (percent ftu) 85

Q-flutter (psf) 383

Material 7050-T7351 aluminum

Torque box construction MHltirib/sheet stringer

FS location 15 percent

RS location 63 percent

EA location 39 percent

TABLE 'XX. MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

Material 7050-T7351 Aluminum

E 10.5 x 106 psi

G 3.9 x 106 psi

FTU 76,000 psi

F S1 42,200 psi

FBRU 97,000 psi

Fy CY66,000 psi

FPL 52,800 psi

p 0,102 pound per cubic inch1 0.33
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TABLE MOO. PROGRAM CALIBRATION AND NONOPTIMIi INDEXING FACTORS
FOR WING TORQUE-BOXES

Torque-Box Element Incremental Factors

Upper cover, average total +0.2380

Lower cover, average total +0.2690

Local misc shim pads, runouts, etc, +0.0325
average upper and lower

Ribs and bulkheads +0.7500

Front spar, average total +0.9500

Rear spar, average total +1.1500

Misc and attachments, average

Total +0.1000

Special increments for functional design requirements for wing box are:

1. Front spar iyicludes +0.6150 to account for leading edge slats
effects and provisions.

2. Rear spar includes +0.950 to account for trailing edge flaps,
ailerons and spoiler effects, and provisions.

Progrmn estimates are incremented to al1lv for additional incremental
weights - spanwise splices for upper and lower covers, pylon attach
provisions, cutout provisions for access doors, fuel probes, drairs,
etc, and an average delta torque box weight of +6-1/2 percent is
included for these effects.

mm• • . .1 , ' ' " -
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i9.3.2 WING WEIGITf ANALYSIS

The structural wing weight analysis was performed from data developed
by a structural synthesis and weight analysis program. This program computes
cover and substructure components weights for various types of torque box
construction and materials. The analysis is controlled so that the synthesized
structure closely approximates the structural criteria specified for the box
and the arrangement of nonoptimum structures defined by the wing requirements
and by standard design practices. The design constraint data, such as require-
ments for ribs, spar and rib spacings, types of stringer stiffener configura-
tions, and locations of joints, are part of the input data to the program.
Thus, the synthesized structures contain some nonoptimum design features.
The cover, support, shear material requirements are synthesized and described
in terms of geometry, thickness, and volumes. The description at each of the
section cuts provides the basic data for the wing torque box weight analysis.
The synthesis and weight analyses are performed for the following:

1. Upper and lower cover

2. Supporting intermediate spars or ribs

3. Front and rear spar webs

4. Load redistribution bulkhead ribs

5. Miscellaneous attachments

The cover skin thicknesses are determined for general or local instability
and then adjusted if necessary for section rigidity requirements. The design
restraints arE included as part of the input data to achieve the required
design. The skin and stringer allowable compression sheet buckling stresses
are determined by

F K3 E ri2)

Mhere

K - sheet buckling coefficiont

S - reduced modulesr
w Poi.son's ratio

t -shoot thickiwss
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b = sheet support width

The general column instability stress is determined from:

2
F Et

col (L/p) 2

Where

E = tangent modulus

L = effective column. support length

P radius of gyration of stringer columin about its neutral axis

The plate and column properties in the elastic and inelastic ranges are
determined from an equation fit on the stress-strain relationship of the
material, For each given stress, the curve fit of strain - f(stress) permits
calculation of strains, secant, and tangent modulus. These data are used in
the complex search-analysis routine to equate and determine the critical
stress-geometry parameters.

The weight analysis consists of calculations of individual component
weights, and adjusting these weights based on a matrix of indexing coefficients
for each elemental component of the synthesized structure. These coefficients
are weight indexing and program calibrating coe, ficients which are.used to
correlate program estimates of representative sample wings of existing air-
planes. These multiple coefficients (factors) account for the existing
deficiencies in representing a real structure from an idealized structure.
These factors account for items which cannot be analyzed or measured, such as
local skin pads, machine runouts and thickness tapers, localized cutouts and
fittings, etc. The nultiple factor approach is used to minimize errors
inherent in a single factor approach and also to (1) provide better correlation
of individual coMponents, (2) to insure proper variation in weights and dis-
tribution of the torque box structure for weight trade studies, and (3) to
provide a mwans itbere cceponents can be incremented for localized requirements
or tor unique design requirement which cannot be analyzed within the program.
An example is the weight of wing cover: Bach cover is indexed by four factors.
The t6tal wing cover weight equation has the form:

W *K (K V +cover cover skin skin s'tr/cap str/cap 'knisc mis)
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9.3.2.1 Fixed Leading and Trailing Edges

The weight estimates for these ccmponents were based primarily on statis-
tical data. The effects of STOL requirements such as blown flaps, etc, were
considered by use of the multiple factors as discussed previously. The unit
weights are listed in table XXXI and unique STOL feature weights are given in
table XXXII.

9.3.2.2 Control Surfaces

The STOL control surfaces estimated weights are based primarily on
statistical data and are incremented for differences in design, geometry, and
types of supports'.

9.3.3 •WENNAE

The hori.:-nntal and vertical tail weights were estimated in the same
manner as the wing. The wing weight estimation program and procedures apply
equally well to the empennage. Multiple factors were developed for the T-tail
horizontal stabilizer and the double-hinged control surfaces. Indexing factors
for the empennage are listed in table XXXIII.

9.3.4 FUSELAGE G1ROUP

The MST fuselage .seight estimate was developed through the use ot the
weight-estimating computer program. The program incorporates analytical,
empirical, and statistical methods that provide the latitude for evaluating
structural components as a function of design criteria and constraints,
A discussion of this estimating procedure follows.

9.3.4.1 Prrival Structure

The primary sholl structure estimate is based on an analytical evaluation
of loads on a nIltistation descriptive shel) model. The process also
evaluates material properties wad manufacturing restraints. 1owever, to
detennrito the inherent rioptisrum effects, and to account for the limitations
of an indexing consisted of estlarting the shell hight of an existiing -hicle,
co". ring the estimates with the actual weights, and doveloping the correlatici
factors. The index factory for this configuration were derived from an Ovaltl-
tion of the C-14LA vehicle. The C-141A was selected due to similarity with the
the prqposal vehicle in gomnetry, constritimi, WL cargo hanling systems.

Thie coastrfetion selocttd for the proposal vehicle Is skin-fstirier
semixwoNou design. The frome spacing of Z0 inches was established by th&
requirevwnt fot tiodown fittings on a 20-inch grid. Stringer spacing was set
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TABLE XXXI. WING AND TAIL UNIT WBIGH'

Item Area W/S Weight (Ib)

Wing box 735 14.72 10,823

Secondary structure - - 1,177

Aileron 69 6.32 436

Trailing edge flaps 309 10.52 3,251

Leading edge slats 210 8.31 1,746

Spoilers 197 3.67 723

Fixed LE and TE 824

Stabilizer 365.5 5.57 2,037

Fin 256.5 7.13 1,826

Secondary structure - 344

Elevator 299 2.61 780

Rudder 154 4.25 6S5

Tail fairing 3 308

Droop LE (horiz) 200

TABLE XXXII. UNIQUE WEIGHIS

Item S AW/S Weight (lb) Remarks

TW. flap 309 4.03 1,245 Double slotted

LE flap 210 1.76 370 Powered slap

Horiz tail 665 0.19 130 Double hinge

Horiz LZ 100 2.00 200 Droop LE

Vart tail 410 0.31 [ 127 Double hinge
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TABLE XXXIII. PROGRAM CALIBRATION AND NONOPTDM INDEXING FACTORS
FO ENW IQL BOXES

Incremental Factors

Torque-Box Element Vertical Horizontal

Upper cover, average total +0.215 +0.215

Lower cover, average total +0.215 +0.215

Local misc shim pads, runouts, etc, +0.030 +0.030
average upper and lower

Ribs and bulkheads +0.150 +0.150

Front spar, average total +0.350 +0.3S0

Rear spar, average total +0.350 +0.350

Misc and attachummts, average total +0.050 +0.050
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at 6 inches. 7050 aluminum alloys were selected as the primary structural
material for the fuselage, primarily because of better fatigue properties over
the 7075 and 2024 alloys. The estimated weight savings in fuselage covers,
longerons, and major frames is 150 poumds when compared to the 2024 aluminum.

9.3.4.1.1 Design Loads

The spectrum of loads investigated included 2 G taxi. and 2.S G flight
maneuver at maximum gross weight, 3 G flight maneuver at primary mission
design weight, and 15 feet per second STOL landing at midmission design
weight. Lateral and vertical gust were also evaluated.

9.3.4.1.2 Major Frames and Bulkheads

The major load redistribution frames for wing, empennage, and landing gear
support were estimated on the basis of a multicut, internal ring load evalua-
tion. Pressure bulkhead estimates were based on conventional stiffened sheet
construction. The index factor of'l.2 was applied to the theoretical frame
estimates.

9.3.4.1.3 Minor Frames

The minor frames were estimated on the basis of an average frame depth of
6 inches. Minimum frame cap thickness was input at 0.050 inch and web thick-
ness at 0.032 inch. The criteria evaluated were panel constraint and the
frame stiffness required for general shell stability. The analytical estimate
was multiplied by 1.226 to obtain the final estimate for minor frames. The
floor frames, which are designed by local requirements, were established statis-
tically and are discussed under paragraph 9.3.4.1.7.

9.3.4.1.4 Covering

The cover weight was determined by evaluating the panel for shear
strength and cabin pressurization. The theoretical cover thicknesses that
satisfied these requirements for each of four segments around the periphery
of the defined section cut were assumed to be tapered between cuts. The
thicknesses were then integrated and multiplied by the index factor (1.220)
to obtain the estimate for the covering weight. The relatively high correla-
tion factor for the covering reflects the inability of the programmed approach
to predict doubler requirements for safe fai]lure design of pressurized vessels.
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9.3.4.1.5 Stringers

The stringer estimates were derived by establishing a maximum allowable
stress level at 90 percent of compression yield strength, and a minimum
stringer area of 0.145 square inch. Theoretical areas that satisfied strength
and stabilicy were multiplied by 1.182 to obtain the stringer weight. In
addition to stringers, longerons were provided in the area of the wing, aft
ramp, and caigo door cutouts. The stringers that end at the edges of the

* cutout were assumed to be of minimum area, with the longerons providing the
necessar, strength. The longerons extend beyond the cutout for a distance
equivalent to the cutout span.

9.3,4.1.6 Joints Splices and Fasteners

Joints splices and fastener weight estimates were based on 10 percent of
the cover and longeron weights. The wing and empennage attach fittings were
estimated on the basis of the net fitting loads.

9.3.4.1.7 Flooring and Supports

The flooring and support structure, which are designed by local require-
ments such as tiedown loads, threadways, tire footprint, and 400 pounds per
square inch local load, was estimated statistically. The cargo floor unit
weight was based on the following equation:

Unit weight = 4.8 x (14--t16 pounds per square feet

9.3.4.1.8 Longitudinal Partitions

'Ihe partition estimates were based on stiffened sheet construction. A
pressure diaphragm was provided in the wing center section cutout area. The
aft deck was based on providing torsional capability to support empennage loads
in the area of the ramp and aft door cutouts.

9.3.4.2 Secondary Structure

The secondary structure estimates were derived from geometrical and func-
tional design requirements. Statistical data were used for eactk component,
with modifications to reflect design features.

The windshield estimate was based on impact by a 4-pound bird at 388 miles
per hour. The side windows were estimated to satisfy an ultimate cockpit
pressure of 17.6 pounds per square inch.
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Miscellaneous access door weight requirements were based on the following
statistical equation:

0.28
Misc access = 10.45 (Wetted Area)

The other secondary structure items were estimated on the basis of
statistical unit weights. These unit weights are tabulated in table XXXIV.

Stairways and ladder requirements for the crew station were estimated to
be 49 pounds. Walkways were provided on both sides of the cargo bay; the
estimate for this item was 0.1 pound per linear inch of walkway. Antiskid
protection was provided at 0.035 pound per linear inch.

In-flight refueling receptacle provisions were estimated to be 100 pounds.
The paratroop spoiler doors were estimated to be 20 pounds.

9.3.5 LANDING GEAR

The analysis of the MST landing gears includes the consideration of the
MIL 8860 series specifications and also the inclusion of the STOL sink speed
requirement of 15 feet per second at midmission gross weight.

The primary loads are due to brake roll, turning, and unsymmetrical
braking. The tire weights are based on tire sizing compatible with soft-
field requirements of CBR 6 and 200 passes.

The weight of the basic landing gear structure was established by the
use of the Mass Properties Section landing gear program. This program is
capable of generating loads in accordance with MIL-A-8862, airplane strength
and rigidity, and landing and ground handling loads. This program also is
capable of assembling a total landing gear weight based on computed loads.

The sizing of wheels and tires was determined by using the methods shown
in AFFDL-TM-71-09-FIN, "Design Procedure for Establishing Aircraft Capability
to Operate on Soil Surfaces."

Table XXXV gives a siimuary of landing gear weights.

9.3.5.1 Ground Mobility System

The ground mobility system is an integral part of the landing gear system
with the prime power source as *2io APU system.

The main landing gear drive train consists of a hydraulic motor, planetary
gearbox, and chain drives. The hydraulic system consists of two APU-driven,
4,000 psi hydraulic tpmips, reservoir, valves and controls, mad the fluid
distribution system.
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TABLE XXXIV. SECONDARY SfRUCTURE UNIT WEIGHfTS

Item Unit Weight (psf)

Flooring and support crew station 2.21

Radome 1.75

Nose landing gear door 5.0

Main landing gear door 5.3

Aft cargo door 2.9

Aft ramp 12.36

Aft ramp toe 4.0

Aft pressure door 6.2

Escape doors 15.0

Paratroop door 11.0

Entrance door 10.0

Main gear pod 2.2

Exterior finish* 0.026

Interior finish and corrosion protection 0.050

*The unit weight for exterior finish is for decals and numerals
and does not include exterior paint.
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TABLE XXXV. SM4ARY OF LANDING GEAR WEIGHTS

Item D516-2A

Main

Structure 3,545

Wheels, brake, and tires 2,754

Controls 820

Fatigue 226

Total - Main 7t345

Nose

Structure 373

Wheels and tires S13

Controls 161

Fatigue 33

Total - .ose 1,080

Total landing gear 8t425
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9.3.5.,1. Weight Summary

Hydraulic System Weight (lb)

PLups (2) 60
Reservoir 10
Heat exchanger 10
Filters 40
Valves and control 10
Motor (2) 336
Plumbing 41
Fluids 57
Mechanical controls 121
Mechanical drive 185

Total 870

9.3.6 SURFACE CONTROL

9.3.6.1 Introduction

The surface control system consists of:

1. Primary flight control system

2. Secondary flight control system

3. Manual control system

4. Automatic flight control system

The baseline vehicle primary flight control system consists of linear
hydraulic actuators supplied by four hydraulic systems. The system is designed
for imission completion without performance degradation with one system inopera-
tive. The stability augmentation system is a fail-operate system. Automatic
pilot functions are also supplied.

The elevator and rudder control surfaces are double hinged, with the
forward control panel locked out at high-speed flight.

A summary of flight control system weights is given in table XXXWI.

9.3.6.2 PrimarX Flight Control System

The primary flight control systev zonslsýs of the horizontal stabilizer,
elevators, rudders, spoilers, atxl aileron actuation units. The actuators are
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sized to 133 percent of the maximum hinge moment to meet the one system
inoperative criteria. The hydraulic system pressure is 4,000 psi with fluid
transmission lines made of titanium. Coiled tubing is used for actuator
hookup to the feeder line to allow for the actuator angular movement.

9.3.6.2.1 Weight Analysis

The weight of the system was derived by using the estimating procedure
developed at NR and used the Flight Analysis Group design data as input data.
The design data and the weight data are listed in table XXXVII.

9.3.6.3 Secondary Flight Control System

The secondary flight control system includes the flap and slat, and
horizontal leading edge actuation system. These actuators are linear mechani-
cal actuators powered by hydraulic motors through gearboxes and mechanical
shafting.

9.3.6.3.1 Weight Analysis

The weight estimate includes provisions for linear ball screw actuators,
gearboxes, angle drive, hydraulic power drive system, synchronizing units,
shutoff control valves, electronic controllers, and mechanical shafts. The
pertinent data are shown in table XXXVIII.

9.3.6.4 Manual Control System

The manual control system consists of the pilot control input devices
(column, wheel, and rudder), cables, and bellcranks from the crew station to
the master cylinders, and a dual push rod system from the mixer bay to the
linear actuator. A tandem-balanced actuator with two hydraulic systems is
used for the master cylinder for all three axes. Artificial feel and override
bungees are provided.

9.3.6,4.1 Weight Analysis

The weight analysis includes provisions for a conventional contr-ol wheel
and columm, rudder pedals for the pilot and copilot, a 3/16-inch clad cable
system, and a dual aluminum push rod system with wall thickness equal to or
greater than 0.3S inch. The system weights are listed in table XXXIX.
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STABLE XXXVI. S44ARY - FLIGHT CONTROLS

Functions Weight (ib)

Cockpit controls 160
ACS 335
Pitch control 643

Actuation 288
Locks, mechanism 45
Signal transmission 212
Hydraulic plumbing 98

Yaw control 307
Actuation 67
Locks, mechanism 45
Signal transmission 195

Roll control 554
Aileron controfs (254)

Actuators 38
Signal transmission 130
Plumbing 86

Spoiler controls (300)
Actuation 77
Electrical servo 112
Signal transmission il

Flaps, trailing edge 346
Actuation 162
Power system 183

Slats 211
Actuation 77
Power sy!ttn 134

Direct lift control, flaps 147
Actuation 62
Interconnects 64
Plumbing 21

Miscellaneous 42
Horizontal Leading Edge 140

Actuation 56
Power System 28
Power Transmission 24
Controls 10
Electrical Provision 1s
Miscellaneous 7

Total flight control system 2,88S
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TABLE XXXVIII. SECONDARY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTIM

Functions Flaps Leading Edge Slats

Area/side (square feet)

No. 1 79.3 18.9

No. 2 44.9 23.0

No. 3 35.6 27.0

No. 4 37.1 35.0

No. 5

No. 6

Weight data (pounds)

Actuators 163 77

Hydraulic motor 15 i5

Gearbox 40 30

Control(s), hydraulic 10 10

Transducers 5 5

Controller 10 --

Mechanical shafting 90 64

Misc 13 10

Total system weights 346 211

•'4U
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TABLE XXXIX. MANUAL CONTROL SYSIEM

Items Weight (lb)

Cockpit controls 160

Signal transmission

Pitch 212
Yaw 195
Roll 241

Spoiler, electrical 113
signal provision

9.3.6.5 Automatic Flight Control System (AFCS)

The AFCS provides the autopilot mode and stability augmentation system.
The augmentation system is a fail-operate system, including redundant monitors
and controllers, dLal servoactuators, and dual control signal transmission
system. Motion sensors (accelerometers, gyros), a control air data computer,
and a flight director computer are provided.

9.3.6.5.1 Weight Analysis

Ihe weight of the system was based primarily on the B-I system concept,
except removal of the SOFTRIDE features. Component weights are generally B-1
weights. The wiring and installation weight includes provisions for redun-
dancy. The system weights are listed in table XL.
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TABLE XL. AFCS S•INARY

Item Weight (lb)

Controllers, autopilot 40

SAS controllers

Pitch 30
Roll 30
Yaw 30

Gyro platform 25

Control panel 10

Sensors is

Transducers 30

Angle-of-attack transmitter S

Computei cotrol panel 2

Misc controls 6

Wiring and installation 77

Cooling provision 10

awport 2S

Total AFCS 335
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9.3.6.6 STOL Penalties

An estimate of STOL requirement which would add to a CIOL airplane is
listed as follows:

Weight (ib)

ibrizontal stabilizer

Stabilizer actuator 109
Linkages and locks 59
Leading edge actuation 140

Rudder System

Actuators 35
Linkages and locks 35

Hydraulic power supply 90

Total 448

9.3.7 NACELLE rUP

Table XLI presents the nacelle group dimensiomal data and weight breakdomi
for the WST configuration.

The nacelle and pylon weight estimates were based on the specific weights
(pounds per square foot) shown in table XLI, adjusted from C-141 emirical dcata,
taking into account the difference in overhang mid hung weight on tho pylon
weight.

9.3.8 PFOMION GMXUP

Table XLII presents the DSl6-2A propulsion data, while table XLIIU pre-
eats the weight statemt,

"* 9.3.8.1.1 l~gimes

The 93 perce•t (C13/P-10 agims, with a thrust of 22,320 powuds, weigh
2,740 pauds each at a TiW - 1.1:1.
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9.3.8.1.2 Thrust Deflectors

The thrust deflectors (swivel nozzle) weight Ls based on an equivalent
thickness (t) of a 0.080-inch tit: !m she&i of fyustrum shape dith a base
diameter of 72 inches, an exit c> of 5 inches, and a :iength of
48.8 inches. It has a total arev. ' square feet, which regults in a
specific weight of 1.84 pounds pe, bquare foot. In addition, a weight of
73 pounds per engine is included for hinge fittings, bearings, actuators,
actuation mechanism, and plumbing.

9.3.8.1.3 Thrust Reversers

The thrust reverser weight is taken as 15 percent of the engine weight
based on statistical. data. They are of the cascade type, and the reverse
thrust exit doors are on only the upper quadrant of the nacelle rather than
around the complete circumference.
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TABLE XLI. NACELLE GROUP DATA

Item

"Nacelle Dime-mional Data

Number required 4

Average dimeter (inches). 78

Length (inches) 144

krea (square feet ) 251.33

Specific Weight 2.605
(pounds per square foot)

* Pylon Dimensional Data

Number required 4

Inboard -.on projected area (square feet)) 38

Inboard pylon specific weight 11.774
(pounds per square foot) (,projected)

Outboard pylon projected area 38
(square feet)

Outboard pylon specific weight 11.774

(pounds per square foot) (projected)

* Nacelle Group Weight Breakdown (pounds) (4,410)

Nacelles (4) 2,620

Inboard pylons (2) 895

Outboard pylons (2) 895
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TABLE XLII. PROPULSION GROUP DATA

Item

Number of engines 4

Engine designation GEI3/F-i0

Engine Scaling (percent) 93

Engine thrust (SLS) (pounds) 22,320

Engine thrust/weight ratio 8.1:1

Fuel (JP-4) max flow rate (pounds/hr/engine (u)) 8,930

Fuel weight (max) (pounds) 63,992

Fuel weight - design mission (pounds) 33,161

Wing area - total (square feet) 1600

Engine exhaust system

Tail cone, thrust deflectors, thrust reversers
on fan only

Fuel tank pressure 1.P 1.5 psi) (psi) 16.2

Fuel tank purging and inerting LN

Starting system type

Bleed air from main engines, APU bleed
air, or ground supply to Airesearch
type ATS-100 air turbine on engines
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TABLE XLIII. PROPULSION GROUP WEIGHT STATEMEN

Item Weight (lb)

Propulsion Group (17,350)
Engine installation (14,445)

Engine - bare 10,960
Thrust deflectors 883
-Thrust reversers 1,642
Tail cone 445
Engine shroud 315
Residual fluids 200

Fuel system (2,365)
Main feed subsystem 246
Fuel transfer subsystem 217
Refueling subsystem 205
Vent subsystem 203
Dump subsystem 107
Pressurization and inerting subsystem 158
Fuel fill level control subsystem 136
Drain subsystem 19
Puel tank sealant 858
Fuel tank boards, supports, and bulkheads 216

Engine controls (125)
Consoles (4) 80
Linkage 35
Misc 10

Starting system (415)
Air turbines (4) 105
Control valves (5) 50
Ducting 180
Bellows and connecters "40
Supports 10
Electrical provisions 30
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9.3.8.1.4 Tail Cone

The tail cone spike assumes an equivalent thickness (t) of 0.060-inch
titanium and has a surface area of 23.94 square feet. This results in a
specific weight of 1.38 pounds per square foot. Since the cone is adjustable
fore and aft, a weight allowance was provided for tracks and an actuating
system.

9.3.8.1.5 Engine Shroud

The engine shroud weight assumes an equivalent thickness (t) of 0.040-
inch titanium and has an area of 72.95 square feet. This results in a
specific weight of 1.10 pounds per square foot, including attachment
provisions.

9.3.8.1.6 Resi'lual Fluids

The residual fl;id weight is estimated at 50 pounds per engine.

9.3.8.2 Fuel System (Refer to Table XLIV for Weight Breakdown)

The fuel system has been broken down into eight subsystems, plus fuel
tank sealants. This system weight was estimated from a schematic (refer to
paragraph 10.5) using scaled B-1 fuel system component weight information.

All plumbing and most line installed items for the 93 percent GEl3/F-10
engines were scaled from previous sizing that had been made for a 107.5-
percent GE13/F6A engine which had a maximum fuel flow rate of 8,600 pounds
per hours per engine. The 93 percent GEI3/F-10 engine has a maximum fuel
flow rate of 8,930 pounds per hour per engine. Thus assuming the same flow
velocities, the plumbing cross-section area would be increased by the ratio
of

8,930
= 1.04 or 4-percent increase in area

8,600

This results in an average increase of 2 percent in plumbing diameter.

9.3.8.2.1 Main Engine Feed Subsystem

This subsystem consits of four main pumps, one each in four independent
sump tanks in the wing center section. The pump weight is solved by equating
(by computer program CURVFT) the er--irical curve of the B-1 pumps by the
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TABLE XLIV. FUEL SYSTIM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN

Weight
Item (lb)

Fuel System Total (2,857)
Main engine feed subsyst'3m (246)

Pumps (4) 27
Check valves (20) (incl 12 in. ribs at 0.4 lb) 22
Shutoff valves (8) (elect. sol) 25
Pressure switch (4) 2
Filter (4) 45
Pressure relief (2) 10
Plumbing (incl ftg and sup) 81
Supports (equip. less plumbing) 16
Electrical wire harness 10
Electrical equip. 8

Transfer subsystem (217)
Pumps (6) 40
Check valves (8) 11
Flow sensors (2) 17
Plumbing (incl ftg and sup) 81
Supports (equip. - less plumbing) 16
Electrical wire harness 24
Ejector pump with check valve (4) 4
Electrical equip. 20
Cargo fuel receptacle (bayonet-type) 4

Refueling subsystem (205)
Shutoff valve (2) (elect. sol) 6
Check valves (2) 4
Pressure switch (1) (incl in recp)
Gravity refueling caps and adauters (12) 24
Receptacle - servicing (2) 16
Receptacle - aerial refueling 65
Aerial refueling nmchanism 29
Plumbing (incl ftg and sup) 44
Supports (equip. - less plumbing) 8
Electric wire harness 4
Electrical equip. 5
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TABLE XLIV. FUEL SYSTM WEIGHT BREAKDOWN (CONT)

r
Weight

Item (Ib)

Vent subsystem (203)
Vent float valve (16) 7
Check valves (3) .3
Pressure relief valve (2) 11
Vent valve and r-)ntrols 35
Plumbing (incl ftg and sup) 115
Supports (equip. - less plumbing) 6
Electrical wire harness 16
Electrical equip. 10

Dump subsystem (107)
Shutoff valve (2) 7
Flow sensor (2) 18
Plumbing (incl ftg and sup) 67
Supports (equip. - less plumbing) 6
Electric wire harness 4
Electrical equip. 5

Pressurization and inerting subsystem (158)
Tank - LN2 (184 lb LN2 capacity) 79
Frangible disc. (1) 1
Pressure relief (1) 5
Check valve (1) 1
Pressure gage (incl in press. cont)
Inlet panel or perforated line 5
Plumbing (incl ftg and sup) 20
Supports (equip. - less plumbing) 16
Electrical wire harness 8
Electrical equip. 10
Misc 13

Fuel fill level control subsystem (136)
Level cont valve, duel remote actuating (8) 40
Level cont valve, pilot-dual with precheck (8) 40
.Electric wire harness 31
Plumbing (incl ftg and sup) 10
Electrical equip, 8
Misc 7
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TABLE XLIV. FUEL SYSTEM WEIGHT BIEAK •WN (CONCL)

Weight
Item (lb)

Drain subsystem (19)
Shutoff valve (1) (elect. sol) 1
Plumb, scavenge (1) 6
Flow sensor (1) 1
Plumbing (incl ftg and sup) 3
Supports (equip. less plunbing) 1
Electrical equip. 5
Misc 2

Fuel tank sealant (858)
Norbl sealant (faying and fillets) 197

(0.02 lb/gal.)
Slf-sealant (1.8 lb/ft 2 ) (bottom and sides of 477

tanks)
Bladder cells 184

Fuel tank backing board, support, and bulkheads 216

orthogonal polynomial technique and takes the form of a 5th degrea regression
formula,

Wp -1.09 x 10-5 (W/4000)5 + 4.85 x 10-4 (W/4000)4 -7.07 x 10-3 (w/4000)3

+5.046 x 10-2 (0/4000)2 + 5.67 x 10-2 (0/4000) + 6.314

where:

Wp = pump weight (pounds)

W = fuel flow rate (pounds per hour)

At the flow rate of 8,930 pounds per hours, this results in a pump weight of
6.7 pounds.

The plumbing for the main engine feed consists of 160 feet of 2-1/4 x
0.035 inch aluminum lines plus fittings every 5 feet and rib fittings based
on 22-inch rib spacing. Also included are associated valves fittings,
supports, and electrical provisions.
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9.3.8.2.2 Transfer Subsystem

This system consists of six transfer pumps, three in each wing; and four
ejector pumps, two in each wing. The main transfer pumps are identical to the
pumps in the main engine feed subsystem.

The plumbing consists of the following:

47 feet of 3-1/2-inch-diameter x 0.042-inch aluminum tubing

45 feet of 2-1/4-inch-diameter x 0.035-inch aluminum tubing

83.4 feet of ..... x 0.02- ..i.ch aluminum tubing

Allowance for fittings every 5 feet plus rib fitting supports based on
22-inch rib spacing. Also included are valves, sensors, supports, electrical
provisions, and a receptable for connection to cargo fuel.

9.3.8.2.3 Refueling Subsystem

This subsystem consists principally of valves, servicing and aerial
refueling receptacle, and actuation mechanism. Plumbing consists of 39.6 feet
of 4-inch-diameter x 0.049-inch aluminum tubing, plus fittings and rib support
fittings. Also included are 12 gravity refueling caps and adapters, supports,
and electrical provisions.

9.3.8.2.4 Drain Subsystem

This subsystem consists of one scavenge pumps, shutoff valve, flow
sensor, plumbing, supports, and electriical provisions. The plumbing consists
of 5.8 feet of 2-inch-diameter x 0.035-inch aluminum tubing, plus fittings and
rib support fittings.

9.3.8.2,5 Vent Subsystem

The vent subsystem consists of valves, supports, plumbing, and electrical
provisions. The plumbing consists of the following:

46.6 feet of 4-1/2-inch-diameter x 0.049-inch aluminum tubing

41.5 feet of 3-1/2-inch-diameter x 0.042-inch aluminum tubing

122.5 fuet of 1-1/2-inch-diameter x 0.035-inch aluminum tubing
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9.3.E.2.6 !vmt Subsystem

This subsystem ties into the transfer system and consists of plumbing,
valves, sensors, supports, and electrical provisions. The plumving consists
of 85 feet of 3-1/2-inch-diameter x 0.042-inch aluminum tubing, plus fittings
and rib support fittings..

9.3.8.2.7 Pressurization and Inerting Subsystem

The LN2 requirements of 184 pounds (3.7 cubic feet) is based on the
following criteria:

1. Inerting volume of 1,316.2 cubic feet based on maxinun JP-4 fuel
weight 64,000 pounds at a density of 48.6 pounds per cubic feet

.2. Fuel tank AP of 1.5 psi or 16.2 psi for N2 deterwination

3. Temperature mininun at empty condition of -65* F

4. 48-hour boil-off plus lines and ullage = 20 pounds

S. LN2 stored subcritically at 100 psi operating, 200 psi proof, and
300 psi burst (density of LN2 50.26 pounds per cubic feet)

The LN2 tank weight was scaled from the B-i tank having a double wall
aluminum construction. A 25-percent increase in weight over direct proportion
to capacity of the B-i tank was applied due to the smaller capacity of the
STOL tank. Also included in the IN2 subsystem were valves, plumbing, frangible
disc, inlet panel or perforated lines, supports, ana electrical provisions.
The vent lines might be used for the inerting and pressurization. The addi-
tional plumbing consis-s of:

16.7 feet of 1-1/2-inch-diameter x 0.035 aluminum tubing

51.2 feet of 1-inch-diameter x 0.028 aluminum tubing

plus fittings and rib support fittings.

9.3.8.2.8 Fuel Fill Level Control

This subsystem consists of eight dual remote actuating level control
valves and eight dual pilot level control valves, plus plumbing and electrical
provisions. The plumbing consists of 140 feet of 3/8-inch-diameter x 0.028
aluminum tubing plus fittings and supports.
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9.1.8.2.9 Fuel Tank Sealant

The fuel tanks sealant consists of the normal faying and fillet sealant
at 0.02 pound per gallon of fuel, and the self-sealant at 1.8 pounds per cubic
foot. The latter is asstmed for the bottom and sides of the wing tanks from
strtion 0 to station 263 (approximately). This sealant is a sandwich of
3/8-inch foam with 1/16-inch, two ply nylon face sheets plus 0.1-inch bonding,
giving a total thickness of 0.6 inch. Total area is approximately 319 square
feet, weighs 477 pounds, and displaces approximately 756 pounds of fuel.

9.3.8.3 Engine Controls

This weight estimate was taken from the NR 260 S6OL meditun tactical
transport study and consists of four throttle consoles, linkage to engines,
and misc.

9.3.8.4 Starting stem

This system consists of four ehgine-mounted AiResearch-type ATS-100 air
turbine starters (at 26.5 pounds each) and control valves (four at 10 pounds
each) connected to the APU by 2,000 inches of 4-inch-dianeter x 0.025-inch
steel duct (180.0 pounds) plus a 50-pound provision for connecters, bellows,
and supports. It is estimated that this duct will be exposed to 110 psi and
6000 F air. Therp is also included a ground air supply connection and
provisions.

9.3.8.5 STOL Penalty

This estimate for STOL penalty is for the thrust deflector nozzle system.
These defectors are used during takeoff and landing approach, and have the
capability of deflecting the exhaust stream *15 degrees from the cruise
angle.

The approximate penalty is 320 pounds per airplane.
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SECTION X

SJBSYSTEM DEFINITION

The subsystem analysis contained in this section was performed using the
preliminary baseline configuration as defined during the part I study phase.
Each of the major subsystems has been defined, as a minimum, to the extent
necessary to support a realistic weight evaluation of the configuration and
to permit realistic scaling, where necessary, to support the required trade
studies. The flight control system discussed in this section applies to the
part I preliminary baseline configuration, with the final flight control
system presented separately in volume V.

10.1 AVIONIC SYSTEM

The equipment listed in table XLV was selected with consideration given
to the desired avionics functions (including optional considerations) that
would be in production during the 1974-1975 time period. Selection was based
on experience gained during previous NR aircraft programs, including STOL
transport studies. Included in the list is equipment for which provisions are
recommended; that is, equipment which the aircraft should be designed to
accept, even though it may not necessarily be installed on all aircraft.

With the possible exception of the navigation displays and unique data
processing equipment, all of the equipment listed in table XLV are either in
production at the present time or will be by the 1974-75 time period, thereby
reducing development costs to a minimu=. When the data processing equipment
becomes better defined, it is anticipated that the majority of it will also
be "off-the-shelf" and very little new design will be required.

The equipment listed in table XLV represents a go>-I baseline to configure
the STOL TAI vehicle at this time; however, it is recommended that saoe
avionics areas require further study in future programs. These include the
use of a satellite communication system mad the possible deletion of the HF
transceiver, implementation of an automatic TACAN updating of the navigation
system, further definition of lmaing or airdrop requirements (possible incor-
poration of a CLASS beacon system), possible incorporation of Omega, the need
for the stationkeeping system, and optimizing the data processing systert.
The results of these studies could result in a more cost-effective avionics
system.

Advantage is taken of current production programs to provide a small self-
contained Doppler-inertial navigation system accurate to approximately l-
nautical-mile CEP per hour. This recommended system provides global self-
contained navigation and a variety of backup navigation modes; its airborne
alinement capability provides the convenience of fast takeoffs withcut the
need for ground power and lengthy alinement procedures.
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TABLE XLV. RflPRESENrATMV STOL TAI AVIONICS

Vol Weight wr AC Pvr IlC
Function Identification (ft 3) (11)) (ye) (watts)

Cawuaications

[HW/AM radio AN/ARC-lS6 0.6 35 700/100 21
LHF/AM radio (backup) AN/ARC-50 0.2 a 60/30
VHF/AM radio ANIARC-115 0.2 10 25
'AlP/AM radio AN/WR-114 0.2 7 25
Voice scrambler (2) KY-28 0.7 38 66
Interphone (3 stations) ANIAIC-25 0.2 21 7S
PA systems (Z speakers) AN/AIC-13 0.2 25 10
Crash beacon/recorder AN/ORT-26 (mod) 1.55 30 60
Radar beacon Sgr-133X (mod) 0.03 4.5 35

Identification

A/G t~ansponder AJ'4A5X-101 0.3 14 30
Mode 4 computer K1I-lA/TSEC 0.3 14 so

Navigation

VOR/localizer (with A14/APN-80 0.1 6 SS
glide slope and
marker beacon)

A.FARC-40-C 0.4 19 40
(ccwrrcial)

IWr/DF AN/AML- SO 0.5 17 85
TA(AN AN/ARN-9i (V) 0.7 317 340
LORAN C/I) AN/ARN-l01 0.6 53 1S8

(loss comp~uter)
TALAR AN/APN-97 0.2 6 17
Doppler radar Sla)-102 (CSA) 1,1 36 130
Inertial nay sys *AN/ASN- 109 0,8 46 300

AdIverse weather serial
delivery system avionics
Stativnkeeping AN/AFN-169 1.6 57 230 11Z
Radar AN/AJ'Q.126 (mod) 11.3 250) 2,500 211)

Radar altimeter A.N/AJ*A- 194 0.1 7 4S

Vata Processing

Signial converter f),5 1013
Integrated d4ta entry P.2 10 45
panel
Qxa~ter display panel 0.3 3 so
ClnTS control and status 0.3 10 ISO
panel
CITS tape recorder 0.4 is 125
CITS signal cooditioners 0.5 20 40

Miscellaneouis

Interface electronics 0,5 32.5 i17 S9

Total ZS.S1 900.0 4,800 5145

Provisions Only

HFP/ ri rlio AN/AaC-123 2.6 so 1.190 40)
Voice scrarbler KY-6S 0.2 4

__________________________- -~ C~~e IL ---- ~
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The functions required of the radar include safe letdown and landing
approach to a forward base, identification of the landing or drop area,
navigation position fixing and fixing on identification points (IPs), beacon
tracking, terrain following, and weather mapping. These requirements can
best be met by a simple, reliable, conventional Ku-band radar.

The terrain-following task is needed for letdown and for low-altitude
flight in adverse weather. However, it does not appear that a separate
terrain- following radar. is retuired, based on the STOL TAI performance require-
ments. Instead, this function can be implemented in the*mapping radar with
adequate performance and reliability.

A representative radar that could be used for STOL TAI is a hybrid version
of the PJPQ-126 and APQ-139, which have components that are mainly inter-
changeable. The larger antenna (29 inches wide) of the APQ-139 is used to
provide a 1.8-degree beamwidth, while the moving target indicator processor
of this set is deleted as being unnecessary, All the desired functions are
provided by this radar at a weight of approximately 250 pounds and 2,500 volt,-
amperes of required electrical power. The system uses conventional, non-
coherent processing and operates at Ku-band.

If further operational analysis indicates that better resolution is
required for landing or for precision airdrops, then the additional weight,
volume, and cost of the APQ-122(,V)l may be justifiable. However, other new
developments in weapon dellvery should alsd be considered, such as the close
air support system (CLASS), which was developed by Litton Industries under
Air Force contract and is now being tested at Ho1•omn AFB by the Air Force,
This system uses ground-based IDE under the control of a forward air con-
troller (FAC) to update the inertial system via a secure data linh, and it is
providing extremely accurate weapon delivery. This system would have a direct
application for the STOL TAI precision airdrops and blind landings.

Provisions are. recontanded for ircorporating either a CLASS beacon sys-
tem, a tactical boran receiver, or an Omega receiver (but not all three). A
Loran set could be incorporated for navigation where Loran signals are avail-
able. The Loran computation would be performed in the cooputer of the data
processing system. An Omega set could replace the Loran set if future events
prove that accuracy of Omega is sufficient for the STOL TA!, as COmega has the
advantage of worldwide coverage. The system choice will depend upon which
concept the services select,

10.2 CREW STATION

The crew station includes seats, c',itrol and display panels, and work
areas for the pilot, copilot, flight ei neer, and navigator. Crew vision,
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entry provisions, and other crew accommodations are described herein and are
shown in figures 114 and 115.

Noises and extreme temperatures from sources c,.ltside the crew cabin are
"attenuated by insulation blankets. Temperature control of the interior is
provided by crew selection of the desired temperature for cabin pressurization
air. An open-loop oxygen-generating system (OLOGS) provides the standby
oxygen capability with minimized logistics and maintenance requirements. The
OLOGS is a self-contained oxygen system generating its oxygen supply from
engine bleed air.

Emergency exits and descent devices are provided on both sides of the
crew cabin, for descent to the ground. All materials used for crew cabin
interiors are nonflammable or self-extinguishing and conform to the current
industry standards. Portable, hand-held fire extinguishers are provided.
Crew cabin floors in all traffic areas have a durable, nonskid, nonabsorbent
covering. Storage for survival equipment and first aid kits is provided in
readily accessible locations.

External vision for the flight crewmembers exceeds the requirements for
bomber/transport aircraft as defined in MTL-STD-8S0D. Figure shows the
vision plot from the pilot's station, $imilar vision is provided from the
copilot's station. Since 22 degrees of over-the-nose vision is provided,
improving to 34 degrees dcwn. on the side, there is ample vision to maintain
the landing touchdown spot in view at all times during the landing approach.
Upward vision of more than 60 degrees is provided from 5 degrees right azimuth
and 105 degrees left azimuth, measured from the pilot's eye position, and
more than 70 degrees up-vision is provided from 20 degrees left azilmith to
90 degrees left azinth. This means that the aircraft could be rolled to a
60-degree bank angle, and the horizon would still be visible from straight
ahead of the airplane nose to 105 degrees left azimuth without the pilot
moving his eye position.

Lighting for the crew cabin and for control panals and emergency lighting
is in accordance with specification MIL-L-6503G and any specific requirements
of the airplane. A minimum nmzer of lights is connectod to the AR) electri-
cal distribution system.

Crew sustenance provisions adequate for all missions are an integral part
of the crew cabin. A build-in, gravity-flow potable water system provides
liquids required for drinking water, instant coffee, and powdered iruit juice
drirks. A hot cup provides hot water for cwffto. Adequate storage areas are
provided for snack meals or box lunches carried on operational md ferry
missions, and for paper cups, towels, and other required accessories. Focd
preparation space and containers for paper trash and for liquid disposal are a
part. of the galley. Vie potable water system is capable of being serviced
from t.v aircraft exterior by standard service carts.
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A recirculating toilet with a single unit containing the holding tank,
bowl, and pump is provided. Servicing is from outside the aircraft by a
standard toilet servicing cart.

Storage areas are provided for inclement weather clothing and other
personal equipment for the crewmembers.

10.3 ENVIRONMENfTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The schematic diagram, included as figure 116, shows the selected environ-
mental control system for the STOL TAI airplanes. Engine bleed air is taken
from the intermediate stage of each engine (high stage when intermediate stage
pressure is inadequate) and routed through a precooler which reduces the
temperature to acceptable levels for the air-conditioning systems and aircraft
protection systems. Engine fan air is used as the cooling air for the pre-
coolers. The air is then routed through the air-conditioning packages, which
consist of two identical large packs of approximately 200 pounds per minute
capacity and a small pack of approximately 26 pounds per minute capacity. The
packs are all bootstrap units where the cooling turbine drives both a com-
pressor and a fan, which assists in drawing ram air and also in providing cool-
ing air for the intdrcooler during ground operation. This type of unit is
presently in service on several new large commercial aircraft and several small
general aviation jet-type aircraft. The conditioned air passes through a water
separator to reduce the free water. ThM cold dry air is mixed with hot pre-
cooler air to the tmperature required by the cabin or cockpit or avionics
temperature controller and is delivered to the proper airflow distribution
system.

Table XLVI lists the major components of the basepoint environmental
control system and shows the number of units, weight per unit, and total sub-system weight. Table XLVII indicates the system perfoiuance.
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TABLE XLVI. ENVIRON4MNTAL CONTROL SYSTEM F.STIArEI) WEIGHT

No. Unit Subsys
Item Per Weight Weight

Number Description Subsys (Ib) (Ib).

Bleed-Air Control

1 HP bleed SO • pressure regulator 4 6.4 25.6
valve

2 HP/LP bleed SO & pressure regulator 4 6.4 25.6
valve

3 LP check valve 4 2.5 10.0

4 Overpressure SO valve 4 6.1 24.4

5 Precooler 4 23.5 94.0

6 Fan-air SO • temperature control 4 6.7 26.8
Valve

Temperature controller 4 2.9 11.6

8 Temperature sensor 4 0.11 0.44

9 Temperature anticipator & high-limit 4 0.34 1.36
sensor

Air-Conditioning System

10 Flow control • SO valve, cabin 2 9.5s '019.1

11 Air cycle mach:ine, cabin 2 27.6 55.2

12 Pack heat exchanger, cabin 2 39,1 78.2

13 Water separator anti-lce valve, cabin 2 2.1 4.2

14 Pack temeralture control valve, cabin 3,6 7.2

is Pack teiqperatura contivl, cabin 2 5.4 6.8

16 Water separator, cabin 2 11.5 23.0
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TABLE XLVI. ENVIRTMAL CCNTROL SYSTHYI ESTIMATED WEIGHT (CONT)

No. Unit Subsys
Item Per Weight Weight

Number Description Subsys (Ib) (Ib)

17 Pack outlet check valve, cabin 2 0.62 1.24

18 Wing isolation valve 1 5.4 5.4

19 Valve, cockpit temperature control 1 3.25 3.25

20 Valve, cabin temperature control 2 3.6 7.2

21 Cockpit check valve 1 0.50 0.50

22 Cabin check valve 2 0.62 1.24

23 Cockpit alternate air valve 1 3.25 3.25

24 Temperature control, cabin • cockpit 1 7.5 7.5

25 Temperature sensor, cabin • cockpit 2 0.10 0.20

26 Cockpit Refrigeration Package

Flow control, SO & reg valve, cockpit 1 5.3 S.3

Air cycle machine, cockpit 1 12.3 12.3

Heat exchaniger assembly 1 12.1 12.1

Water separator, anti-ice valve, 1 3.95 3.95

cockpit

Water separator, mti-lce control, 1 0.50 0.50
cockpit

Sensor 1 0.18 1 0.18

Water separator 1 2.25 2.25

Compressor i;,let throttle valve 1 i.3 5.3

Aspirator - 1 0.1 0.1

Plenums, ducts, couplings 1 - 4.0
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TABLE XLVI. ENVIRONNM¢TAL CONTROL SYSTEM ESTIMATED WEIGHT (CONCL)

No. Unit Subsys
Item Per Weight Weight

Number Description Subsys (lb) (lb)

27 Cabin Pressure Control System

Actuator, rotary cabin outflow valve 1 6.28 6.28

Valve, safety, cabin pressure 2 6.2 12.4

Sensor, differential pressure 1 1.0 1.0

Amplifier, electronic control 1 2.1 2.1

Air filter 1 0.3 0.3

Controller, cabin pressure 1 1.95 1.95

Relay, time delay 1 0.4 0.4

28 Flow control 1 4.0 4.0

29 Temperature control 1 1.0 1.0

Total weight 518.69

10.3.1 ADVEIRSE ;EAItER PIrOECfTION

For the purpose of this study, wing, tail, and cowl anti-icing were con-
sidered as being a hot-air system using 320 pounds per minute total, or 1.25
pounds per second per engine (,: bleed airflow. It was assuimed that airframe
anti-icing would not he used when bleed air was being used for lift rurposes.
The anti-icing were considered i~i sizing of the precoolers (item S of
table XLVI).

Windshield anti-icing xd defogging are provided by art electric conluctive
film which is an integral part of thw panels being protected.

Rain removal consists of convmntional windshield wipers.
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10.3.2 CABIN PRESSURIZATION

The cabin will be capable of being maintained at a sea-level pressure
up to 23,000-foot airplane altitude and an 8.8 psi differential above. that
altitude up tc ýhe airplane ceiling. In addition, the cabin pressure will be
selectable ' ween -1,000 to 8,000 feet within the limits previously defined.

10.3.3 BASELINE FY*IROMErAL COrNIML SYSTEM ADVANTAGES

The baselin?. ECS provides several advantages. Utilizing a small turbo-
machine for the crew compartment permits use of an APU size which will not be
dictated by ECS requirements. The use of two ide~itical units for conditioning
the cargo/passenger area provides adequate environmental control capacity and,
even with one unit failed or shut down, will provide an adequate capacity over
a majority of the airplane operational envelope. This permits keeping the
airplane in operation, if required, until convenient to perform maintenance,

A crossover peliits the cargo ECS units to provide conditioned air to the
crew compart=;.nt in case of failure of thi. crew pack.

T"he baseline system cnrtnins other operational advantages also. For in-
stance, in case of an engine failure where thrust is critical, tha two large units
could be shut down to reduce power drain on the engines while still providing
conditionipg for the crew, with the small pack at a negligible power drain.

Operationally, one or both cargo packs could be shut down temporarily
during critical takeoff portions of the mission during severe hot. day environ-
ments, to reduce performance penalties.

The use of two identical units will reduce the number of required spares,
as compared to two different size units.

10.4 FL!(-ff CMIAOL SYSITIMv

In general, all primary flight control surfaces are convntional in the
high-spe,'d or non-STOL mode and consist of ailerons, elevators/stabilizer, and
a rudder. All are fully powvred by four completely independent hydraulic
sysrtem and aro irrersible.

To provide adeuate coitrol powir i-i the STOL mo#e, the elevators and
rudier are &ubld hinged aid the ailerons are coupled to the spoilers Por
preliminary weight and trade study analysis, all control systms were asstmed
to be of the cable xW pully tqp with local pushroj. orqw shaft a )4lies.
All control servos me sized to allow for tho loss of one hydraulic system
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without maneuver capability reduction or loss of two hydraulic systems with
reduced maneuver capability, and include provisions for dual electrical auto-
matic control inputs with appropriate feedback signals. Necessary control.
system variations from this overall description are discussed in their
respective sections.

10.4.1 PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROLS

10.4.1.1 Pitch Control System

Pitch control is provided to the pilots by the use of center-mounted
control coltmns, one for each pilot. Identical yoke-type grips are provided,
with the switches and buttons required to acccep'lish the necessary fmctions.
Flight control switch functions include DLC, trim, and autopilot disengage.
Column pitch displacement is transmitted to the control system by means of
pushrods and a single-loop cable system to control a pitch master cylinder.
This mechanical system is attached to the pilot's and copilot's columns with
a disconnect mechanism. Located at the copilot's colurm are the position
transducers which provide an electrical control path through pitch SCAS.
Artificial feel is provided by feel bungees, one at the master cylinder on the
pilot control linkage and one at the copilot's column, each providing part
of the feel gradient under normal circumstances. The disconnect protects
against a jam in the control system to, and including, the master cylinder.
Disconnecting the coltxms allows the pilot to fly the air vehicle using the
mechanical path should the copilot's wheel jam, or allows the copilot to Aly
the air vehicle using SCAS should the pilot's wheel become jan0ied. The pitch
master cylinder is used to isolate the SCAS from pilot displacement inputs.
A system irreversible from pilot force is thus provided, reducing friction
and required force levels and preventing feedback from augwentation control
coands. The output of the pitch master cylinder is position summd with
SSCASby means of dual path walking beam linkages. Oaal path linkages are
used to provide continued operation for a single disconnect-type failure.
The summid output is transmitted to the eOevator actuators by meaws of push
rods,

10.4,1.,1. Stability mnd Cositrol Axgmentation - Pitch
The pitch WXAS transo.s f ,rm h column dispiac et nd air vthicle

motion aout the pitc: axis 1;nt• alevator deflection by mw=n o I ehtctril
sitials to the pitcO servos W rtdically frm- the servos to te elevator
uctAt-ors, The di,%placzwmt sipi•j.s frm wsorý located at the co(lot'4
colt#i arr gain nc, hxeid, w; reutred, and contr'i evo disrq~ct I pr-o
portionately to colimi displacoawt. Air vehicle Mottion is sensed 4ANXt the
pitch 24%is by rate Wro. WW non i acolerowter" uhose signals ade -h114d
and gain scheduled, as required, to coanrd seivo dpc~es~t pr~ortionmte
to pitch rate wAn normal acceler~ticn, reactivoly. SCM t tr~uwforu
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these signals from pilot inputs and air vehicle motion into elevator deflection

a fail-operational system. Two independent dual-channel systems are mechanized
with dual-tandem servos which are position suzmmed on walking beam linkage,
Each dual-tandem servo is powered by a -Angle hydraulic system for rigid con-
trol of failures and to easily provide b~alancing for int. ccdhannel deviations
during normal operation. A monitor automatically disengages the individual
channel if an unacceptable interchannel difference exist. for longer than a
specified period of time. Tne summed walking beam displ; Owent, as well as

T individual servo displacement, is fed back to the servos in a ratio which pro-
vides walking beam displacement to servo inpu*t*, essent;* ly constant for one
servo operating or both servos operating, a& Vh mea ofsplingfal
operational characteristics.

10.4.1.1.2 Pitch Trim

Pitch trim is provided by two electrcm~echanical trim aLý:Iiitors rpsition-
summed with the pitch master cylinder outputs on walking beam J'inkage. Pilot
truim comn mnd is by actuation of a trim switch located on each respective yoke.

The normal mode of operation includes speed stabil.ity and trim for take-
oif. A two-motor actuator is used to allow monitoring between channels in
the noiral mode for avtomatic disengage after failure.

An altetrnate mode, of operation is available with pilot selection an the
center console, trim powor siwitch. The alt.trnate rode provides rate t.r~im
only, from the yoke grip switches.,

10.4.1.2 RollX otrol System

R~oll control is provided to the pilots by the use~ I~ the center- moun tod
yoke-type control whoels. Wheel displacowvnt is trxnsmittad to the control
systemt b7 means of push rcds and a single- laop cable system to control a roll
master cylinder. Thbis mocbanical systeri~ s attached to the pi~ot's '4ioel$
which connects to the copilot's wheel throuigh a disconnect mechanism, Located
at the Copilit's wheel amt por-Ition transducers which provide an electrical
control p~ath thro*g roll SCAS and the electrical aileron/spoiler control.

Artificial feel is provided by feel bungeos, owe at the master cylinder
on ;ho pilot control lir-kiigo fud ene at tho copilot's iwhel, each providing
OW~-half the feel gr~liont under nenrtul eircumstoncest Thwe diisconnet protect~s
Agaitist a jam in the tontrol system~ to, and inclu~ding, the =ater cylinder,"
Discomecting allows the pilot to fly Owe air veh~icle using the meclini~al
path Mhould Owe coilt's wh)e *v x, or allows the cop)ilot to fly the ait



vehicle using the electrical aileron/spoiler control and SCAS should the
pilot's wheel become jamed.

A roll master cylinder is used to isolate the aileron/spoiler control
mechanism from pilot displacement inputs. A system irreversible from pilot
force is thus provided, reducing friction and required force levels for pilot
control. The output of the roll master cylinder is transmitted through non-
linear linkage and dead band to the aileron actuators or aileron/spoiler
actuators, with required phasing and dead band removed for STOI operation.

10.4.1.2.1 Stability and Control Augmentation SCAS - Roll

-The roll SCAS transforms wheel displacement and air vehicle motion about
the roll axis into aileron deflection by means of electrical signals to the
aileron servos. Air vehicle. irotion is sensed about the roll axis by rate
gyros which have signals that control servo displacement proportional to roll
rate. The roll SCAS servo configuration is identical to pitch SCAS.

10.4.1.2.2 Roll Trim

Roll trim is provided through the use of the aileron servos with control
switches located on the center console. A high degree of flexibility in trim
rate and authority is thus provided for a minimum amount of hardware.

10.4.1.3 Yaw Control System

Yaw control is provided ýo the pilots by use of sets of pedals for e;ach
pilot. Each pedal set is adjus-, Je individually for pilot leg length.
Pedal displacement is transmittea ra the upper rudder control systems by
imteinas of push rods and a single-loop cable system. This mechanical system
is attached to the pilot's pedal linkages, which permanently join the pilot
and ccpilot pedal sets. Also attached at the copilot's pedal linkages are
the position transducers, which provide an electrical control path through
yaw SCAS to control the rudder. A system irreversible from pilot force is
thus provided, preventing pedal feedback from augmentation control commands.
The output of the cOtle loop is transmitted through a rudder limiter to provide
effectite -,udder v.i--rel "in' I Jg for high-speed flight. This linkage contreIs
the valves on the actuators zo p- %,L r.-dder displacement proportional to
rudder vedal position.

10.4.1.3.1 Stability and Control Augmentation SCAS - Yaw

The yaw SCAS transforms rudder pedal displace•ent and air vehicle motion
about the yaw axis into rudder displacement by means of electrical signals to
the yaw servos, and mechanically from the servos to the rudder actuators. The
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pedal displacement signals from sensors located on the copilot's pedals '
provide servo displacerent proportionately to pedal displacement. Air vehicle
motion is sensed about the yaw axis by rate gyros and accelerometers-whose
signals are shaped, gain schieduled, and limited, as required, and uged to'
control servo displacement. SCAS thus transforms these signals from pilot
inputs and air vehicle motion into rudder motion to produce the desired danping
and maneuver control characteristics.

The yaw SCAS is a dual-dual redundant system consisting of two operating
channels. Each opeiative channel is made up of one model and one active
channel controlling an electrohydraulic.se."Vo. A monitor automatically dis-
engages any operative channel which has active and model channels that are
different by an unacceptable amount for longer than a specified period of
time. The servo outputs are position summed on walking beam linkage. The
sunmed walking beam displacement, as well as individual servo displacement,
is fed back to the servos in a retio which provides walking beam displacement
to servo input, essentially constant for one servo operating or both servos
cperating, as the means of providing fail-operational characteristics.

10.4.1.3.2 Yaw Trim

Yaw trim is provided by two electromechanical trim actuators position
sunmned on dual linkages which displace the yaw feel bungee and thus detebn'ine
pedal displacement for zero force. The trim actuators operate fron yaw trim
switches located, respectively, on the pilot's and copilot's left consoles.
One trim actuator is controlled at any given tiiie with the second unit in a
standby condition. A yaw trim power switch on the pilot's center console pro-
vides the means to select which of the actuators is operating; i.e., normal
or alternate.

10.4.2 SEOONDARY FLIGHt CONTROLS

10.4,2,1 Flaps and Slats

The flaps are mounted in three-per-side sections. Extension or retraction
is accorplished by dual hydraulic motors driving jackscrew actuators through a
conventional torque tube system. An asymmetry c1tector, located at the out-
board end of each torque tube, locks the motor shaft through a disk-type posi-
tion brake if an unacceptable degree of asymmetry is reached. The aft
segments of the inboard and outboard flaperon sections form integ.-al parts of
the direct drag control mid roll control systems,

IN.,Ive (six per wing) leading-edge slat panels extend across the span
with necessary clearance sizing and breaks. Bach section is hydraulically
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extended to its optimum deflection upon selection of any flap setting, before
flap motion is allowed. The hydraulic actuators are equipped with an
asymmetry detector/brake system.

.10.4.2.2 Spoilers

The eight spoilers (four per wing) serve several functions. Simultaneous
operation can only occur in flight when the flaps are fully retracted for
use as a speed brake, or on the ground when a microswitch on the nose gear
strut is closed for wing-lift reduction. Sequential operation for additional
roll control occurs in the STOL mode (nonzero flap setting with the microswitch
open). Singular operation of the inboard panels for direct-lift contro)
requirements occurs only when the flaps are in their full or landing position.

Separate duel hydraulic servo actuators enable the required differential
and sy•metrical deployments. Electrical provisions are incorporated for auto-
matic and pilot-commanded control on the inboard panels.

10.4.2.3 Direct Lift and Drag Control

Two types of control surfaces are utilized in this system which control
drag as well as lift. Inboard spoiler panels are employed to control lift,
while the aft segment on the inboard flap sections are used for drag control.

Coincidental with landing flap positioning, each pair of control surfaces
is symmetrically rigged by dual electrically controlled hydraulic irreversible
servos to a predetermined setting which provides the lift-to-drag ratio
required at design approach speed and power setting, As presently conceived,
drag modulation is commanded through a switch on the control coltumn, and the
lift connand signal from a trim-type button is superimposed with a signal from
the roll control system as it exceeds a preset dead band. Space, weight, and
power allotments are made for additional autcmatic or augmentation controls.

10.4.2.4 STOL Mode Conversion

Two pilot-controlled actions are necessary to convert from conventional
flight to the STOL mode, or vice veroia, These actions are flap selection and
diverter-nozzle positioning.

Activation of the flap selection lever from the retracted position results
in the following:

1. Releases null-position hydraulic locks on both elevator and rudder
forward segmnt actuators, allowing these surfaces to be coupled into
their respective control systens.
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2. Closes the circuitry to the sequential spoilers, which provides the
roll control system with maximum capability.

3. If landing flaps are se.lected, activates the direct lift control
system.

Positioning the diverter-nozzle3 concurrently resets the horizontal
stabilizer through the pitch trim system. The command signal can either be
a predetermined value or calculated by an air data computer if it is necessary
to increase the STOL mode operational range.

10.5 FUEL SYSTEM

Fuel is contained in two interconnected wing tanks in each wing and in
four separate main tanks located in the center wing section, above the cargo
compartment. A schematic diagram of the fuel system is included in figure 117.

Consideration given to methods of preventing or limiting fuel loss due
to damage from small-arms projectiles includes the following:

I. The four main tanks are strategically located to take maximn-
advantage of available structural protection.

2. An additional safety feature is incorporated in the-form of self-
sealing material applied to the bottom and sidewall surfaces of the
main tanks.

s. Fuel leakage fvnm the integral portion of the tack, outboard. of the
Scngines pods, wil3 not promott a rire because fuel will normally be
used from the -,,utboard wing tanks first.

Use of the conposite sealing system developed by the Air Force Material
Lahorator) offers a number of advantages, in this application, over the self-
sealing cell method, The overall Welght can he held to a minimum through
application of th6 %elf-sealing material to only those areas of the fuel tanks
that require pi.jectile inflicted leakage control, Smaller and fewer access
openings are requ.red, because the composite sealing materials may be.applied
to bxternal tank surfaces as well as to internal tank surfaces.

Fire an('• xplosion suppression -ithin the..fuel tanks, iý accomplished
through the v- of a nitogefn inerting system, Dilution to less than
lO-perceant oxygen content in the ullage space prevents explosion of fih. rkr
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this application, nitrogen inerting is considered superior to other suppression
techniques such as reticulated foam. The nitrogen inerting system advantages
include a significant weýight savings, improved utilization of fuel tank volume,
and enhancement of access for maintainability.

10.5.1 FUEL TRANSFER AND ENGINE FEED

Fuel contained in the outboard wing fuel tanks flows by gravity to the
inboard wing tanks and is pumped to the inboard wing transfer pump manifold
for delivery to all four main tanks. Fuel transfer into each main tank
through normally open, dual level control valves continues until all fuel
in the wing tanks is depleted, at which time transfer pumps are automatical'.y
shut off. 3

Each engine is fed from a separate, independent main tank containing one
fuel booster pump. Any one main tank can also supply fuel to ary combination
of two, three, or four engines when the applicable interconnecting crossfeed
valves are opened. Suction feed from each main tank is provided for use in
case of booster pump failure and/or until fuel feel from another main tank
can be established. Fuel supply to any engine may be shut off by closing the
applicable firewall shutoff valve.

10.5.2 P•EFUELING/DERJELING ARD AERIAL REWUELTNG

"Two pressure refueling receptacles are located on the side of the airplane,
as low as possible, to provide easy access from the ground without the need
for workstands, The required refueling flow rate of 600 gallons per minute
per receptacle is supplied to the fuel system interconnecting lines through
dual level control valves in each tank, The servicing panel includes override
switches to test each stage of each dual level control valve for proper fuel
shutoff at the start of refueling.

Defueling is acco0lished through the pressure refueling receptacles of
200 gpm, By opening the refuoling line shutoff valve and closing each of the
main tank level control valves, fuel may be pumped directly to the receptacles
from the wing tanks. Any one or all of the main tanks may be defueled by oper-
ating the booster pwMp(s) with the refueling shutoff valve closed$ the defueling

.valv open, and the applicable crossfeed valve(s) open. Gravity filling and/or
Suction defueling openings are provided in each tank for emergency use.

The universal aerial refueling receptacle slipway installation, located
-on the top centerline of the airplane and aft of the crew compartment, is
cmf-tected by a check valve to the saw fuel distribution system used during
grwnd refueling. After ground or aerial refueling, fuel trapped in the
Srafling line is ppe to one of the main tanks through the scavenge system.
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The universal aerial refueling receptacle slipway installation, located
on the top centerline of the airplane and aft of the crew compartment, is
connected by a check valve to the same fuel distribution system used during
ground refueling. After ground or aerial refueling, fuel trapped in the
refueling line is pumped to one of the main tanks through the scavenge system.

10.5.3 VENTING AND NITROGEN INERTING

Dive and climb vent outlets are provided in each tank, with interconnect-
ing lines manifolded to one common vent valve. Regulated nitrogen gas, sup-
plied from the liquid nitrogen dewar, provides a positive pressure differential
throughout the fuel system and fills the ullage space to produce an inert
atmosphere as the fuel is used. The nitrogen pressure also services the vwnt
vailve servos as a reference pressure to maintain a closed vent system nitil an
excess positive differential pressure actuates the valve open. The vent valve
automatically goes to the open position if nitrogen pressure is depleted.
Emergency dive and climb vent relief valves are also provided in case the vent
valve fails closed.

10.5.4 FUEL DUMP

A fuel dump shutoff valve is locqted outboard of each wing tank and
receives fuel to be dumped from the wing tank transfer puimps. During the fuel
dunn process, fuel may be also transferred to the main tarnks or may be
restricted from entering the main tanks by clc3ing the level control valves.
The fuel in the main tanks cannot be dumped in order to insure an adequate
reserve for engine operation.

I0,S.S FUEL QUANTITY GAGING

lTe fuel gaging system incorporates liquid-level-seading capacitor-type
probes installed in each tanýk, Total fuel quantity readout is provided,
together withl individual fuel tank quantity displays. At the normal flight
attitude, the fuel quantity gaging system is designed to provide readout
accuracies within the range of tO.75 percent of full scale t2 percent of fuel
remaining, as required by MIL-6-7940, class II, accuracy.

10.6 0LAI)NING MAR

The landing and deceleration systemr include the main mind nose landing
gears; fairing doors complete with actuating mid locking systems, nosewheel
steering, and damt.ni system; wheoels, tires, tnd brakes; brake control and
antiskid system; and all operational modeanisms
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The landing gear system has been designed to met the desired STOL
landing and flotation objectives of CBR 6 and 200 passes and a limit sink
speed of 15 feet per second at midmission weight. It has been designed to the
provision. •f MIL-A-008862A, paragraph 3.2.7. The standard ultimate load
factor of 1.5 applies to the landing gear and its supporting structure. The
,,Year is designed with sufficient tread width and strength to allow good
crosswind operation, and meets the turnover requirements of USAF Design
Handbook DH2-1. The aircraft is equipped with an antiskid, automatic actuating
braking system. The landing gear is capable of a one-time STOL takeoff and
return to a main operating base after one nose or one main gear tire has been
punctured.

The landing gears are electrically controlled from the crew station and
are hydraulically operi.. ,d to achieve minimum weight and space requirements.
Each of the main gears ana the nose gear has redundancy for operation to a
safe landing configuration, in the event of electrical or hydraulic failure.
Both main and nose gears are forward retracting to provide a free-fall capa-
bility once the uplocks are released.

The main gear and the nose gear are fitted with auxillary actuators to
unlock the doors and the uplocks, to allow the gears to extend for emergency
operation. All uplocks are provided with redundant release mechanisms, and
are held overcenter and locked in the desired closed or open position, with or
without hydraulic power.

The configuration and arrangement provide compatibility between aero-
dynamic design and landing gear structural and dynamic requirements. The
geometric locations of the wheels, in relation to the aircraft center of
gravity, are set primarily to obtain satisfactory tip-back angle and lateral
stability characteristics. The nose gear location has been optimized,
considering the factors of available stowage volume and forward-folding
kinematic arrangement.

A four-wheel bogie, twin-tandem arrangement mounted on a single strut
has been selected for the main gears; a twin-wheel, single-strut arrangement
has been selected for the nose gear. Location and sizing of the wheels and
tires meet requirements of AFFDL-7h-71-09-1E4, "Design Procedure for Establish-
in& Aircraft Capability to Operate on Soil Su&faces," dated 6 Septenber 1971.
All gears are enclosed by contoured fai-ing doors during flight, and the nose
wheel doors are closed during taxi, takeoff, and landing. Tires selected are a
new design interpolated from existing type III tire data. Tho landing gear
susystem provides the following functions:

1. Absorbs and/or transmits the static and dynuwic energy resulting from
the air vehicle landing ad grond muneuvering operations.

Z. Provides directional control of the steering, tunming, pivoting,
taxiing, braking, and dapping of the air vehicle.
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3. Provides ground flotation for the air vehicle during ground maneuvers.

4. Provides for retraction, extension, and locking of the gears for the
flight and ground modes of operation, and indication and warning to
the pilot of gear position.

5. Provides for towing, tiedown, holdback, and jacking of the air
vehicle.

Figure 118 indicates the landing gear general arrangement and turning
capability applicable to the STOL TAI airplane. The nose gear can be turned
to an angle of 770 15' to permit a 180-degree turn of the aircraft on a
60-foot-wide strip.

10.7 MATERTAL HANDLING

The material handling system includes provisions to accommodate USAF 463L
material handling system-type unitized cargo. The 463L cargo restraint
provisions are integral with the cargo bay floor for structural efficiency
and durabilit; and to facilitate reconfiguration to alternate mission modes.
Provisions are included to accommodate intermodal (8- by 8-by 10-foot
multiples) containers. Provisions are includ1ed to accommodate a powered-
pallet transfer device for one-man on/off loading of palletized cargo, in addi-
tion to the conventional winching capability for movement of both palletized
and vehicular cargo. One-man pallet positioning can be accomplished using a
portable electrically powered (28-volt dc) transfer device whicb fits under
the pallets and reacts against a rack-gear surface submerged in the flocr.

The cargo restraint provisions in the cargo floer will accept the
additional aerial delivery system (AMX) peculiar restraint and release
mechanisms. Space and mournting provisions are available in the cargo bay
overhead, just forward of the pressure door retracted position, for installa-
tion of ADS extraction parachute release mechanism. Control systems for both
normal (cockpit) and secondary (cargo bay) actuation of the Ars release
mechanism are integral portions of the aircraft.

The indicated cargo compartment dimensions represent unobstructed net
usable space available, Aq)le space is provided in the aircraft sidewall
areas for stowage of all material handling system functional hardware not
in use, without intruding on the asable cargo space.

The specified payload is net of payload- accomlation equipment (furnish-
ings) such as cargo tiedowns, troop seating/comfort/survival piovisions, and
litter acconyxations, Dhe weight allowances for these items have been
included in the (•E totals, 11Tus, the specified payload is entirely net
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useful load. The STOL TAI is able to deliver rated payloads while retaining,
tat any sortie coopletion, a self-contained capability for reconfiguration to

different mission types.

When utilized for palletized logistics cargo, maximum density is attained
with the 88- by 108-inch pallets, carried with the 108-inch dimension
oriented laterally in the aircraft. The cargo floor width of 140. inches
leaves a floor level scanning aisle, along each side, of approximately 18
i~nches, with pallets loaded to a 104-inch-width limit.

As shown in figure 119, this provides ample room for personnel movement
to check the security of the palletized cargo, as Will as the alternate mission
equipment stowed along the wall. For the ADS mission, using 108-inch-wide
pallets, the internal cleararces are the same.

When utilized for paratroop airdrop missions, the cargo bay would be
configimed as depicted in figure 120. This four-row arrangement prov~des wide
egress ais..- az-i based upon 24-inch seat width, will carry 74 paratioOps.
For troop ferry missions,, a smiliar four-row armagement will provide a
capacity of 90 20-i-nch seats. If Clesired, an additional five seats per side
can be mounted on the wheel well. walls, giving a total of 100 seats. An
alternate five-row, high-density configuration can provide a capacity of 116

A 1 ~ 20- inch seais , as depicted ii,. figure 121. figure 122 depicts the. cargo bay
floor plan for the several troop-carrying configurations previously noted.

10.8 SECWWDAY POWIR

An auxlilary powr uimt (AP.)) is required onboard the vehicle to provide
electrical power. hydraulic power, and pressurized airflow for the environ-
mental control system during givo~id .0 emergency conditions Yhen the mabi
propulsion systm is no~t in operation~. In Wdition to~ tVs imto the
JU will be used to start the imain engines by means of a pneumatic starting
system. The pnimiatic starting system w-as selected from other mthods such
as electrical. cartridge, fuel-air, hydraulic, and cryogenics, based on
reliability, weight, cost, and risk. lthe size of the AMI gas, turbine is
established by the ionomt of pressurized airf-low availe~le to properly start
the main engines.

A 100-percent size AiRaemrch CT CT' 165 series unit, used in the B-1
J b~zd~er and CS-A transport, would satisfy the engine starting and output shaft

horsepower requiivw~ts fot t.~e SMOL TAI vehicle, %hich uses the 93-percent
site GE 13/P14 turbofans., The cowressor section is destgped to provide con-
pressed air required for the angira-turnine operstion, as well as the large
quanitiy that is taken as pneustic powr for external use. The accoasory
'section incloudes on integral ouqv~t pad for driven equipment, ts well as the
necessary electrical,, fuel, and oil systes caqwmets. The un~it is e4uipoed
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CARGO BAY CONFIGURATION
PARATROOP AIRDROP MISSION

4 ROWS, 24 IN. SEATS
CAPACITY: 74 MEN

LOW-DENSITY TROOP FERRY MISSION

4 ROWS, 20 IN. SEATS
CAPACITY: 90 MEN'

Figure 120. Ca'go Bay Configuration - Troop Mission (Four-Ro)



HIGH-DENSITY TROOP FERRY MISSION

5 ROWS, 20 IN, SCATS
CAPACITY: 116 MEN

Figure 121. Cargo Bay Configuration - Troop Mission (Five-Row)
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CARGO BAY SEATING ARRANGEMENT

(for 45 ft. x 11.7 ft. cargo bay)

jC.1 I e11 I I .

,All l I 1 2a ... i= "',i 71 i I I --

PARATROOPS-24" seats
Capacity 74 men

K Tl l,1_ 11I! 11IIl.lII. I...

....i v" TI

TROOP FERRY-Low Density-4 Rows
20" seats-Basic capacity 90 men; optional capacity 100 men

.JW2LL--P -ZLII•DTLL

TROOP FURRY-fligh Densitv-C' rows+
30" austa-capsui:tv 116 mvin

Figure 122. Cargo Bay Floor Plan
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with a fully automatic control system that properly sequences starter operation,
fuel control, ignition, and surge control to provide a stable automatic starting
cycle requiring only the engagement of a single starter switch. Additional

automatic controls provide continuous operating adjustments to compensate for
variations in bleed airload, shaft power requirements, and ambient conditions.

The APU is installed with a self-contained hydraulic starting system
that can be used for ground or emergency flight Operation. Two accumulators
installed in separate hydraulic systems provide a double-start capability
without an additional power source. The accumulators are charged when the
hydraulic systems are pressurized by operating the ptmps or by supplying
external pressure. A battery is required onboard to provide electrical energy
for opening the fuel flow valve, although the valve would also have a manual
override control.

10.8.1 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The aircraft electrical system provides l15/200-volt, three-phase
400-hertz ac and 28-volt dc power to the load equipment. The main ac cvstem
is a variable-speed constant frequency (VSCF) system with four 40-kilovolt-
ampere (kva) oil-cooled generators, four power frequency converters, automatic
syiichronizing/paralleling equipment, four distribution buses, and supervisory
and protective equipment. One generator is driven by each of the aircraft
engines. An APU drives a 20 kva generator for use during an in-flight
emergency or on the ground when ground power is not available. The dc system
consists of two 100-ampere transformer-rectifier inits (TRU); a 28-volt,
36-ampere-hour battery; two main dc buses; wid a battery bus, An external
receptacle is provided for ac ground power ior aircraft servicing and mainte-
nance. A schematic diagram is shown in figure 123, and a load analysis is
shown in figure 124.

The VSCF system has been chosen for this aircraft because of its irherent
reliability, stability, and efficiency. Reliability of the system has been
demonstrated to be superior to the mechanical-type of constant-frequency
system. Generator and converter mean-time-between-failure is of the order of
20,000 hours. The frequency In the VSCF system is controlled by a stable
electronic oscillator, and the frequency of the output power does not vary
with the application and removal of loads or with abrupt changes in engine
speed. System efficiency is 10 percent greater than that of mechanical
drivers, with resulting counservation of fuel and reduction in cooling require-
ments. Weight of the VSCF installation (including generator, converter,
filter, control panel, and feders) caymparob very favorably with other
systems,

An -nalysis of the electrical and electronic equipment required by ,Jtis
type of aircraft, and tht mission time-line load profile, shows the totvi
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generator capacity required to be approximately 73 kva. An installed capacity
of 80 kva would satisfy this requirement, but would not provide growth
potential. In order to make provision for electrical and electronic system
growth and to provide redundancy, a 160 kva system is installed. A four-
generator system was chosen for reasons of reliability and logistics. In
the event of a generator failure, the three remaining generators are capable
of supplying the entire system load, Utilization of identical engine gearbox-
generator configurations simplifies logistics.

The four ac generators are used in a VSCF system and are normally
operated in a split par allel configuration. The two right-hand and the two
left-hand pairs are operated in parallel, with each pair powering two of the
aircraft ac buses. In case of a generator failure, the remaining generators
and the buses are operated in parallel. Automatic synchronizing and parallel-
ing is provided by the converter assembly (CA) and the supervisory panel (SUP).

There are four primary ac buses (emergency and service), two on each side
of the aircraft. The emergency bus can be powered frcm either the primary
system or the APU and supplies power to flight-essential equipment. Equipment
which is deemed essential to flight is powered by two buses - an emergency bus
and a primary bus. The service bus is used while the aircraft is on the ground
for preflight, fueling, turnaround, and cargo handling, and for providing power
required by personnel during live-aboard periods. Differential current
transformers are installed in the generator feeders and in the distribution
buses for fault protection. This system will remove power from the bus by
opening the load contactor when fault current is detected. Circuit breakers
are used for the protection of individual loads.

The supervisory panel (SUP) monitors and controls the ac system auto-
matically. Its function is to assure synchronous operation of the system,
to close the bus tie contactor (MVC) in case of a generator failure, and to
start the APU and monitor off the main ac buses in case of the failure of all
main generators. In this case, ac power would be supplied to the emergency bus
only for equipment essential to flight.

The APU furnishes pneumatic, hydraulic, and electrical power for servicing
mad maintenance of the aircratz. It is started by a pneumohydraulic accumulator
which can be manually' charged. At extremely low tenperatures, when battery
output is low, the APU starting valve can be operated by hand.

In the case of an in-flight emergency, with all engines or generators out
of service, the APJ will supply power to allow a safe landing of the aircraft,
11w MP1 is operable below 25,000 feet. If the vehicle is flying above this
altitude when the emergency occurs, it will be necessary to reduce altitude
to 25,000 feet before starting the ARI. The APM electrical output is not
paralleled with the main electrical system. The system is interlocked to
prevent application of APlJ power while the main system is operating.
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FigurA 123. Electrical System Schmatic Diagram
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The dc loads are normally supplied by the two TRU's operating in parallel
through the two dc buses. In case of a TRU failure, the remaining unit can
supply the full aircraft dc load requirements. DC loads which are essential
to flight are supplied from both buses. The battery is used for crew entry
lights and APU starting. The battery contactor is interlocked with the main
dc bus contactors so that no heavy dc loads can be connected to the battery.
The battery is kept in a charged condition by floating across the dc bus when
the TRU's are operating.

10.8.2 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

The main hydraulic power is provided by four independent systems with a
nominal working pressure of 4,000 psi ard an operating temperature range of
-65 to +2750 F. Each system is powered by two variable displacement pumps
installed on air vehicle mounted, engine-driven gearboxes. Hydraulic systems
No. 1 and 2 extract power from the two left-hand engines, and systems No. 3
and 4 from the right-hand engines. The two pumps in each system are powered
by different engines. A small auxiliary system, powered by tle APU, is pro-
vided for ground operation of the cargo doors and ramp without running the
primary flight engines.

A simplified block diagram of the hydraulic system is shown in figure
125. Two of the main systems power only the primary flight controls. The
other two systems are designed for combined operation of the primary flight
controls, secondary flight controls, and utility functions. 'iTis system
arrangement will permit mission completion with any one system failed (after
gear retraction). It also peimits continued safe flight and landing capa-
bility after a second system failure. System separation is provided by routing
lines on both sides of the fuselage a•id in the wing, by routing lines ahead of
the front spar and aft of the rear spar.

Preliminary data resulted in the following flow requirements:

Function cjw/Systen

Elevators 10

Spoilers 4

Ailerons 3

lAnding gear 18

Brakes is

NW steering S
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Function GPM/Sy~zer

Cargo doors 10

Aerial refueling

System internal leakage 2

Tentative system capacities were established by the load summaries listed
in table XLVIII. The systems are sized by the descent requirement of 25 gpm
when the pump speed is at 71 percent of maximum. The 25 gpm demand is the
sum of the landing gear requirement plus all of the other average requirements.
Although the landing gear requirement applies to system No. 2 only, the other
three systems have a requirement almost as great during conventional landing.
For logistics reasons, all pumps will be identical.

A preliminary selection has been made of a 0.75 cubic-inches-per-
revolution pump. Assuming a volumetric efficiency of 0.92, this pump will
provide a flow of 19.4 gpm at 6,500 rpm, resulting in a system capacity of
38.8 gpm.

The lf-iding gear is normally powered by system No. 2. The landing gear
has a free-fall capability and, in the event of a failure of system No. 2,
the uplocks are released by system No. 3. In addition, an accumulator is
provided as a backup.

The brakes are powered by systems No. 1 and 4. Emergency brakes are
provided by use of the APU start accumulator.

The auxiliary motor pump system provides ground operatioral capability
of the cargo doors when powered by the APU driven generator.

An accumulator provides emergency power for the aerial refueling
receptacle, The thrust deflection nozzle is activated by pnewmatic actuators,
and weights for this system are included in the propulsion section,
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SECTION XI

SUIVIVABILITY-VULNERABILITY

11.1 THE STOL MISSION

The mi'ision of ti~e STOL transport is to deliver and sustain tactical
ground forces during a conflict. The mission phases can be stated as:

* Load at secure base

* Takeoff

* Cruise to viicinity of forward area airstrip

" Approach and Lqnding

" Park, unload, and reload

"Takeoff and climbout

Cruise to secure base

Land

For the purposes of this discussion, dispositions of conflicting surface
forces can be described as one of the following:

* Fixed forward edgo of battle area (fixed FERA)

* Enclave

A fixed FEBA is roughly equivalent to a "front line," behind which the
area is secure. An enclave is a secure area strrounded by an area open to
enemy action.

The leakproof FM situation requires that threats be lauoched from the
opposite siu of this FEfA, which limits the weapon types due to the required
range, and als6 limits the directions of approach.

The enclave situation places no minimum upwio threat range. However, to
continue to exist, an enclave mwst have control of the air and sufficient
power to limit the enemy forces around the perimeter. Specificazll:, if the
enemy Ierimeter forces are able to deliver explosive amition' ontc the enclave
in quantity, it will be lost. Accordingly, the enmy perimeter fbice may be
defined to be of a gwrrilla nature, using "shoot and scoot" tactics.
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The minimum airfield usable by the meditn STCL transport is on the order
of 2,000 feet. Study of intratheater transport survivability resulted in
definition of four classes of airfields, C. which class III corresponds to the
medium STOL minimum. A class III airfield is usually positioned iO to 12
nautical miles from the FEBA. For their own protection, ground-based threats
(artillery and rocket launchers) are usually positioned one-third of their
range behind the FEBA, so that the-class •i-i airfield position requires a
ground-based threat to have a minirmu., ••rge o" 15 to 18 nautical miles. A
class III airfield in an enclave sitau.. -.- predicted by the reference to be
enclosed by a threat net similar to figure 126.

The threats to the STOL near a class III airfield as derived in the

referenc,,- study are as follow:

1. Fixed FEBA

a. Surface-to-surface threats (STOL on ground)

" 130 nun gun, for which four to 12 rounds are predicted prior to
reaction fire b)r friendly forces

b. Air-to-surface threats

* Single-place supersonic fighter, for which delivery of two to
four 500-pound general-purpose bombs is predicted.

2, Enclave

a. Surface-to-surface threats

* 122 mm rocket, 18 to 54 rounds

" 82 m mortar, 15 to 40 rounds

b. Surface-to-air threats

" 14.5 mmi, 12.7 MO, an 7.62 mm M&achuW gu

* 7.62 mi ritfle

" 23 wm and 37 m weapons

A tactical SAM corresponding to the U.S, Redoye probably should bc added
to the list. This throat is an tR seeker with a contact iuzed s=i1l wahq'ad
and is usab"e by gurrilla forces.
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11.2 T[JREAT EFFECTS

The three most important kill mechanisms of the aforementioned threats
involve ballistic blast overpressure, and incendiary effects. The combined
blast and fragment effects resulting from the detonation of the larger mortar,
projectile, or bomb threats are such that, at short burst-to-target distances,
aircraft loss or damage requiring large times to repair are virtually certain.
Consequently, the only feasible hardening techniques L-or these threats involve
either sheltey's or dispersion of parked aircraft. The central objective of
the survivability enhancement task for the aircraft on the ground can, there-
fore, be defined in terms of longer burst-to-target distances, at which blast
pressures are reduced to a viable level. At r'ich distances, penetration is
the dominant effect.

11.2.1 PENETRATION

Comparison of the destructive potential of the fragments of explosive
warheads and the inert rounds (bullets) of the expected threats shows that the
14.5 mm armor-piercing. bullet respresents the maximum potential. This round is,
therefore, selected to define the maximum penetrator protection requirement.

The expected threat to the transport while landing or taking off from the
typical class III airfield is schematically shown in figure 127. Basically,
these threats result in possible lower-hemisphere impacts on the transport
which should be considered in placement of components and protection allocation
to critical subsystems. The thrdat to the aircraft on the ground is primarily
the multiple fragment penetration resulting from proximity detonations cf
mortar rounds, projectiles, and bombs. Because of effects such as ricochet,
the fragment penetration could be expected from many varying angles. However,
the protection features and design considerations for the in-flight cases are
expected to resu?" in significant protection from the partial fragmerntation
effect. -The location and protection features such as self-sealing to prevent
fuel from leaking on the ground and burning up an otherwise undamaged aircraft
becomes vitally important for parked aircraft. Southeast Asia parked aircraft
information supports this conclusion.

11,2.2. BLAS.

For the threats considered, the blast Lverpressure on the stnrcture is
usually secondary to the multiple fragment penetration effects as far as
lethal aircraft damage is concerned. Weight limitations prohibit protection
of the structure from penetrators; hence, no blast requiretint need be placed
upon such structure. !owever, there may be areas such as cargo doors that
are muxh more vulnerable to blast; these should be analyzed to insure that
fragmenting warIlad blast effects are secondary for all structure.
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The threat effect of a Redeye-type SAM is solely blast. This blast
effect is so concentrated in area and of such magnitude that no sensible pro-
tection can be suggested. The hit probability from this threat can be lowered
by reducing the STOL transport. IR emission, particularly that of the engine
exhaust.

11.2.3 INCENDIARY EFFECTS

A major portion of small-arms ammunition carries incendiary material that
is activated by contact with a target. High-velocity fragments, impacting
structure such as aluminum or titanium may generate their own incendiary flash
(the so-called pyrophoric effects). Contact fuzed projectiles such as the
23 mm can also result in incendiary sources. The combustible materials of the
STOL transport provide a damage mechanism by which a low-energy threat effect
such as an incendiary bullet or high-speed projectile can disable or destroy
the aircraft. Applicable protective measures can be taken to reduce the
incendiary potential of an aircraft. The fuel and hydraulic subsystems, pyro-
technic device installations, crew compartment, engines, and cargo areas each
require unique hardening techniques against incendiary mechanisms. Materials
that require additional oxygen for burning, such as fuel, can be protected by
reducing the probability that a fuel-orygen (air) mixture will exist. Mate-
rials such as pyrotechnic devices and beathing oxygen must be shielded. The
crew compartment can be protected by utilizing only materials that will not
sustain combustion. The cargo area and the engines can be protected by fire
extinguishing installations.

11,3 GENERAL REMARKS ON HARDENING

Threat effects that will destroy a STOL transport can be divided into
two groups:

1. Catastrophic threat effects - those that inflict sufficient damage
that the aircraft is lost

Example: A 500-pound general-purpose bomb burst, 10 feet from the
aircraft wingtip.

2. Triggering threat effects - those that damage a component in such a
way that the coqmonent response results in aircraft loss.

Example: A penetrator which causes a leak in the hydraulic system,
causing loss of primary flight surfact; control and resulting
in aircraft loss
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Protection of the STOL transport against catastrophic effects is provided by
airfield and air security measures. The main interest of hardening is toward
the triggering threat effect. Triggering threat effects that apply to a
parked SrOL transport are those such as burning or detonation of the aircraft's
fluid or pyrotechnics. A flying STOL transport is susceptible to these threats
plus those that disable flight subsystems.

A major goal of the STOL transport hardening task is to minimize the
probability at reasonable weight that a single penetrator can trigger aircraft
loss.' Since the penetrator threat is predominantly from the lower hemisphere,
it follows that the more critical of the vulnerable components should be
located in the upper portion of the fuselage, above the cargo space. Of these,
the more critical should be located closer to the centerline.

Subsystem redundancies markedly enhance penetrator survivability; however,
for this to be effective, the redundant components must be separated so that
no penetrator could disable more than one of them.

11.4 SUBSYSTEM HARDMNING

11.4.1 STRUCTURE, INCLUDING CONTROL SURFACES AND LANDING GEAR

One structural design objective is that it be designed to accept one
penetrator (14.5 mn armor-piercing at 2,400 feet per second) without degrada-
tion of any essential capability. Another objective is that the structure be
designed to perform a part of the shielding function. For an example of this
last, the lines and controls in" the vertical stabilizer and engine pylons are
concentrated into small cross sections and are close to the mold line. In
these locations, lines that are pacts of redundant hydraulic systems are so
confined that one penetrator could cause multiple system disablement. Box
section structure can be designed to provide a considerable measure of protec-
tion. Generally, the structure should be designed with redundant load paths
and using shatter-resistant materials. These will reduce the probability of
aircraft structural damage resulting in aircraft loss. An additional important
factor to be considered is battle damage repairability, since an aircraft
requiring extensive man-hours to repair is essentially a "lost" aircraft.

11.4.2 CREW AND CREW STATION

The crew station is shielded from direct rear angles by the fuselage and
its contents, and to some extent from below. This shielding can be augmented
by removable armor that will protect from all angles of the lower hemisphere
and on the order of IS degrecs above the horizontal. Protection from forward
directions is the most serious problem; here, the requirement for armor pro-
tection is opposed by the requirement for the pilots to use the controls, read
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the instruments, and observe through the windows. For this reason, it is
preferable tQ install armor forward of the instrument panel and instruments.
Provisions for armor installation and removal must be developed early in the
design.

The location of the forward armor makes a box around and under the crew
more practical than individual armored seats or crewman enclosures, as designed
for the C-130. The box will also protect the flight-essential components in
the crew station, as a crewman enclosure would not.

Armor protection in way of the windshield can be provided by external
bolt-on armor, windshields made of transparent'armor, or internal bolt-on.
The bolt-on armor could be transparent, or opaque with transparent insets.
One aspect of this problem is that transparent armor that is effective against
a 14.5 n•n penetrator will be both bulky and heavy. Transparent inset might
be designed to lesser requirements if the areas required were sufficiently
small.

11.4.3 FUEL SYSTEM

Hardening of the fuel system involves consideration of protection from
explosion in vapor-filled tanks, leakage and fire, catastrophic fuel leakage,
and fuel loss such that engine fuel starvation is experience. In an =npro-
tected fuel system, a very high probability of achieving one of these failure
mechanisms exists given a hit by any threat. Since the presented area of the
fuel system is very large from most aspects of interest, this presents a large
vulnerability problem. The fuel supply systems should be laid out so that
they are buried in the tanks as much as possible and that no one hit on a tank
or line will result in loss of engine feed capability. All point designs
should include these design considerations as well as fire, explosion, and
leakage suppression. Additionally, careful attention will be given in the
design *to fasteners and tan'& attach points, with the net result of all these
considerations being a crash-resistant as Well as a vulnerability-resistant
design.

11.4.4 PROPULSION SYSIEM

The dominant survivability feature of the STOL transport propulsion
system is the redundmicy provided by the four engines. The fire extinguishing
system is a second inportant feature. Since the STOL transport is not a
cobat aircraft, the redundancy obviates the need for protection features
that add more than a slight weight increment. However, the following features
can be considered:

Provide high-velocity ventilation and high-rate fluid drainage of
potential fire areas
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" Provide location of fluid lines and other components having a high
fire potenzial toward the top center of the pod or in some other more
protected location

* Provide for a two-shot engine fire extinguishing system

11.4.5 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

Hydraulic fluid in a large line or tank can be exploded or ignited by an
incendiary penetrator. The use of redundant systems minimizes the effect of
fluid leaks, but does not protect against combustion. Accordingly, fluid lines
and components should be accorded high priority for protection against pene-
tration. Electrical power can be considered for applications wherein hydraulic
and electric power are competitive. The hydraulic system in each of the point
designs includes four completely independent systems with two pumps per system.
Maximum system separation is used to minimize the probability that one hit will
cause failure of more than one system.

11.4.6 FLIGHT CJNTROL SYSTEM

The redundancies that are built into the system are made useful for
survivability by separation of the members of redundant sets. The concept
used for the basepoint flight control is that the system will provide 100-
percent capability following one failure, and safe operation with reduced
capability following two failures. Primary flight controls are powered by
four completely independent hydraulic systems, each system powered by two
hydraulic pumps, and any three systems able to provide maximum control system
capability.

11.4.7 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

The two general methods of electrical power survivability enhancement
are separation of redkundant components and protection of all components by
placement behind heavy structure and less critical components. The circuit
protection, built into the system for ether recsons, providits a considerable
protection against short and open circuits caused by penetrators, fire, etc.

The system selected for the point design insures that deactivation an/or
shorting of any one component by threat effects will not trigger a large-scale
system failure. Areas such as phase synchronization and essential bus con-
tactors have been designed with consideration for this condition.
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The effects of penetrating storage batteries require that these receive
careful attention, with respect to the circuit effect and the corrosive fluid
that may leak through the hole in the compartment made by the penetrator.

Four interconnecting systems have been used in the basepoint design with
a generator on each engin6. Full system capability is retained with loss of
any two generators. Bus separation and redundancy provide power distribution
to all electrical components from any two generators.

11.4.8 BAiTLE DAMAGE REPAIR

The foregoing design considerations will result in an aircraft that is
capable of surviving hits from many threats. Another important consideration
in the design is to allow rapid repair or replacement of nonlethal bat'.le
damage. These considerations are ju.st as important as reductions in physical
vulnerability since an aircraft requiring several thousands man-hours to
repair is just as effectively '"lost'l to the commander as one that has received
lethal damage.
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SECTION XII

TRADE STUDIES

* IIThe STOL TAI design requirements, as outlined in section III, specify
several design trades for which -vehicle effects are to be determined. These
trades are as follows:

Basepoint Trade

Trade Design Value

Mission radius (n mi) 500 750

Cruise speed (M) 0.75 0.85

Field length (ft) 2,000 *500

Cargo bay size (ft) 12 x 12 x 45 12 x 12 x 55

Sea-level penetration (knots) 400

In addition to the foregoing trades, a weight growth trade was conducted
to determine the effects dead weight has on takeoff gross weight (TOGW).

The trade studies discussed in this section are applicable to the vehicle
(D-516-2A) described in section i1. The trade studies originate about the
analytical model of the D-S16-2A baseline configuration determined by the
results of the sizing exercise. Each trade was conducted by incorporating the
appropriate change in weight, geometry, or aerodynamics on the sizing program
basepoint and the resizing to the desired performance level depending on the
trade values of interest. Sizing thrust-to-weight ratios and wing loading
combinations for the various design condition are depicted in figure 39, which
indicates the various design conditions and the vehicle conditions that solve
a particular trade value.

12. 1 WEI( i '13ROWfI TRADE

The purpose of the trade is to establish a growth factor for the dead
weight effects on vehicle TOGW. This trade involves arbitrarily incrwenmting
the fixed load weight and resizing thie vehicle to regain prformance. The
results of the trade indicate that vehicle senssitivity to dead weight is
approximately 1.95 poutnd of TOGW for each poutd of dead weight. The 1.95
growth factor is somewhat lower than that of the preliminary baseline value of
2.7, but is to be expected due to the change in design criteria governod by
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the different takeoff and landing ground rules. The preliminary baseline
configurations (part 1) dominant sizing conditions were the takeoff distance
of 2,000 feet over a 50-foot obstacle with a 3-degree gradient, and the wing
sized by the fuel requirement imposed by the 2,600-nautical-mile range mission.
The takeoff sizing produced higher thrust-to-weight levels and, therefore,
higher growth through larger engine sizes. The refined baseline is sized by
the same 2,600-nautical-mile fuel requirements and the 0.75M speed requirement
at 20,000-foot altitude. Another significant change since the preliminary
baseline is a change in engine from the 7.8 bypass ratio (BPR) GE13/F4B to the
6.5 BPR. GE13/F1O engine. The GEl3/F1O engine is an advanced technology engine
and has an improved thrust-to-weight ratio which would *'-Md to reduce the
growth factor. The results of the weight growth trade are shown in figure 128.

12.2 FIELD LENGTH TRADE

The field length trade influelices the aircraft primarily through the
wing loading required to reduce the landing distance. The refined configura-
tion landing distance over a 50-foot obstacle is 1,675 feet with balanced
field takeoff distance of 1,250 feet. The fact that the basic vehicle is
being sized for conditions other than field length means that all distances in
excess of 1,675 feet are satisfied by the same vehicle. Vehicle gross weight
changes for distances above 1,675 feet can only be expected by relieving the
0.75M speed requirement at 20,000-foot altitude. If this requirement is
waived and the takeoff balanced field length is the sizing variable, then
vehicle gross weight reduces approximately 8,000 pounds. This, however,
would cause a reduced cruise speed and involves changes in design requirements.
The trade study shown in figure 129 holds all the design criteria except the
field length requirements. As shown, there is no change in TOMW until the
required field length is below 1,675 feet. At a 1,600-foot field length,
TOGW would increase by approximately 4,000 pounds, and at 1,500 feet, a
12,000-pound Increase may be expected. Reduced field length may be obtained
by increasing thrust to weight in order to .reduce velocity at the obstacle,
but this method produces vehicle weight increments five to six times as large
as by wing loading redoctions. The vehicles sized to the reduced field
lengths by wing loading reductiou do have an excess in wing fuel volume
requirements iMposed by the 2,600-nautical-mile range mission. The additional
wing fuel volume would improve the range available on the zero cargo range
mission wich would improve unrefueled deploymot capability.

12.3 DSI(GN MISSION RAMIUS TMWi

The design mission radius trade involves an increase in the design
mission radius from 500 to 750 nautical miles and still maintain a rate of
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climb of 300 feet per minute and 0.75M cruise speed at 20,000-foot altitude.
The takeoff and landing distances at the resized vehicle midmission thrust-
to-weight ratio of 0.53 and wing loading of 91.85 pounds per square foot are
approximately 1,300 feet and 1,700 feet, respectively. The midmission weight
was based on T1GW minus approximately 44.8 percent of the fuel required. The
result of this trade is shown in figure 130, indicating a resized vehicle with
a TOGW increment of 19,197 pounds to meet the 750-nautical-mile design radius.
The resized vehicle with the increased radiuE performance results in a
13.85-percent fuel fraction (46,476 pounds of fuel) and a 1,713-square-foot
wing area.

12.4 CARGO BAY LENGTH TRADE

The cargo bay length trade (45 feet to 55 feet) was evaluated by
increasing fuselage length with an addition of a constant-diameter 10-foot-long
section and relocating the wings and tails. It was assumed that the other
aircraft components could be rearranged such that the major effect would be
directly associated with the fuselage geometry. The additional fuselage
length results in a 11.3-percent increase in wetted area and a 3,180-pound
vehicle weight increment. The basic fuselage weight increased by 2,350 pounds
along with an 830-pound increase in furnished weight. The furnishing weight
increase is for the additional cargo handling equipment and troop-carrying
capability associated with the longer fuselage. The previous geometric and
weight change, along with the increased fuselage friction drag, were
incorporated in the sizing program baseline configuration. The vehicle was
resized to meet the 500-nautical-mile design radius mission, the 0.75M cruise
requirement at 20,000 feet and fuel available - required wing volume condition
for the 2,600-nautical-mile range mission. The resized vehicle with the
increased cargo bay size results in an approximate 8,270-pound increase in
vehicle TOG. Trade results are shown in figure 131. This trade, when
conducted on the part I preliminary baseline configuration, resulted in a
7,500-pound gross weight increment. The difference in weight increments

results from study ground rule changes, and incorporation of the structural
design studies conducted during part II study phase.

12.S CRUISE SPEED TRADE

The results of the cruise speed trade are presented in figure 132. 1Tis
trade involves changes in wing characteristics to improve drag divergence for
thle increased cruise speed. The wing characteristics that sire required are
a 10-percent thickness ratio acress tCe entire span and quarter-chord sweep
increase from 25 to 39 degrees. Aspect ratio was reducod to 7.0 from 8.0 to
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offset increased wing weights caused by increased sweep and reduced thickness.
Other vehicle clanges would not be required because of the fuselage and
empennage drag divergence being higher than 0.85 mach number. The wing changes
result in a 4,001-pound increase in the basic wing weight prior to resizing.
The predominant sizing conditions for this trade were the 500-nautical-mile
design radius mission, the 0.85M speed requirement at 20,000-foot altitude and
fuel available - required wing fuel volume constraint of the 2,600-nautical-
mile range mission. Trade results indicate that the 0.1 delta nmach number
cruise capability would add approximately 51,000 pounds to TOGW. Pertinent
vehicle characteristics are initial thrust-to-woight of 0.663, wing loading of
104.5 pounds per square foot. The resized vehicle has four 157. 7 -percent size
GEl3/FIO engines and a 2010.0-square-foot wing area. Midaission thrust-to-
weight is 0.707 with 94.5-pounds-per-square-foot wing loaJing.

7 .6 SEA LEVEL PENETRATION SPEED

The baseline vehicle design q was established by 0.75M cruise speed
capability at 20,000 feet and was the governing factor for a maximum cruise
speed below 20,000 feet. The baseline vehicle resulted in a sea-level cruise
speed of 311 knots. Increasing the sea level cruise speed to 400 knots, the
fixed-weight penalty of the baseline vehicle (weight increment times the
growth factor of 1.95) would result in a TUGW increnent of 510 pounds to
maintain a constant baseline performance.
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Section XIII

ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGY REQUIREwmS

The primary objectives of a technology program supporting the developmentof the MST are (1) to provide an accurate basis on which the decision forfinal airplane requirements are made, (2) to provide the technical capabilityto meet these airplane design requirements on a low-risk basis, and (3) toadvance the state-of-the-art in the STOL-related technologies so that therange of selection of airplane requirements can be broadened. To assure asuccessful production model of the MST, it is necessary to pursue theseobjectives through the formulative phases of the program until firm require-ment,' and a final airplane design are established.

The present technology program has developed aerodynamic designteciniques and conceptual configuration designs to the degree that currentperformance requirements can be met with a high confidence level; however,this present wnrk has not been directed at configuration optimization, and itis believed that performance improvements can be achieved. Other technicalareas, specifically flight control techniques and structural design criteria,will require additional effort to assure a low-risk approach to a productionNST program. All of the SrOL technology areas should be continued in orderto be responsive to changing requirements, and to develop improvements whichwill be reflected in a more effective product in the eventual MST program.

Fulfillment of the basic objectives of the STOL technology investigationprogram will require continuing action in the following areas:

1. Configuration analyses to provide up-to-date trade effects ofvariations in requirements and alternate design approaches.

2. Engineering analyses, supported by wind tunnel, flight simulator,and laboratory tests to refine the capability of translatingvarying airplane requirements into configuration and subsystem
design details.

3. Engineering stadies directed at achieving higher efficiencies inperformance, flight procedures, structural design, and cost.
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Specific tasks which should be pursued on a near-term basis have been

identified in the categories of:

1, Configuration and subsystem design

2. Aerodynamic characteristics

3. Structures and mass properties

4. Flight control systems

13.1 CONFIGURATION AND SUBSYSTEM DESIGN

13.1.1 CONFIGURATION TRAbE STUDIES

Continuing configuration studies are required to determine the quantita-
tive effects of changes in requirements, or suggested alternate design
approaches. A configuration design should be maintained up to date to meet
all current performance requirements. Configuration changes required to
comply with requirements changes, and izwestigations of new concepts, should
be applied to the baseline configuration and the impact on airplane weight
and performance determined.

13.1.2 BLC AIR SUPPLY

More stringent STOL performance requirements may necessitate the use
of BLC on the flight control surfaces of the MST to provd-e satisfactv-r"
handling qualities under adverse conditions. Engine ble'.d air is normally
used as a source of high-pressure air for such purposes; however, large
bleed-air demands from high bypass engines result in large engine performance
penalties. It is therefore recommended that an alternate air source be
evaluated in terms of overall impact on the total airplane. Factors to be
considered include weight, reliability, space requirements, .growth potential,
and utility.

13.1.3 GROUND MOBILITY SYSTE4

The desired ground mobility capability should be evaluated to determine
whether a STOL-type transport has sufficiently improved operational capability
with this system to justify its :additional cost and modified aircraft flight
efficiency. To attain these answers, it is reconaended that a three-phaso
program be initiated that would include an Alternate design concept trade
study, detail design and construction of the selected system, and an actual
flight demonstration program.
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The phase I effort would be directed toward a general broad scope study
to show the trade-off factors of weight, performance, and reliability for all
design approaches. Phase II would be the detail design of the most promising
system as applied to a demonstration aircraft. The aircraft should be a
military transport in the 1.30,000- to 190,000-pound weight class and having a
four-wheel bogie-type main gear. If necessary, the aircraft may be restricted
to flying with gear extended at all t•nes. Phase III should consist of actual
construction of the demonstration system, installation on the test aircraft,
and operational tests of the system.

13.1.4 ENGINE NOZZLE DEFLECTOR

Current investigations show large performance benefits of a controllable
engine nozzle deflector that operates between approxinately t150 deflection.
For application to an WT, this nozzle must have a reasonably high actuation
rate, minimal thrust losses, and high reliability. A study should be
initiated to evaluate deflection nozzle concepts and actuator systems to
fulfill these requirements at minimum weight consistent with the necessary
reliability.

13.2 AERODY1AMIC CHARACTERISTICS

13.2.1 AERODYNAMIC CONTROL OPTIMIZATION

The present study has provided adequate data for the design of pitch,
roll, and yaw controls to meet the current airplane requirements. However,
a critical safety margin based on the stall speed with a failed engine, in the
presence of the ground, requires further work on asynmetric stall control by
leading edge devices, and ground effect on

Present investigations showed lower roll control effectiveness using
spoilers with triple-slotted flaps than with double-slotted flaps. This.
characteristic penalizes the use of triple-slotted flaps which may be
desirable from other considerations. Further investigation in this area
might yield a reasonably simple solution to an improved flap and roll
control system.

The general solution to an adverse downwaih problem associated with very
high-lift coefficients has been to move the horizontal tail up and forward,
requiring a larger tail area and resulting in a structural weight penalty.
Some recent NASA data show some promise of use of a lower tail location.
More extensive investigations of the effects of configuration geometry (wing
and tail aspect ratio, engine location, tai) location, sweep) are required
to be able to optimize the tall geo-etry and location.
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13.2.2 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN METHODS

The lift developed by blown flaps depends directly on the jet turning
angle and jet turning efficiency. Values of these parameters are determined
by static tests or are estimated by methods described elsewhere in this report.
These methods yield only the results of tests of exploratory wind tunnel
models where no optimization was attempted. Studies should be made to develop
a better understanding of the factors which affect the jet turning process,
so that a systematic approach could be taken in optimizdtion of this proces3.

13.2.3 PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

The present program also investigated the effects of nacelle location
and engine orientation on lift performance. These results indicate better
performance with the nacelle closer to the lower surface of the wing which
is, in general, contrary to good, high-speed performance. Means of obtaining
the best compromise for low- and high-speed performance should be investigated.
Although the. effects of engine orientation were determined for three thrust
axis angles in the present study, additional tests are required to determine
an optimum. Thrust inclination angles of -12, 3, and 18 degrees were tested,
with the 18-degree angle giving the best performance. It is believed that
further improvement in performance can be obtained by testing perturbations
around the 18-degree setting.

To date, the propulsion-lift systems have been tailored toward improved

low-speed performance. Consideration of cruise speed performance has imposed
some constraints on configuration synthesis, but this has been on a "'judgemeat'l*
basis, rather than on a quantitative test basis. High-speed, as we-: as
low-speed, tests should be made to determine the effects on overall %.nssion
capability of nacelle arrangement and other STOL transport features such as
gear pods and aft fuselage shaping.

13.3 STRUCTURES AND YSS PJ,)PERTIE.S

Detailed structural design criteria for components of powered lift
systems have not been developed at the present time. These structural
components are subjected to a nonconventional environment and do require
specific design criteria.
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Also dependent on these structural design criteria is the development
of more accurate weight estimation techniques for STOL aircraft. These
procedures are based on the structural design techniques applied to meet the
design criteria.

A program is recommended to develop preliminary design techniques from
a survey of available data relative to design criteria applicable to STOL
blown flap structures and then to obtain test data to validate and refine
the criteria developed. Elements of the recommended program are described
in the following paragraphs.

13.3.1 DESIGN CRITERIA

Optimum and complete design criteria are required to properly design
efficient blown flap structure. New and likely higher levels of acoustic
fatigue criteria and dynamic buffetting loads are caused by the interaction
of engine exhaust impingement and the normal oscillating aerodynamic forces
associated with high-lift flap systems. The potential significance of
material erosion or accelerated oxidation, etc, are not known. Because
of. the near-term need and potential significance to the development of
efficient and flightworthy flap structures, this task should receive
priority consideration, even though the system application is limited.

13.3.1.1 Recommended Approach

The recommended approach is as follows:

1. Assemble a monograph from available published information on
noise prediction, aerodynamic buffetting, applicable material
properties, data, and techniques relevant to blown flap
design problem, The monograph should include data on all
applicable significant parameters and phenomena. For example,
data should be assembled on boundary layer noise generation
mechanisms, edge tones, effects of shed vortices, slots,
nozzle geometry, erosion and oxidation characteristics of
candidate materials, etc,

2. Synthesize typical promising blown flap configurations in
terms of propulsion and flap design and operating parameters.

3. Apply data and techniques of step I to provide preliminary
definition of noise, buffetting, and exhaust impingement
environment for cases represented by step 2.
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4. Investigate amelioration techniques (e.g., velocity suppression,
sound dispersion, shielding, noise frequency shifting) and identify
resulting n•.w noise/buffet/exhaust impingement characteristics
and design criteria.

5. Based on steps 1 through 4, define preliminary flap system acoustic
fatigue, buffet loading spectra, and exhaust impingement design
criteria for parametric conditions embracing environments of both
steps 3 and 4. The criteria should embrace the full range of
potential environmental conditions possible through design options,
with respect to material temperature, structural concept, exhaust
velocity, and jet exhaust/flap geometry, etc.

6. Perform preliminary design and cost studies of typical flap and
flap retraction/retention systems, based on representative
rational designer options within range of design data provided by
activity through step 5. These studies will translate the design
criteria resulting from each selection of design approach into
a definition of the resulting effect on the structural weight
and cost.

7. It is not expected tzat steps 1 through 6 can be accomplished
with uniformly high confidence levels, because of the current
status of data and applicable techniques. Appraise relative
success achieved at each earlier step, identify deficiencies,
and recommend further analytical and test programs to rectify
critical deficiencies or to direct research into promising
high payoff technology development areas.

13.3.2 INVESTIGATION AND TEST OF HIGH-LIFT SYSIDI CaiPONEOrS FOR

STOL AIRCRAF1

This program is planned in three phases as follows:

1. Perform -.tructural concept and cost evaluation studies of high-lift
systems (,•aps, slats, and spoilers) to determine most cost-
effective structure for these components. Included should be the
mechanical systems such as the tracks for flaps and slats, since
these represent as much weight and cost as the components
themselves, Selective reinforcement, using advanced composites
should be considered, particularly as a means of stiffening flap
and slat tracks.
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II

2. Perform element and structural tests of proposed concepts to
prove feasibility of proposed construction methods.

3. Construct working test model of high-lift system, using
construction concepts developed from steps 1 and 2 tasks.
The test model should include flaps, slats, simulated wing box,
and engine. Test will prove the ability of proposed concepts
to withstand environment, including engine noise and pressures,
temperature, structural loads, and stiffness requirements
under actual operating conditions.

13.3.3 INVESTIGATION OF ADVANCED COWOSITES APPLICATIONS
TO STOL AIRCRAFT

This study will determine the cost-effectiveness of advanced composites
on STOL aircraft structures. Although some of the previoiis studies may
include the use of selective reinforcement with composites, this study will
include the use of composites as the primary load-carrying members. They
should be considered with composite substructure, or in combination with
metallic substructure. Their effectiveness should be compared with
conventional construction methods, as well as with the advanced construction
methods of the previous tasks. This study should include primary structure
such as the wing and empennage boxes and fuselage shell, as well as the
flaps, slats, rudders, and elevators. Both boron and graphite composites
should be considered.

This study should be coordinated with the foregoing and completed before
the construction of test hardware, since composites may prove cost-effective
in same of these structures. This would affect the test programs of the
previous items.

13.3.4 WEIGiT ESTIMATION

The STOL vehicle investigation revealed somz problems in the area of
weight-estimating technology. These problems a-e basically unique to STOL
application - blown flap load effects on torque box structure, blown flap
components, double-hinged control surfaces, etc. The weight impact of these
items cannot be accurately predicted with existing weight-estimation methods.
Investigations in the following areas should be accmplished to improve the

* * confidence level of the estiated weights:

1. Effects of blown flaps criteria on flap and torque box weights

2. STOL propulsion acoustic fatigue requirements on structures
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3. Landing load spectrum on fuselage and gear stri ctures

4. Flight control actuation system for double-hingt surfaces

S. Thrust deflector nozzle weights

13.4 FLIGHT CONTROL TECHNIQUES

13.4.1 FLI flT SI4JLATOR TESTS

The factor limiting STOL performance at the present time is the ability
' safely control the flightpath with large upsetting moments associated

with STOL operations at the low dyrnaic pressuro. A further contribution
to the severity of the problem is tho desire to operate out of a 60-foot-wide
landing strip. Initial studies in the present program brought out the
extreme difficu2ty encountered in landing on a 60-foot-wide strip with strong
crosswinds. A systematic approach to investigating the overall influence of
landing strip width and the further development of piloting techniques
should be made.

ine following study areas are recommended for future flight simulation
studies and are based on the present (1972) state-of-the-art in STOL
technology. The study areas recommended have been selected because of their
applicability to generalized STOL conf.`,gurations. In all cases, the results
will provide usable design guides in te:ins of piloted handling qualities.

for preliminary evaluation of these areas and determination of general-
ized design guides, flight simulation studies are preferred to flight test
results. The direct control of independent variables which can be achieved
by simulation assures design guides that are independent of all other
variables, except the one being investigated. Subsequent correlation of
simulation results with flight test data, where available, is, of course,
necessary and desirable to assure accuracy of the study results.

1. Definition of a method for establishing pilot control techniquas
and evaluation of the effect of variations in techmique on SrOf
landing and takeoff mode hamnling qualities. Both normal and
failure mode conditions should be examined, as well as operatiL3
near the maximuw muieuvor limits of the aircraft.

2. Definition of the influence of allowale failure forces and
rewrents on SIOL handllng qualities in terms of pilot rating•s.
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3. Evaluation of the ifluence of simultaneously required maximun
control powers and/or maximum rates in all axes.

4. Evaluation of the effect of flap rate on pilot controllability
during transition from conventional to STOL mode operation and
during waveoff.

5. Definition and evaluation of STOL IFR display requirements.

6. Evaluation of the effect of IFR conditions on aircraft safety
margin requirements.

7. Definition of ground effects on pilot handling qualities and
control requirements for normal and failure mode operation.

8. Evaluation cf the effects of landing trip width on cOntrn1
requirements and pilot technique.

13.4.2 ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPTS

The possibility of obcaining benefits in flying qualities, performance,
and total system costs, through the use of advaiced technology in flight
control systems, should be investigated.

Specifically, the impact of applying the control configured vehicle
(CCV) approach to the WT should be evaluated. Also of interest is an
automated engine failure compensation system which would employ control
surfaces, engine modulation, and nozzle deflectors to control the large
moments due to engine thrust loss.

13.5 FLICGI TESTING

Many aspects of operation and design refinement of a STOL transport
system can be investigated only (or most effectively) by actual flight
testing of a full-scale airplane. The initial planning for the MT/ADP
included a flight dem=,otrator airplane program to provide this capability.
the test airplane was to be a full.-size representation of the Wr with nearly
full capability, but using engines which would be available earlier than the
planned tr engine. It was a requirtment of this program to provide a
conceptual design of a flight demonstrator airplane, a test program, and
budgetary costs and schedules. Since the present STOL/TAI program was
initiated, an AMt prototype program has evolved which preempts many of the
objectives of the flight demonstrator. Because of this, requirements for
a flight demonstrator plan were deleted. fowver, since a good portion of
effort on the flight demonstrator had been accomplished by the time this
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decision was reached, and since the scope of the prototype program has not
yet been fully determined, a nominal program for a flight demonstrator is
presented for possible use in future planning.

13.5.1 FLIClff DEMONSTRATOR

The purpose of the flight demonstrator is to verify flight characteris-
tics of a STOL transport aircraft of the anticipated size and configuration of
an NST mission-orient-d aircraft. The flight demonstrator program will
verify, by operational experience, those vehicle flight characteristics that
are required for routine short takeoff and landings. A full-size demonstrator
vehicle could also serve as a test bed for an engine flight test development
program and provide for practical propilsion/airframe integration of an
externally blown flap tactical STOL tra. -ort. The philosophy incorporated
in the STAI demonstrator discussed in this section is to use the basic vehicle
developed as the refined study baseline configuration and to exchange engines,
with performance being the fall out. Several candidate engines were consid-
ered, with three being selected for analysis. The flight demonstrator
configuration description, propulsion, weights, performance, and program/
costs/schedules are presented.

13.5.1.1 Configuration Description

The flight demonstrator conceptual design is a modified updated base-
point configuration using the basic airframe with alternate engine installa-
tions. The updated configuration descriptions may be found in section 3.0.
Three engines were selected as candidates for the flight demonstrator
propulsion system analysis. The propulsion systems analyzed incorporated
the TF-34-GE-i2, FlOl/F13, and TF33-P-7 engines. Two of the three propulsion
systems, using the TF34-GE-2 and FlOl/F13 engines, are shown installed on
the updated configuration in figure 133. The TF33-P-7 engine installation
would be similar in size as that shown for the FI01/FI3 engine installation.
This engine could be used as an externally blown flap propulsion svwtem, but
is considerably heavier than either the installed TF-34-GE-2 or FI(X/F13
engine.

Engine installation placement and nacelle size were accompllshed Z,
first removing the GE13/FIO engine nacelle and replacing it with one of the
candidate engine systems. The replacement nacelle length and dameter wore
evaluated using the :ame engine-nacelle site relationships that werv used
on the GLI3/1lO installation. The engine-nacelle length and diameter ratio
relationships were held constant for wetted area and weight changes
associated with each of th. engines. Nacelle fore-aft placemet on the
wing is with tUh nozzle exit located at the wing leading edge. Spanwise
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location is established in a similar manner as described in section 3.0.
The inboard nacelle centerline is one nacelle maximum diameter from the
fuselage, and the outboard nacelle is 1.5 nacelle maximum diameters from the
inboard nacelle. The nacelle containing the dual-engine installation uses
the maximum nacelle diameter in the vertical direction at the engine center-
line for its placement from the fuselage and nacelle spacing. Dual-engine
placement within a single nacelle would be similar to a B-52-type installation.
Thrust reversing is accomplished by a cascade-type reverser on each side of
the dual-engine nacelle. The nozzle design is similar to that used on the
GEI3/FIO nacelle, but would be independently operated for each of the engines
in the nacelle. A summary of the engine-nacelle dimensional characteristics
is given in table XLIX.

TABLE XLIX. STOL DF NSTRATOR NACELLE
DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

GE13/F1O TF34-GE-2 FlOl/F13 TF33-P-7

Diameter (in.)

Engine 68.9 50 48.80 53.00
Nacelle 87.00 63 height, 61.6 66.9

115 width

Length (in.)

Engine 103.1 80.20 148.24 14.2.00
Nacelle 191.8 149.20 275.73 264.10

Wetted area (sq ft) 340.00 420.00 345.96 359.86

13.5.1.2 Weight Analysis

The engine installation effects on the refined baseline vehicle were
computed by considering those portions of the aircraft that were directly
affected by the propulsion system. Structure weights were computed for
modifications in nacelle wetted areas and in nacelle pylons, due to
installed engine weight changes. Propuls-on group weights were revised to
account for the engines uwdar consideration. All vehicles were analyzed
at the baseline takeoff gross v,,eight of 159,310 pounds, and fuel weight was
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adjusted for changes associated with a particular engine installation.
Additional weight consideration may be justified for the flight demonstrator
by deleting-various production aircraft features such as the cargo handling
system, ground mobility, and some fixed equipment items, for improved flight
demonstrator performance. Table L indicates the weight effects that may
be expected for the three alternate engines.

TABLE L. STOL DTMSTRATOR WEIGHT SLARY

Baseline Alternate 1 Alternate 2 Alternate 3

Engine GE 13/FIO TF34-GE-2 FI1O/FI3 TF33-P-7

Engine Size (%) 93 100 100 100

No. of engines 4 8 4 4

Installed engine
weight 14,444 14,624 14,484 22,736

Engine section or
nacelle group 4,528 4,880 4,528 6,'278

Total weight empty 95,684 96,216 95,724 105,726

Fuel weight 33,161 .32,630 33,121 23,119

The above weight summary does not indicate a weight penalty due to
changes in materials that would be required due to increased exhaust
temperature of the FI01/FI3 and TF-33-P-7 engines. Preliminary estimates
indicate that portions of the wing and flap which are subjected to direct
jet wake impingement would be constructed with the same design concept as
the remainder of the flap, but titanium would be used instead of aluminum.
This material change would not have a significant weight effect, but would
add to fabrication problems as well as increased costs. The vehicles that
would use the FIOl/FI3 or TF-P-7 engines would have an estimated 1-percent
weight increase in the use of titanium in their basic material mix.
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13.5.1.3 Propulsion System

The propulsion system for the demonstrator EBF airplane will be required
to have early availability, a minimum of development or installation cost,
and low risk, and to meet the demonstrator requirements of the final EBF
configuration design. The vehicle thrust-to-weight ratio dictates the engine
thrust rating necessary to perform these design conditions, and the engines
considered must be available hardware or presently in development to be made
available within the desired time period.

The candidate engines used for the investigation study configuration are
shown in table XIV. The engines shown in table LI were selected from these
candidate engines to be representative of the possible choices for a demon-
strator vehicle.

The TF33-P7 (JT3D) turbofan is an existing hardware engine of the
desirable thrust rating for a four-engine installation with low cost and
excellent reliability. However, it has disadvantages in application to
STOL vehicles in the areas of weight, size, fuel specifics, and exhaust
characteristics.

The FlOl/F13 turbofan is a nonaugmented version of the FIOI-GE-100
afterburning turbofan being developed for the B-1 aircraft. The basic engine
is retained with only removal of the afterburner section to avoid additional
development cost and time. The engiiie would offer the best advanced state-of-
the-art design with minimum risk, since the B-1 engine is scheduled to
complete the PFRT within a year. The FlOl/F13 engine thrust rating is a
little low for a four-engine version of the proposed EBF configuration;
therefore, the demonstrator vehicle performance would not be favorable
unless the airplane could reduce in weight or size. The relatively low bypass
ratio of this turbofan would also be a slight disadv'mtage in cruise fuel
consumption and exhaust characteristics.

TABLE LI. SELECTED STOL DOMSITRATOR ENGINES
(SEA LEVEL, STANDARD DAY RATING)

*Mfg Model T/W BPR FPR OPR

P&WA TF33-P7 21,000 4.52 1.25 1.9 16.0

GE FlOl/Fl3 16,150 5.50 2.0 2.26 26.5

GE TF34-GE-2 9,280 6.53 6.23 l.S 20.5
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The TF34-GE-2 high-bypass turbofan is presently in initial production
for.the Lockheed S-3A, the Fairchild Republic A-10A prototype, and the
Boeing AWACS airplanes. The high-bypass engine represents the cycle char-
acteristics that are desirable for EBF SSTOL vehicles, and closely matches
the GEl3/FlO cycle selected for the refined baseline configuration. The
thrust riting is slightly low for the proposed configuration using an eight-
engine installation, but an uprated version, that appears likely within a
few years, should offer good vehicle performance. The exhaust characteris-
tics make the engine attractive for an EBF airplane, from a low noise and
temperature consideration. Since the TF34 is being used for sound suppres-
sion investigation and proposed prototype vehicles for STOL configurations,
it would offer many installation advantages obtained from these applications
or studies.

A two-engine installation was considered, using engines such as the CF6
or JT9D turbofans. Because a two-engine arrangement does not allow use of
the proposed EBF configuration without a major vehicle redesign and an
engine-out conditions becomes a problem, this concept appears very
unattractive. Therefore, the larger size turbofan engines were not included
in the candidate engine list.

Preliminary performance data were generated for the selected engines to
use in the STOL demonstrator airplane performance evaluatiQn. Installation
characteristics based on the proposed configuration requirements were
established to account for performance losses due to inlet total pressure
recovery, inlet cwl (7 spillage) drag, horsepower extraction, and compressor
bleed airflow, The change in exteinal nacelle and pylon drags due to the
selected engine installation and different exhaust characteristics are
accounted for in the vehicle external aerodynamics performance.

Each of the selected engines is installed with similar installation
characteristics. The engines have simple rounded-lip, fixed-geometry,
open-nosed inlets sized to provide good performance during takeoff and to
allow minimum spillage during cruise conditions. A mixed-flow engine is
preferred for the EBF configuration; therefore, all engine installations
used a common exhaust nozzle for the fan and gas generator exhaust. The
mixed-flow exhaust system includes a thrust deflector that directs the
exhaust stream into the wing flaps during lift-iff or landing approach,
and below the wing flaps for ground roll. The engines are installed with
a cascade-type fan thrust reversing system located in the uipper forward
portion of the nacelle, just aft of the fan section.
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13.5.1.4 Performance

The performance characteristics of the flight demonstrator with the
selected alternate propulsion systems are compared to the refined baseline
configuration performance capability. Design mission performance for all
vehicles was evaluated at a constant takeoff gross weight and payload weight
over the same mission profile. Short takeoff and landing calculations were
computed using the methods presented in volume III "Performance Methods and
Takeoff and Landing Rules."

The pertinent performance characteristics for the baseline and the
alternate propulsion systems are shown in table LII. All vehicles have
the same initial wing loading and takeoff gross weight.

TABLE LII. STOL DEMIVSTRATOR PERFORMANCE St44ARY

Baseline Alternate 1 Alternate 2 Alternate 3

Engine GE 13/FlO TF34-GE-2 F101/F13 TF33-P-7

Engine size (%) 93 100 100 100

No. of engines 4 8 4 4
Fuel wt (lb) 33,161 32,630 33,121 23,119
Initial T/W 0.516 0.434 0.382 0.497

Design mission radius 500 441 377 165
(n mi) with 28,000 lb
payload

Cruise mach No. 0.75 0.695 0.75 0.75
Max mach No. 0.7S 0.71 0.75 0.75
at 20,000 ft

Midmission T/W 0.5453 0.428 0.377 0.4527

Midmission W/S 90.7 90.6 90.4 93.4
Takeoff distance (ft) 1,240 1,180 2,680 1,790
Landing distance (ft) 1,675 1,720 2,270 2,060
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Figures 134 and 135 present short takeoff and landing performance
versus weight for the four vehicles. The baseline and alternate 1 configu-
ration have similar STOL performance for the same weight range. The
alternate 1 configuration thrust-to-weight ratio, with all engines operating,
is lower than the baseline vehicle, but has improved performance for the
one-engine-out case, since one-eighth of the thrust is lost instead of
one-fourth. The eight-engine configuration lift losses and trim penalties
in the STOL configuration would be less than experienced by a comparable
four-engine configuration. Additional advantages of the eight-engine
configuration are lower engine-out yawing moments and higher reverse thrust
levels during the deceleration portion of the aborted takeoff.

13.5.1.5 Flight Demonstrator Program Schedule

The program schedule shown in figure 136 depicts the major activities of
the flight demonstrator program from go-ahead through flight test comple-
tion. This schedule is for a two-vehicle flight test program that will verify
flight characteristics of a STOL transport aircraft. The nrogram will include
the design, manufacturing, and flight testing of the two aircraft.

Basic engineering release is scheduled for completion at the end of the
21-t month, the first aircraft completion by the end of the 31Kt month, and
the second aircraft rollout and aircraft No. 1 first flight by the end of
the 34th month. The flight demonstrator flight test program comnletion date
would be at the eh'd of the S2id month after go-ahead.

The program, as shown, allows for the initiation of long-lead purchase
orders as soon as practical. Some review period, before purchase order
release, would he required to identify those items that would be critical
to the overall program schedule. Those items critical to structural testing
phase would receive priority during the early nart of the review neriod.

The structural testing program would be initiated by conducting small
element testing. These tests will be conducted early during the first
design stages so that the results can benefit the initial design effort.
Concurrently, small panel specimens will be designed and released for
testing. Fabrication and testing of medium structural specimen for the
fuselage, wing, epennage, and other critical vehicle components are phased
for completion before basic release, in order for test data results to be
incorporated in the design drawings. Major test sections for the wing boxes
and fuselage shell structural segments will be used to evaluate the load
capabilities of these airframe components. These tests are scheduled to be
conpleted in the early stages of airframe fabrication such that any changes
in design, due to test results, can be incorporated during that stage.
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Engineering basic release is expected to be completed b7 the 21st month,
along with the initiation of major assembly of aircraft No. 1. Two months
later a critical design review will be completed to insure design integrity.
The next major milestone is the arrival of the required engines before
complete assembly of the No. 1 aircraft. Aircraft rollout is scheduled
at the end of the 31st month, with the first flight scheduled starting the
35th month.

The flight test program provides for 315 hours of flight testing and
is scheduled to last 18 months. The basic flight test program elements
will consist of initial airworthiness tests, flight characteristics determi-
nation, performance and propulsion tests, avionics and subsystem tests,
environmental test, flight loads investigations, vibrations and flutter
tests, and operation flight and subsystem characteristics evaluations.
Specific test tasks are flight characteristics, including stability, con-
trollability, and handling; air vehicle performance, including STOL takeoff
and landing performance; vibration and flutter; environmental control; and
subsystems.

13.6 BUDGETARY QOSTS AND) SCHEDULES

13.6.1 ENGINEERING STUDIES

A schedule for items discussed ir paragraphs 13.1 through 13.4 is
presented in figure 137. Also shown are level of effort and budgetary costs.

13.6.2 FLIGHT WHONSTRATOR

13.6.2.1 Cost Methodology

13.6.2.1.1 Material Equipment

Dollar-per-pound data from previous studies anu trograms were analyzed
and updated to provide the basis for estimating the SRoL aircraft. Material
and equipment costs were estimated in constant 1974 dollar values.

13.6.2.1.2 Engineering

The mns-hours required for engineering were developed by comparison of
requiretents with prior programs and with estimatin: relationships derived
from these programs. Adjustments were made to include hours for effort
peculiar to SrOL aircraft that are not found in the historical data base.
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Supporting activities, including shop support of engineering, planning,
quality control and electronic data processing, and other related items, were
estimated by histprical relationships to engineering labor hours.

13.6.2.1.3 Manufacturing

The manufacturing hours per pound at T, were estimated 1vsed upon
an analysis of the structural concept design, historical oata, and siwil.ar
program estimates. Ratios applied to the total estimated manu".acturing hours
were used to estimate the man-hours required for manufacturing planning and
~manufacturing quality control.

13.6.2.1.4 Tooling

The tooling hours-per-pound AMPR developed from previous programs were
used as a base in determining the basic tooling man-hours requirements. The
impact of the structural concepts and material selection were considered in
adjusting these data. Additional factors for material were then developed
to constitute the total tooling requirements for this program. Ratios were
applied to the total tooling hours to estimate the man-hours required for
tool planning and quality control.

13.6.2.1.S Other Rates Factors

Labor and overhead rates are based on the B-I Division's rate Drojec-
tions ir, constant 1974 dollar values.

Procurement expense and general and administrative (G&A) expense rates
used also reflect constant 1974 rates. The procurement exmense rate is
applied to all procured materials and services; the G&A rate is applied to
all costs.

Estimated earnings are co~utld on total estimated costs, excludiny
-FAE. A 10.0-percent rate was used in conouting estimated earnings for

the subject program.
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13.6.2.2 Pricing Considerations

1. Propulsion and avionics were considered (WAE

2. All tooling.is prototype soft tooling

The estimates in table LIII are stimitted for budgetary and planning
purposes only.

TABLE LIII. BUDGETARY AND PLANNING ESTDIATES

Alt No. 1 Alt No. 2
Flt 1•w (2) Fit Deno (2)

Function (in millions) (in millions)

Engireering $137.3 $147.1

Tooling 78.9 83.7

Fabrication 0.2 S2.1

• Total (2) fit deso $266.4 $282.9
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CMCWUSIONS

The design re•quirements of •. study of an externally blown flap
tactical transport aircraft are met with an airplane having a design takeoff
gross weight of 159,310 pounds, including a 28,000-pound design payload. This
vehicle meets the SO0-nautical-mile design mission radius and has a 2,600-
nautical-mile range deployment mission carrying a 29,031-pound payload.

Tne EBF tactical transport concept provides a practical means of obtaining
the desired STOL performance for a NST with relatively low risk. Improvements
in performance and further reduction of program risk could be obtained with
additional wind tunnel testing, flight controls optimization, configuration
refinements, and further development of flight control techniques and piloting
procedures. Additional effort should be concentrated in the structural design
aspects involving the effects of the engine exhaust impingement on the wing
and flap structure.
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